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1 Introduction 
Project History 
This project is unique in that it was sponsored by 3 entities: the Greybull Valley Irrigation 
District (GVID), Farmers Canal Company and the owners and operators of the Keystone, 
Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals.  The Greybull Valley Irrigation District was 
organized as an irrigation district in 1920 and provides irrigation water to approximately 
80,000 acres.  The District operates three off-channel storage reservoirs to store water 
from the Greybull River – Upper Sunshine, Lower Sunshine and Roach Gulch Reservoir.  
Water released from these reservoirs is delivered to the various ditches via the Greybull 
River.   Three supply canals, and their associated diversions from the Greybull and Wood 
Rivers, are also maintained by the District.  The receiving diversions themselves are 
privately maintained by individuals or canal companies. 
The Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals are privately owned and maintained 
by individuals.  They are within the GVID boundaries and are members.  The Farmers 
Canal Company is organized as a canal company and is also located within GVID.  All of 
these ditches irrigate with water stored in Upper Sunshine, Lower Sunshine and Greybull 
Valley Reservoirs.  The interrelationship between these entities is an important aspect of 
this project.  Since they are private entities, the owners of the Keystone portion of the 
project and the Farmers Canal Company do not meet the WWDC criteria for being a 
sponsor of projects beyond Level I, unless it is a dam or reservoir project.     
Neither Farmers Canal nor the Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent canals can  can 
sponsor this project at Level II.   However, GVID does meet the criteria and has 
experience with WWDC projects.  As  water supplier to the Farmers and Keystone areas 
of the project, GVID has a vested interest in seeing their customers prosper.  
Improvements to their distribution systems benefit the Farmers and Keystone customers 
and  GVID.   
The Farmers Canal System provides natural flow and storage right water to approximately 
24,000 acres.  Stored water is provided by the GVID.  Farmers Canal diverts from a large 
diversion structure located on the Greybull River.  The diversion structure and the first 
4,800 ft of canal are shared with the Bench Canal.  A large structure splits the flow into the 
Bench and Farmers Systems. 
The Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals provide water to approximately 3,781 
acres.    This portion of the system consists of four river diversions located between the 
main river diversion for the Roach Gulch Reservoir (also known as the Greybull Valley 
Dam) and the Farmers Canal Diversion.  The Keystone portion of the project is contiguous 
to the Farmers Canal System and is located immediately above it.   
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Purpose 
The following were goals of this study: 

• Structural inventory and assessment of the facilities owned and maintained by 
the Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals and Farmers Canal 
Company.   

• Creation of a GIS based on the various components mapped. 

• Evaluation of the operation of the various systems. 

• Evaluation of seepage loss within the systems and recommendation of specific 
improvements to the systems. 

• Evaluation of the options available to the owners of the systems to make the 
entities eligible for WWDC funds. 

• Preparation of a rehabilitation plan. 

• Preparation of estimates of the life cycle costs of the various improvements. 
 

The actions taken and the results of the investigations into the above items is discussed 
below.
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Figure 1.1 Project Area 
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2 Information Collection and Literature Review  
Very little previous work has been completed specifically for the Farmers 
Keystone study area.  Consequently, much of our literature review consisted of 
studies and investigations for other facilities but whose subjects could be 
considered applicable to this area.    
Greybull Valley Irrigation District Level II Hydropower Feasibility Study, 
April 2003 – ECI  
This study is directly related to the project area by virtue of the five canals 
included in this study being located within the GVID.  This study involved 
investigation of the feasibility of hydropower generation at the following locations: 

• Upper Sunshine Reservoir 

• Lower Sunshine Canal Drop 

• Lower Sunshine Reservoir 

• Roach Gulch Reservoir 

• Roach Gulch Outlet Works 
This study was subsequently updated in 2006, as described below. 
Greybull Valley Irrigation District Level II Hydropower Feasibility Study, 
October 2006 – Hutton Consulting 
This study provided an update to the 2003 hydropower study and focused on the 
outlet works for the three reservoirs.  Based on updated flow data and operation 
assumptions, a conclusion of the study was that all three projects were feasible.   
Connection line costs were determined to be substantial.  New lines had to be 
installed in order to deliver the power to the purchasers and varied  between 
reservoirs. 
Irrigation Hydropower Study Level II, May 1, 2003 – A&H Consulting, Inc. 
This study was reviewed because it was completed for projects in the same area 
as the Farmers Keystone project and the hydropower aspect is applicable.  
Included in the study is a review of the feasibility of hydropower installations at 
the Iron Creek return on the Garland Canal in the Shoshone Irrigation District and 
several locations in the Willwood Irrigation District.  Conceptual designs were 
prepared for the Willwood Dam and three drop locations.  None of these facilities 
were deemed feasible because of energy rates available at the time of the study. 
Cody Canal Rehabilitation and Hydropower – May 2006 – Aqua 
Engineering, Inc. 
This study was also reviewed due to its similar task requirements and the 
proximity to the Farmers Keystone Project.  The scope of this study included a 
review and mapping of all of the facilities within the Cody Canal Irrigation District.  
The hydropower portion of the project was dependent upon the ability to provide 
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power generation throughout a six month period.  The financing required at least 
a five year delay in loan repayment to make it feasible.   
Canal Seepage Reduction by Soil Compaction – Charles M. Burt, Sierra 
Orvis, Nadya Alexander (ITRC Paper No. P 09-001) 
Completed for the Irrigation Training and Research Center at California 
Polytechnic State University, the effects of soil compaction on seepage losses 
were examined as a part of this study.  The results indicated large seepage 
reductions along the compacted reaches and these results likely warrant 
investigation for locations in Wyoming.  No evaluation of the long term effects 
was completed. 
The experiment performed as part of the study resulted in accurate measurement 
of seepage from portions of canals/ditches.  Water flow was halted by damming 
the ditch reach.  Replacement flows were measured by metering and water depth 
was maintained over a period of time.  Evaporation losses were calculated using 
pan evaporation data from stations in the vicinity of the testing area.   
The selected channel reaches were compacted, some on the sides only, others 
had the sides and bottoms compacted.  One area had silty clay loam soil, while 
the other reaches were sandier.  As can be expected, the silty clay loam soil had 
low seepage rates without compaction.  The other locations saw seepage 
reductions of up to 90% when the bottoms and sides were compacted.  When 
only the sides were compacted, just a 16-31% reduction was realized. 
Final Report to Bureau of Reclamation U.S. Department of the Interior – 
Canal Seepage Reduction Demonstration (Using Polyacrylamides in the 
Ditch and Water, Arkansas River Valley of Colorado), December 2000 – Jim 
Valliant Regional Irrigation Specialist, Colorado State University 
Cooperative Extension 
This study involved the placement of PAM and Hydrogel into ditches along the 
Suburban Lateral of the Catlin Canal.  The PAM and Hydrogel was applied to 
three reaches.  Good results were obtained by applying 10 lbs of PAM in four 
applications.  Seepage loss reductions of 84% to 95% were observed.  In 1998-
2000 costs, the cost to seal the study ditch was approximately $0.44 per foot.  
The flow rate in this ditch was in the 12-20 cfs range. 
Seasonal carryover was observed during the applications.  Applications from 
previous years seemed to help. They concluded that the seal would last a 
minimum of 2 years.  Since the introduction of this idea, similar trials were 
conducted in various locations throughout Colorado.  Seepage losses were 
reduced by as much as 90% in other studies on the West slope of Colorado. 
Rehabilitation Feasibility Study – Highland Hannover Irrigation District, 
November 1988 – Centennial Engineering and Research, Inc. 
This study is applicable to this project due to its algae removal component.  No 
successful methods for algae removal were identified in the study, and the 
ultimate recommendation was to install a trash rack at a lower angle to facilitate 
cleaning. 
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Heart Mountain Screens Feasibility Study, April 16, 2007 – Engineering 
Associates 
This is another study that is applicable due to its moss (algae) removal 
component.  Initially, mechanical screens were reviewed for their feasibility to 
remove moss from the canal.  Heart Mountain Irrigation District is having the 
same moss issues as the Farmers Canal. Ultimately, mechanical screens were 
deemed too expensive to be a viable solution.  The final recommendation was for 
Coanda screens to be installed on the main canal and laterals. 

3 Structure Inventory and Assessment 
The first step in any GIS project is to identify the design constraints and create 
the database framework for the project.  This framework will form the foundation 
for the data collection and field mapping.  Two components were identified by the 
Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) and the Sponsor(s) for 
inclusion in the GIS.  These are: 

o Farmers Canal System 
o Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals 

These two components were further divided into two databases.  The first 
database contains mapping and data information about the current systems.  The 
second contains information about the rehabilitation projects. 

3.1 Base Mapping 
With the Sponsor(s) and WWDC, the potential uses of the GIS were reviewed.  
The potential uses of the database are component dependent.  However, the 
primary use common to all of the components is to quickly create maps for use 
by District personnel.    Certain “base” data will be desired for all the maps 
created.   
For the purpose of creating maps, data from sources other than that collected 
during Sage Civil Engineering (SCE) field surveys and digitization is required.  
This data can be used as a base map to be laid beneath the system mapping 
completed by SCE.  The following were necessary for inclusion in the mapping: 

o Aerial Photography  
o 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps  
o County Parcel Data 

Aerial photography is necessary for several reasons.  The primary reason is that 
it provides a useful tool to provide a reference of a feature’s location in relation to 
various landmarks.  The aerial photography is also useful in quickly identifying 
areas of land under agricultural use.   
The aerial photos provided with the GIS were obtained from the National 
Agricultural Inventory Program (NAIP).  The photos were taken in 2009.   
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The 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle Maps (Quads) are also useful as a base layer 
for creating various maps.  As with the aerial photography, the Quad maps 
provide a reference for determining the location of existing facilities on the 
ground.  The quad maps also provide information not included on aerial photos. 
County parcel data is obtained from Big Horn and Park Counties.  We anticipate 
that the County Parcel Data will primarily be used by the District when analyzing 
and using the “Water Rights Mapping” portion of the GIS that will be described 
later in this report.  However, they are also useful in resolving questions 
regarding land ownership and property line locations.   
All the layers discussed above came from outside sources.  The aerials (2009 
True Color NAIP) included in the GIS were obtained from the USDA-NRS 
website shown in Table 3.1 GIS Information Sources.  The 7.5 minute 
quadrangles were also obtained from this site.  The parcel data was obtained 
from Park and Big Horn County offices, which update their data annually.  Below 
is a summary of some of the sources for GIS data that are readily available.  
Other sources exist, but we have found the listed sources to be the most useful. 

Table 3.1 GIS Information Sources 

All of the data use some sort of projected coordinate system to convert the three-
dimensional data to two-dimensional data for use in the map.  For this project, 
the NAD 1983 UTM Zone 12N projected coordinate system was used.  Most of 
the mapping obtained from other sources was already projected onto this 
coordinate system; however ArcMap will project data with other coordinate 
systems automatically.  This means that data downloaded from other sources 
can be used without changing the coordinate system.   

3.2 Development of the GIS Framework 
After the base mapping requirements were identified, the basic framework of the 
remainder of the GIS was created. This framework is dependent upon the types 
of features that make up each component and the amount of data the Sponsor(s) 
needs on each feature to effectively meet its needs.  
Mapping data generated by SCE is stored in the “Farmers GIS” and “Keystone 
GIS” databases. These databases contain both point features acquired during 
GPS field mapping and line features that are digitized based on point features 
and aerial photography. 

Common Sources of  GIS Information 

Wyoming Spatial Data 

  

http://wygl.wygisc.org/wygeolib/catalog/main/home.page 

Park County Contact Park County 

Big Horn County Contact Big Horn County 

USDA-NRCS Geospatial Data 

 

http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/ 

Wyoming Water Resources Data 

  
http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/ 
 

http://wygl.wygisc.org/wygeolib/catalog/main/home.page�
http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/�
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Data representing rehabilitation projects is stored in the “Farmers Rehab” and 
“Keystone Rehab” databases. 
All databases were designed so they could easily be added into the Greybull 
Valley Irrigation District GIS previously completed by SCE. 
The GIS framework is comprised of Feature Classes and Data Tables.  Each 
component of the system has certain feature classes associated with it.  The 
basic database framework is shown below.  

 
Figure 3.1  GIS Framework 

The relationship between the different database components is illustrated by 
Figure 3.1  GIS Framework.  The GIS Databases are composed of the features 
(feature classes) that comprise that portion of the system.  Each feature class is 
made up of the attributes to be stored for that particular feature.  The final pieces 
of the database are the data tables.  The two data tables included in the GIS are 
the documents and site visit tables. 
The Documents table contains links to photos, record drawings, etc.  The screen 
capture in Figure 3.2 Documents Data Table illustrates some of the information 
contained in this table. 

Farmers Canal 

or  

Keystone 
Jimmerfield, Smith 
and Avent Canals 

 

• Bridge 
• Control Structure 
• Creeks 
• Embankment/Spillway 
• Monitoring Well 
• Reservoir 
• Simple Turnout 
• DrainInlet 
• Measurement_Location 
• OpenDitch 
• Pipeline 
• River 
• SimpleNode 
• Undershot 
• Vent 

 

 

 

 

GIS Database 

 

 

Data Tables 

 

 

Documents (Photos, 
Record Drawings, 
Etc.) 

Site Visits 

Feature Class 
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Figure 3.2 Documents Data Table 

Documents are linked to other feature classes through the FEATUR_ID field.  
The TYPE_OF_DOCUMENT field is for informational purposes only.  The 
FILE_PATH field contains a hot link to the file.  In this example, the documents 
are all photos of features in the Keystone Ditch. The database is provided 
primarily with links to photos, but other types of files such as record drawings, 
movies, Adobe pdf’s or Word documents could also be linked.  
The Site Visit table contains information on site visits to each entity.  After each 
visit the following information can entered and stored in this table:     

• Date of Visit 

• Duration 

• Visit Type 

• Notes 
Like the Documents table, every entry is related to its mapping feature through 
the FEATUR_ID.  Both of these tables include a one-to-many relationship with 
the mapped feature classes.  For example, a Control Structure could have 
several site visits, photos or record drawings associated with it.  Figure 3.3 more 
clearly illustrates the relationship of the data tables with the mapped features. 
For example, the entry for Structure S-MC-030 is highlighted in the Control 
Structure attribute table.  This structure has four documents associated with it, 
which are highlighted in the Documents data table.  In this way, the documents 
for each structure can be related to the structure in the mapping.  The other data 
tables used in this GIS all have similar relationships to their feature classes.  The 
numbering system is described in more detail below. 
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Figure 3.3  Relationship Between Feature - Attributes Data Table - Documents Data Table 

3.3 Attribute Definition 
As illustrated by the data table discussion above, many different attributes for 
each feature class were identified.  One of the most important of these is the 
unique identifier (name).  Each feature has a unique identifier. 

Attributes Data Table 

Documents Data Table 
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3.3.1 Naming System 
One of the first steps prior to collecting data and mapping was to develop a 
naming system with a unique identifier (ID) for each feature class.  The 
numbering system chosen has the format shown in Figure 3.4. 

 
Figure 3.4:  Naming Convention Example 

The example shown is for turnout S-MC-030 on the McNiven Lateral.  This is 
similar to the convention used for the other feature classes in the project.  The 
GPS Mapping Data portion of the database has eleven feature classes.  Table 
3.2 contains the Canal Designators used in the GIS for each system.   
The feature class designators are shown in Table 3.3  Feature Class 
Designators.  For most of the feature classes within the GPS Mapping Data, the 
ID consists of a one letter identifier to indicate the feature class.  For example, 
control and measurement structures are delineated with an S, bridges a B, etc. 

S-MC-030 

S-Feature Class Designator MC – Canal Designator 030 – Turnout Number 
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Table 3.2  Canal Designators 

System Code Canal/Ditch Name
KD Keystone Ditch
JF Jimmerfield Ditch
OS Smith Ditch
AD Avent Ditch
FBC Farmers and Bench Canal
FC Farmers Canal
HL Highline Canal
BD Bank Ditch
BR Bahr Ditch
PD Pearce Ditch
MC McNiven Ditch
BA Beck & Allen Ditch
TD Town Ditch
TK Tucker Ditch
PK Perkins Ditch
JFW JFW Ditch
GD Gould Ditch

Ke
ys

to
ne

 
Sy

st
em

Fa
rm

er
s S

ys
te

m

 
The next few letters contain the lateral or canal designation.  The next three 
characters indicate the particular feature’s number.  The reaches and structures 
are numbered from upstream to downstream.  Figure 3.4 contains and example 
of the ID convention. 

Table 3.3  Feature Class Designators 

3.3.2 Creation of Data Dictionary 
After finalizing the basic framework of the 
database, the format of the data and how the data 
would be obtained was determined.  The product 
of this process is the Data Dictionary.  This 
process is discussed below.  
The Data Dictionary is used to organize each 
piece of information and its specific 
characteristics.  An example of the Data 
Dictionary page for the “Simple_Turnout” feature 
class is shown below in Figure 3.5 Data 
Dictionary Page.  This Data Dictionary page 
contains an example of most of the different types 
of data and attributes used throughout the GIS. 

Irrigation Feature Class Designator 
Bridge B 
Control_Structure S 
DrainInlet D 
Measurement_Structure S 
OpenDitch R 
Pipeline R 
SimpleNode N 
Turnout T 
Undershot U 
Vent V 
Creeks 

 

Creek Name 
Embankment/Spillway EM or SP 
Monitoring Well PZ 
Reservoir Reservoir Name 
River R 
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Figure 3.5 Data Dictionary Page 

This sheet contains all of the information about the feature class and the data to 
be recorded.  The top row of the sheet contains the name of the feature class, in 
this case Simple_Turnout.  ArcView identifies each feature based on the feature 
class name.  Immediately below the name is the Alias.  The alias provides an 
optional, more user friendly name, for display in the mapping.  The alias allows 
the use of spaces and other characters that cannot be used in the feature class 
name.  Below the description, each attribute is listed on the left.  OBJECTID is a 
field that ArcMap requires for every feature.  The SHAPE attribute is also 
required for each feature.  This indicates that the feature is associated with a 
geometric element to be included in the map.   
The remaining attributes were identified by SCE, based on conversations with 
the Sponsor and WWDC, as needed for each structure.  Important characteristics 
about the data types of each attribute are entered in the table under the 
appropriate columns.  The Alias is similar to the Feature Class Alias discussed 
above.  The descriptions column is self-explanatory.  The key column is used to 
indicate which attribute contains the unique identifier by which the feature will be 
described.  In this case, it is the Structure_ID attribute indicated by the Primary 
Key (PK) value in the key column.  FK in the key column indicates the Foreign 
Key.  FK indicates that this field is used to store the unique identifier of another 
feature.  In the case of this turnout, it is the unique identifier of the pipeline or 
open channel from which the turnout receives water.  At least one attribute for 
each feature has to contain a number or name that is unique to that feature.  It is 
by this attribute that each feature will be identified.  Its importance will be 
discussed further below.  The field type tells the user what type of data it contains 
and is determined based on the end use of the data.  The entries in this column 
used for this project are listed below, in Table 3.4. 

SimpleTurnout
Alias: Simple Turnout

Description:

Attribute Alias Description Key Field Type Domain Size Null Default
    
SimpleTurnout   

OBJECTID OBJECTID Object ID; dataless key Object ID n/a N <null>
SHAPE SHAPE Graphic Geometry n/a Y <null>
STRUCID STRUCTURE_ID Unique identifer, contain some knowledge 

of the system built in
PK Text 25 N <null>

CANALID CANAL_ID Identifier of the canal or lateral that this 
turnout pulls water from

FK Text 25 N <null>

CONSTDATE DATE_OF_CONSTRUCTION Date turnout was constructed Date n/a Y <null>
TURNOUTTYP TURNOUT_TYPE Type of Turnout Text d_TurnoutType 25 N UNKNOWN
CAP_CFS CAPACITY_CFS Rated capacity of turnout (cfs) Float n/a Y <null>
MEASTYPE MEASUREMENT_TYPE Type of measurement device in turnout Text d_MeasContType 25 Y <null>
CONDITION CONDITION_RATING Rating of condition of bridge Long Integer n/a Y 0
REACHID REACH_ID Name of the reach receiving water from this 

outlet
Text 25 N <null>

GATEW_IN GATEWIDTH_IN Width of the gate (inches) Float n/a Y 0
GATEHT_IN GATEHEIGHT_IN Height of the gate (inches) Float n/a Y 0
WIDTH_FT WIDTH_FT Width of the measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Y

LENGTH_FT LENGTH_FT Length of the measurement structure (feet) Float n/a Y

FARMUNIT FARM_UNIT The farm unit served by the turnout Text 25 Y <null>
NOTES NOTES General comments collected in the field Text 255 Y <null>

TURNOUT_ID TURNOUT_ID Turnout ID Text 50 Y <null>

This point feature class represents the location where flow is diverted from an open channel or pressure pipeline
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Table 3.4  Attribute Types 

Value Description 
Integer Data is an integer number 
Text Data is some sort of text 

 

Date Date value 
Float Single precision decimal number 
Double Double precision decimal number 

The next column is the domain name.  If the attribute is defined by a domain, the 
domain name is listed here.  If not, then this column is left blank.  A domain is 
simply a list of possible values.  For instance, in the case of this feature the 
domain d_TurnoutType is used to define the attribute TURNOUT_TYPE.  This 
allows the use of drop down lists when field mapping and when entering data in 
ArcView.  The only values possible for defining this attribute are: 

o Open 
o Pressure 
o Unknown 

Domains make for faster data entry by allowing the user to point and click the 
correct entry, which assures only appropriate entries are used.  This maintains 
consistency of entries throughout the database.   
Size indicates the number of characters allowed for entry.  All the Structure_ID’s 
are less than 25 characters in length, so 25 was used to limit the size of the 
attribute entry.  Twenty-five characters is the “default value” arbitrarily determined 
by SCE.  The Notes attribute length was set at 255 characters to allow longer 
notes to be entered.  The Null column indicates whether data is required for that 
attribute or not.  The letter “N” indicates data must be entered into that attribute.  
The letter “Y” indicates the user can leave that particular attribute blank if 
desired.  The final column, “Default”, is used to indicate whether an initial default 
value will be used and what that value will be.  In the case of this feature, we did 
not define any default values. 
These sheets were created for every feature class within the irrigation system 
and are included in Appendix A – Data Dictionary.  They are useful tools for 
planning the GIS and organizing the data to be collected.  The user will normally 
not be concerned with the data within these sheets, but we have included them in 
this report. They may be useful for reference when modifications to the GIS are 
desired.  The different features and the data comprising each component will be 
discussed in more detail below.  

3.3.3 Storage and Delivery Feature Classes and Tables 
The GPS Mapping Data is composed of many different feature classes, with 
different types of data to be collected for each.  The main uses of the GIS were 
outlined in the proposal stages of the project and include: 
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o Creating Hard Copy Maps 
o Creating an Interactive Digital Map 
o Maintaining Records 
o Maintenance Planning 
o Replacement Planning 

These are listed in order of the importance placed on them by the District.      
The GIS needed to contain enough detail to fulfill the District’s needs, but not be 
too cumbersome.  It was important to consider how each entity was mapped, 
what data was required and the format of the data.  The feature classes used for 
the storage and delivery component are: 

o Control Structure 
o Simple Turnout 
o Drain Inlet 
o Measurement Location 
o Open Ditch 
o Pipeline 
o Simple Node 
o Undershot 
o Vent 
o Bridge 
o River 
o Reservoir 

The GPS Mapping Data is made up of a network of line and point features.  
Linear features can be thought of as the conduits that carry water.  Point features 
are either points where linear features are connected, if they are part of the 
distribution network, or objects that are not part of the distribution network, such 
as vents, bridges, undershots, and drain inlets.  These objects are important 
features within the system, but are not part of the  flow network.  The linear 
features used to map the irrigation system network are open ditches, pipelines, 
and river.  The point features that act as junctions are control structures, simple 
turnouts, measurement locations and simple nodes.  Most of the attributes of 
these features are fairly self-explanatory and are explained in detail in the 
Appendix.   

3.3.4 Condition Rating 
One of the goals for this study was to evaluate the Farmers and Keystone 
systems and catalogue deficient structures.  To accomplish this goal, the various 
features within the district needed to be evaluated and rated.  This required a 
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rating system that could be used when the feature was visited and mapped.  The 
rating system meets three criteria:    

1. Result in ratings that are simple and easy to understand.   
2. Result in ratings that are as objective as possible. 
3. Allow ratings to be determined quickly and efficiently by mapping 

personnel in the field 
The rating number needs to be intuitive, so that at a glance the owner has an 
immediate idea of the condition of the structure.  
For this project, a totally objective rating is difficult, however, it is important to 
include as many quantitative measurements as possible to try to make the 
ratings objective.  The more objective the rating system can be made, the more 
valid it will be as a tool for comparison of structure conditions.  
A fast and efficient rating system as defined here means the structures can be 
rated very quickly.  We have utilized a similar rating system on past projects, and 
it works effectively.  The simplest way to accomplish this was to set up a rating 
system of 1-5, as shown in Table 3.5.  

Table 3.5 Structure Evaluation Rating Scale 

Structure Evaluation Rating Scale 
# Description 

1 Structure classified as NEW or like new condition. 

2 

Structure classified as GOOD condition.  Small amount of concrete degradation 

on inside and/or outside.  Concrete degradation to a depth of 1/2± inch.  If a 

steel structure, portions of steel or steel members could be slightly deformed.   

3 

Structure classified as FAIR condition.  Portions of structure showing large 

amounts of concrete degradation.  Some rebar may be exposed.  Concrete 

degradation appears to be at a depth of ½” to 2 inches.  Structure may have 

cracks and small portions breaking off, usually in the floor.  If a steel structure, 

considerable deformation of the steel members is evident.   

4 

Structure classified as POOR condition.  Portions of structure showing excessive 

amounts of concrete degradation and/or portions of rebar showing.  Concrete 

degradation to a depth of 2-3 inches.  Structure may have cracks and portions of 

floor and walls missing.  If a steel structure, steel is mangled and/or members 
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have large bends that deform walls.  Structure performance is affected.   

5 

Structure classified as VERY POOR condition.  Large portions of structure 

showing excessive amounts of concrete degradation and large portions of rebar 

showing.  Concrete degradation at a depth of greater than 3 inches.  Structure 

may have severe cracking and many portions missing.  If a steel structure, steel 

is severely mangled and severe bends.  Structure performance is questionable.   

 
Reaches are generally constructed of natural channel, pipe or concrete. Different 
descriptions were used for the reach rating number as shown in Table 3.6.   

Table 3.6 Pipeline/Open Ditch Evaluation Rating Scale 

Pipeline/Open Ditch Evaluation Rating Scale 

# Description 

1 
The condition of this channel is NEW or like new condition – usually referring 

to natural channel 

2 

The condition of this channel is GOOD.  Concrete channel – may have 

cracks, but in good condition.  Pipelines are serviceable with no visible 

structural deterioration. 

3 

The condition of this channel is FAIR.  Concrete channel – lots of cracks, 

portions may be breaking up, but concrete channel remains in its original 

form.  Pipelines may have some cracking but in overall serviceable 

condition. 

4 

The condition of this channel is POOR.  Concrete channel – concrete has 

severe breaking and small sections of concrete channel missing leaving 

ground exposed.  Pipelines may have some joint deflection, cracking or 

small holes. 
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5 

The condition of this channel is VERY POOR.  Concrete channel – concrete 

has severe breaking and large sections (entire channel cross section) of 

concrete channel missing, leaving ground exposed.  Pipelines may have 

severe joint deflection, holes, etc.   

Each feature class and its remaining attributes are described in more detail in 
Appendix A – Data Dictionary.  The Control Structure feature class is described 
in more detail below to illustrate the types of data collected for each feature. 

3.3.5 Control Structures – Point Feature, Network Junction 
The Control Structure feature class was created for mapping the majority of the 
largest structures in the system.  Control structures can be located in pipelines or 
open channels and are used as junctions within the irrigation system network.  
Control structures within the system can have as many as four turnouts 
distributing water from one structure.  
Control structures were the most data intensive of all the parts making up the 
Irrigation System.  The data collected on each structure will allow the GIS to 
provide the district with several types of information. 

1. Basic design of the structure. 
2. Number and size of measurement structures and turnout size. 
3. Overall dimensions to classify the structure’s relative size 

compared to other structures as a basis of importance. 
4. Condition of the structure. 

It was decided to include the attributes of all of the attached turnouts within the 
attributes of the control structure. This adds additional attributes to those already 
recorded for a control structure but significantly reduces the amount of mapping 
and the complexity of the GIS.   
Two other alternatives were considered for recording the data for control 
structures.  The first was to map the center of the control structure, then map 
each turnout separately, entering data for each.  For example, a structure with 
four turnouts is mapped as one point feature under the scenario chosen.  Under 
the alternative scenario, it would be mapped as five features, one control 
structure and four simple turnouts.  Additionally, some sort of linear feature would 
be required to connect all of these point features, resulting in four additional 
linear features.   
The second alternative considered was to add a data table and store the turnout 
data within this table, similar to the way the documents and site visits are stored.  
The turnout would then be related to the control structure by its ID number.  
Neither alternative scenario was used due to the complexity they would add to 
the GIS. 
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Since this feature class is used for all of the control structures in the system, the 
format has to be flexible and able to accommodate multiple turnouts (from one to 
four).  It is also able to accommodate multiple drain inlets.  Drain inlets are used 
to indicate a location where a wasteway or underground drain enters a lateral, 
many times at a control structure.  To accommodate this situation, the ability to 
describe up to two drain inlets was included in the attributes.  Figure 3.6 
summarizes the Control Structure feature and its data.  Each attribute is 
described in detail in Appendix A – Data Dictionary.   

3.3.6 Rehabilitation Feature Classes 
The Rehabilitation GIS databases contain point and line features that represent 
selected projects identified by SCE as possible improvements to the Farmers 
and Keystone systems. There are point, line, and polygon features, some of 
which are similar to those contained within the GPS Mapping GIS. 
The Farmers Rehabilitation GIS contains line features showing all of the system’s 
laterals with rehabilitation priority rankings and proposed alignments for lateral 
pipelines. The GIS also contains a polygon feature that shows the proposed 
water surface for a new leveling reservoir in McKinney Creek. 
The Keystone Rehabilitation GIS contains line features representing five different 
alternatives for converting the entire Keystone System into pipelines, as well as 
one alternative for connecting the four ditches into a single open ditch. There are 
also point features representing turnout locations. 

3.4 Mapping  
The mapping can be split into two categories: field mapping and digitizing.  The 
field mapping was used where we felt that an actual field location was required.  
These features include the various structures and point features in the irrigation 
systems.  The linear features, such as pipelines and open ditches, were digitized 
based on the aerial photos.  
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Figure 3.6:  Control Structure Data Attributes Schematic 

3.4.1 Field Mapping 
The field work was completed using a Trimble ProXH GPS receiver and Ranger 
data collector.  The data dictionary discussed above was entered into the data 
collector in order to prompt the field personnel to enter the correct data.  This 
method provides the capability of mapping quickly and efficiently while providing 
sub-meter accuracy.   
Regardless of the features being mapped, the field data was collected in the 
same manner.  The position of the structure was taken by placing the GPS 
receiver on the center of the structure.  While the GPS is acquiring the position 
data, the technician is making measurements and entering other data about the 
feature.  Once all of this data was stored, photos were taken and recorded so 
that they could be correlated by a technician in the office.   
After returning from the field, the data was processed by applying differential 
correction routines.  A base station maintained by the National Geodetic Survey 
was used to improve the accuracy of the position data.  Following this post-
processing, the mapping data was added to the database.   
 

Turnout 1 
• CAP1_CFS 
• MEASTYPE1 
• ReachID1 
• GATEW1_FT 
• GATEHT1_FT 
• Width1_FT 
• LENGTH1_FT 
• FarmUnit1 

 

Drain Inlet 1 
• DrainName1 
• PIPESZ1 IN 

 

Control Structure Attributes 
• ObjectID 
• Shape 
• StrucID 
• ReachID 
• Constdate 
• TurnoutTyp 
• Material 
• StrucCap_CFS 
• InletW_FT 
• InletHT_FT 
• OutletW_FT 
• OutletHT_FT 
• Condition 
• StrucW_FT 
• StrucHT_FT 
• NumofTRNOut 
• Notes 

Turnout 3 
• CAP3_CFS 
• MEASTYPE3 
• ReachID3 
• GATEW3_FT 
• GATEHT3_FT 
• Width3_FT 
• LENGTH3_FT 
• FarmUnit3 

 

Turnout 2 
• CAP2_CFS 
• MEASTYPE2 
• ReachID2 
• GATEW2_FT 
• GATEHT2_FT 
• Width2_FT 
• LENGTH2_FT 
• FarmUnit2 

 
Turnout 4 
• CAP4_CFS 
• MEASTYPE4 
• ReachID4 
• GATEW4_FT 
• GATEHT4_FT 
• Width4_FT 
• LENGTH4_FT 
• FarmUnit4 

 
Drain Inlet 2 
• DrainName2 
• PIPESZ2_IN 

 

CONTROL STRUCTURE 
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Figure 3.7 Field Mapping 

3.4.2 Field Mapping - Irrigation System 
The Farmers and Keystone systems were mapped from upstream to 
downstream, starting with the Keystone Ditch and ending with the Gould Ditch at 
the bottom of the Farmers system.  The individual ditches were also mapped 
from upstream to downstream, beginning at the diversions.  Extra care was taken 
on all structures and facilities directly used for delivery of water.  Ancillary 
features such as bridges, drain inlets, etc. were mapped but less data was 
recorded.  They were not considered part of the delivery network, however they 
can affect operation and were included.     
Reaches were mapped by digitization from aerial photos.  However, field data 
was collected on them also.  To accomplish this, point features were recorded at 
various locations along the reach, along with field data such as width, depth, 
channel type and photos.  Once the linear feature was created, the data was 
copied to the linear feature from the point feature. 

3.5 Digitized Mapping 
Concurrent with the field mapping, SCE digitized certain features within the 
project.  This process involved using a combination of existing maps and aerial 
photos.  This process is outlined in more detail below.  

3.5.1 Digitizing – Irrigation System 
The features of the irrigation system digitized were primarily the open ditches and 
pipelines.  This process involved different data sources and methods. 
The open channel portions of the project were relatively easy to digitize because 
they are visible on the aerial photos.  The canals were traced from the aerial 
photos to map their alignment.  After they were drawn graphically, the data fields 
were populated using the field data collected as described above in section 3.4.2.  
This provided an efficient method of mapping these features.   
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The locations of changes in canal shape or lining material were mapped in the 
field as simple nodes.  Each pipeline or open channel reach will be bounded by a 
point feature, such as a control or measurement structure or a simple node.  
These point features allowed the digitized mapping to be verified at various 
points along the length of the canal or lateral, resulting in a more accurate 
depiction of the route of the channels.    

4 Review of Water Rights 
SCE personnel reviewed the existing water rights for each of the ditches in order 
to evaluate conceptual designs.  The first action we took was to contact the State 
Engineer’s Office hydrologist and obtain a tabulation of the water rights for each 
ditch.  The specific permits were found and downloaded for our records. 
For design, the water rights for the Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent 
portion of the project were used.    To calculate demands, it was necessary to 
determine the amount of water permitted to each area.  In addition to our 
estimates of irrigated acres, the water rights were used to accomplish this.  We 
expanded the scope of the Keystone portion of the project slightly to include the 
Roach Gulch Reservoir Supply Canal and the Roach-Jimmerfield Ditch.  Both of 
these ditches supplied lands through which a pipeline would be routed.  
Ultimately, it was determined there was not a benefit to the Roach – Jimmerfield 
lands by including them in the pipeline.   
Storage rights for the existing McKinney Reservoir were also reviewed.  They are 
an important consideration in the determination of the most feasible alternative 
for storage in the lower end of the project.  The adjudicated rights are shown 
below. 
Table 4.1  Water Rights 

Ditch Adjudicated Flow Rate 

Keystone Ditch 15.08 cfs 

Lead Canal (Roach Gulch Supply) 26.30 cfs 

Jimmerfield Ditch 9.92 cfs 

Smith Ditch 8.02 cfs 

Avent Ditch 21.23 cfs 

Roach - Jimmerfield 13.67 cfs 

Farmers 341.28 cfs 

McKinney Reservoir 304.75 acre-ft 

These ditches have a wide range of priorities ranging from territorial to more 
current.  Since the natural flows in the river are often insufficient to supply all of 
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the demand during the late season, priority becomes an issue.  It is also why the 
Upper Sunshine, Lower Sunshine, Roach Gulch and McKinney Reservoirs were 
constructed.   

5 Evaluation of System Operations 
5.1 Farmers Canal Operation 
The Farmers Canal Company currently employs two ditch riders.  They are 
responsible for the operation of approximately 65 miles of open ditch, serving 
nearly 24,000 acres.  
In addition to first-hand observations made during data collection, SCE personnel 
regularly spoke with personnel from the Farmers Canal Company concerning 
operation of their system and accompanied a ditch rider performing his duties in 
order to collect information and better understand the operation of the system. 
From these interactions, it was determined the two greatest operational concerns 
of the Farmers Canal Company are 1.) cleaning of debris and moss, and 2.) 
seepage and evaporation losses in flat sections. Also of concern was delivery of 
water to territorial right holders at the bottom of the canal system. Generally 
speaking, because water levels have been high for the past two irrigation 
seasons during our study, system-wide delivery was not an operational concern 
for the Canal Company or the ditch riders.  There has been sufficient water 
supply to satisfy all demands and some users have been controlling their own 
headgates. 
According to Farmers Canal Company personnel, they spend considerable time 
and resources cleaning debris and moss from control structures and turnouts, 
especially in the spring/early summer when flows are highest in the Greybull 
River. Most of the debris that causes blockages is comprised of sticks, branches, 
and leaves. This problem could be alleviated by building a screen near the 
diversion from the Greybull River, which is discussed further in the Rehabilitation 
Plan section of this report. 
During the course of our work on this project, we observed that the system 
benefits from its layout and operates very efficiently.  Currently, neither the 
Farmers nor Bench Canals (the canals share the diversion and a short piece of 
the upstream portion of the canal) have the capacity to divert double 
appropriation even when water is available.  Consequently, when other ditches 
may be able to divert up to 2 cfs per 70 acres these canals must subsist on 1 cfs 
per 70 acres.  However, the system works well partially because of return flows.  
Some ditches receive more than others.  For instance, the Beck and Allen Lateral 
gains in flow significantly from the diversion from Farmers Canal to the lower 
end, and acts as a large drain.  This affected our recommendations for 
improvements as detailed below.   
The current procedure for a user to order water involves a phone call to the 
individual’s respective ditch rider requesting water or shutoff.  The ditch rider then 
begins to enact the changes in the system necessary to comply with the request.  
The result is convenience for the user, and works well when water is plentiful and 
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the system is full.  The result for the ditch rider is that he is “on call” at all times.  
Scenarios could occur where he has to make multiple changes to the same gate 
as he responds to calls requesting additional water to one lateral.   
Suggested improvements to the irrigation systems based on our observations 
can be separated into two categories:  physical and operational.  These 
improvements are discussed in following sections. 
As part of collecting information used to evaluate the systems and provide 
suggestions for operational improvements, reviews of other irrigation districts in 
the area were performed.  The districts reviewed divert from the Shoshone River 
below Buffalo Bill Reservoir, with the exception of Cody Canal, which diverts 
above Buffalo Bill Reservoir from the South Fork of the Shoshone River.  It is a 
reasonable assumption that operations of the reviewed districts other than Cody 
Canal are less labor-intensive than the Farmers Canal because they are 
protected from extensive and sudden flow variations by virtue of being below the 
reservoir.  Material and debris issues will also be significantly less.  Each district 
has a full-time manager and office.  They also have on average one ditch rider 
per 6,250 acres with the highest number of acres per ditch rider at 7,500 and the 
lowest being 4,000.  Farmers Canal currently has about 12,000 acres per ditch 
rider. 
These districts typically operate on a system requiring the user to have their 
order in a minimum of 24 hours in advance of a water request.  Typically this 
involves the use of cards placed in containers at various locations throughout the 
district.  The ditch rider then makes the changes necessary to satisfy the 
requests the next morning.  Two districts require 48 hours notice for turning water 
on and 24 hours notice to turn water off.  This notice begins at the time the ditch 
rider checks the card box, not when the card is placed in the box,  and the box is 
checked once per day.  This allows the ditch riders to adjust the system ahead of 
time to ensure water is provided when requested.  One district operates using 
telephone communication.  Users call when they need water and the ditch riders 
supply the water as soon as possible.  At some times users requests are not 
satisfied until those who are already receiving water can finish their irrigation, 
which can be up to a few days.  The result is a rotation system.   
A water-order procedure could be put into use for the Farmers Canal, and would 
likely be an efficient and useful improvement to aid the ability of ditch riders and 
managers to operate the system. We suggest creating and maintaining a 
database of orders to be reviewed during the off season to allow the procedure to 
be improved over time.  When an order is placed for a particular head gate, it is 
suggested the order contain some basic information such as the number of 
acres, the volume of water requested, general temperature conditions, and the 
crop.  This information would allow the ditch rider or manager to evaluate 
watering patterns allowing them to anticipate quantities and locations of water 
required to more efficiently operate the system. 
One of the main concerns of the water users is the ability to supply the territorial 
rights at the lower end in a timely manner.  Based on our observations, one day’s 
notice could reduce the perceived shortage dramatically.  The storage required to 
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supply this water could potentially be reduced by one third if additional notice 
could be provided. 
One final conclusion about the system operations was made.  During work on the 
Life Cycle Cost Analysis portion of the project, the importance of good 
information was highlighted.  When evaluating the benefits of a particular project, 
it would be helpful to attempt to quantify the excess costs being incurred by one 
situation or another.  For instance, it is difficult to put a dollar or time value on the 
effects of the lack of storage at the lower end or to the additional time spent 
removing debris because of the lack of a screen at the upper end.  A 
recommendation for future operations is to attempt to track that time.  If the ditch 
rider spends an extra ½ hour cleaning debris from a location and it is thought the 
debris came from the river a record should be made so that the manager or 
board can analyze it and use it for future decision making.  Once a potential 
project is beginning to be discussed, data on the impacts the project should 
begin to be collected. 

5.2 Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Ditch Operation 
These ditches are private and not organized within a canal company, thus the 
water users provide the services of the ditch riders.  This, along with other 
issues, require that these ditches operate differently from the Farmers Canal. 
Each ditch has its own river diversion, which results in a large amount of time 
and effort maintaining them through the summer. Thunder storms and flow 
surges from runoff results in continual reconstruction of the “push up” diversions 
being necessary.  The characteristics of the segments of river at which the 
diversions are located also result in conditions that subject the diversions to large 
amounts of debris and sediment.  The construction of the Roach Gulch Diversion 
and reservoir has likely reduced some of the impacts; however, the debris and 
flow fluctuations are still a problem.  On average, the diversions are rebuilt 
approximately 10 times per year. 
Flash floods are another occurrence affecting the operation of these ditches.  
These are more important toward the upper end of the Keystone and Jimmerfield 
Ditches.  Each storm results in a significant amount of runoff which enters the 
ditches.  The natural drainages discharge to the ditches.  Large storms result in 
the ditches being overwhelmed by runoff, which  continues across the fields.  The 
two pictures below illustrate the consequences of one of these storms.  These 
storms also deposit debris into the ditches, and as of early June, 2011 the 
Keystone ditch had been cleaned three times this season.   
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These ditches run parallel for a long distance resulting in duplicated maintenance 
efforts on the ditch reaches without turnouts.  It also results in duplicated efforts 
to maintain multiple diversions.  A benefit to parallel ditches is the capture of 
return flows.  A majority of the return flow is immediately collected by the lower 
ditch creating an efficient drainage system for these lands through the use of 
wastewater. 
Another characteristic that makes these ditches somewhat unique when 
compared to other ditches in the area is the amount of pumping that takes place.  
The first pump station is on the Keystone Ditch at the upper end.  These pumps 
irrigate acreage above the canal via flood irrigation.  The Jimmerfield and Smith 
Ditches are entirely gravity flow flood irrigation.  The Avent Ditch supplies a large 
number of acres irrigated by center pivot.  Each of these pump stations is fed by 
their respective ditch resulting in 100% of the lift being provided by the pump. 

6 Seepage Loss Analysis 
6.1 Background 
The governing board for the Farmers Canal is concerned about seepage losses.  
These losses could be better termed conveyance losses with seepage a part of 
the overall loss from the canal.  Other types of losses are evaporation and 
evapotranspiration.  Evaporation includes evaporation from the water surface.  
Evapotranspiration includes the portion of the loss through transpiration from 
leaves of vegetation adjacent to the water body.  The “seepage loss” analysis 
included as part of the scope of this project included all the described types of 
losses and consists of two parts: 

1. Estimate the total losses. 
2. Make recommendations to reduce seepage losses. 

Conveyance losses not only affect the volume of water available at the headgate, 
they also affect the operation throughout the system.  Consequently, it is 
important to know the components and the effect of each. These components are 
discussed briefly below.  
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Conveyance losses are comprised of two main types – steady state and 
dynamic.  For a given reservoir release, the steady state losses will remain 
approximately the same for the entire duration.  However the dynamic losses will 
change with time. Figure 6.1 illustrates the main components of conveyance 
losses. 
Steady state losses are comprised of evaporation, evapotranspiration and 
seepage to groundwater.  The photos in Figure 6.2 are good examples of 
evapotranspiration or water loss from vegetation along the canals and laterals.  
These losses can be significant.  Willows, cottonwood trees and Russian Olive 
trees all consume large amounts of water.   

 
Figure 6.1  Conveyance Loss Components 

Evaporation is the portion that is lost directly from the surface of the canal or 
lateral.  Based on pan evaporation data from the station at Buffalo Bill Reservoir, 
we estimate that the net evaporation loss after accounting for precipitation is 
around 27.5 inches/year in this area. Typically, when compared to seepage, this 
is a small part of the loss. 
Finally, we have the seepage component of the steady state losses.  This loss 
will change slightly with flow depth, but the loss will not change significantly.  This 
loss is primarily dependent upon the soil type.   
The losses that affect the operation (i.e. timing of flows when releases are made) 
are the dynamic losses.  As a flow increase makes its way down the system, a 
portion of the volume is required simply to fill up the channel to its new 
equilibrium depth.  This volume is the channel storage. 
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Figure 6.2  Examples of Conveyance Loss Attributable to Vegetation (Evapotranspiration) 

In addition to the channel storage, the initial loss to bank storage is high.  This is 
the volume required to saturate the banks at the new depth.  Over time, as the 
bank becomes saturated and the final flow depth is attained, these losses trend 
toward zero.  Operating the system with large fluctuations in flow will magnify the 
effects of these losses. For this reason it is good practice to maintain water at 
consistent depths/flows.   
One important feature about the losses to bank storage and channel storage is 
that they, as the terms indicate, are indeed “storage,” which means they are 
essentially temporary losses.  Consequently, when the flow increase is complete 
and the channel returns to its pre-release flow rate, the majority of the water 
stored in the channel and the banks returns to the channel.  The water is 
considered “lost” because the timing of the return flows generally precludes its 
use for its intended purpose.    

6.2  Measurement of Steady State Conveyance Losses 
We proposed to measure this portion of the conveyance loss.  Determining the 
conveyance loss is not an easy or foolproof proposition.  It takes a lot of time and 
data to get an accurate estimate.  For this study, the point of the study was to 
determine whether the loss exists and estimate the quantity.  Our approach was 
to find relatively long reaches with a minimum of locations where water would 
leave the reach or enter the reach, such as turnouts or wasteway inlets.  If these 
inflows or outflows exist, it is best if they are small in relation to flow in the lateral.  
SCE selected three sections within the Farmers distribution area based on these 
criteria (See Figure 6.3).  Two of these reaches had inflows or outflows, but 
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Figure 6.3 Seepage Loss Measurement Locations 
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 otherwise met the criteria listed above.  These inflows and outflows were 
checked during measurement.  If they had flows, they were measured and 
accounted for in the estimate.   
Flow measurements were made five times in  August and the first part of 
September.  This time of the year the flow fluctuations in the canal system are 
reduced.   

6.2.1 Section 1:  Farmers Canal 
Section 1 (See Figure 6.4) was located on the Farmers Canal.  This reach begins 
at the split with the bench canal and continues to the return structure to the river.  
Flowrates at the upper end were measured using the existing flume.  
Downstream flows were determined with a Marsh-McBurney Velocimeter and 
velocity measurements were made in accordance with USGS recommended  

 
 
procedures.  Sites were chosen to meet the criteria of stream channel selection 
for maximum accuracy. 
This section was 1.94 miles long with one turnout.  The turnout flowrate varied 
from 1.4 to 7.4 cfs, while the canal flow varied from 164 to 273 cfs.  The results of 
these measurements are shown below. 

Table 6.1  Section 1 Conveyance Loss 

Upstream (cfs)
Downstream 

(cfs) Loss (cfs)
Conveyance Loss 

(cfs/mile)
Conveyance Loss 

(%)
Conveyance Loss 

(%/mile)
8/10/2010 273 276.59 -3.59 -1.82 -1.32 -0.67
8/13/2010 236 240.27 -4.27 -2.17 -1.81 -0.92
8/17/2010 257 258.38 -1.38 -0.70 -0.54 -0.27
8/20/2010 227 227.06 -0.06 -0.03 -0.03 -0.01
9/16/2010 164 158.18 5.82 2.96 3.55 1.8

Average 231.40 232.10 -0.70 -0.35 -0.03 -0.01

Section 1
Maximum/Minimum

Figure 6.4 Portion of Section 1 Seepage Loss Measurement Farmers Canal 
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Negative conveyance losses indicate that this reach was gaining 
slightly most of the summer.  For all practical purposes the flowrates 
were unchanged through this reach.  It is interesting to note that the 
last measurement, when flows had been significantly reduced, we 
calculated a slight loss.  Still however, these losses are within the 
error limits of the equipment and methods used to measure flowrates 
and the only conclusion to draw is that the gains/losses  through this 
reach are minimal. 

6.2.2 Section 2:  Beck and Allen Upstream 
Section 2 (See Figure 6.5) was located on the Beck and Allen Lateral.  The upper 
end of this reach was bounded by the flume immediately downstream of the 
diversion from the main canal and continued downstream for approximately a 
mile.  This section had 3 inlets and no turnouts with inlet flows varying from 0 to 
3.46 cfs.  The flow at the upper end of the lateral varied from approximately 
13.31cfs to nearly 35 cfs.  The soils throughout the Beck and Allen Lateral 
appear to be more fine-grained than Section1. 
 

 
 

The results of the measurements taken for Section 2 are shown below. 

Table 6.2 Section 2 Conveyance Loss 

Upstream (cfs)
Downstream 

(cfs) Loss (cfs)
Conveyance Loss 

(cfs/mile)
Conveyance Loss 

(%)
Conveyance Loss 

(%/mile)
8/10/2010 34.92 29.79 5.13 5.13 14.69 14.69
8/13/2010 30.66 28.09 2.57 2.57 8.37 8.37
8/17/2010 32.93 29.79 3.14 3.14 9.54 9.54
8/20/2010 26.90 22.61 4.29 4.29 15.95 15.95
9/16/2010 13.31 12.94 0.37 0.37 2.77 2.77

Average 27.74 24.64 3.10 3.10 10.26 10.26

Section 2
Maximum/Minimum

 

Figure 6.5 Portion of Section 2 Seepage Loss Measurement - Beck and 
Allen Upstream 
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6.2.3 Section 3:  Beck and Allen Downstream 
Section 3 (See Figure 6.6) is also located on the Beck and Allen Lateral.  This 
reach is located further east of Section 2 and is approximately 1.3 miles long.   
This section has three inlets and one turnout.  The inlets were closed for all but 
two measurements.  When on, measurements were 0.63 cfs and 0.86 cfs.  The 
turnout flows varied from 3.32 cfs to 4.59 cfs.  The flow at the upper end of the 
lateral varied from approximately 35 cfs to nearly 55 cfs.   

 

The results of the measurements taken for Section 3 are shown below.   

Table 6.3  Section 3 Conveyance Loss 

Upstream (cfs)
Downstream 

(cfs) Loss (cfs)
Conveyance Loss 

(cfs/mile)
Conveyance Loss 

(%)
Conveyance Loss 

(%/mile)
8/10/2010 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
8/13/2010 54.27 50 4.27 3.47 7.86 6.39
8/17/2010 54.15 47.44 6.71 5.45 12.39 10.07
8/20/2010 51.89 44.86 7.03 5.71 13.54 11.01
9/16/2010 35.23 32.51 2.72 2.21 7.71 6.27

Average 48.89 43.70 5.18 4.21 10.38 8.44

Section 3
Maximum/Minimum

 
The losses in both sections of the Beck and Allen Lateral were significant and 
suggest remediation efforts to reduce the losses are warranted. 

6.3 Conveyance Loss Reduction 
Based on the flow measurement results, it is apparent conveyance losses are 
significant in certain portions within the project area.  This conclusion is 
supported by other observations, such as large amounts of vegetation adjacent 
to the canals and saturated soils.  The following methods are available for 
reducing and possibly eliminating conveyance losses: 

• Lining 

• Polymer Addition 

• Compaction 

• Lateral Conversions from Open Ditch to Pipe 

Figure 6.6 Portion of Section 3 Seepage Loss Measurement - Beck and 
Allen Downstream 
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The effectiveness of each of these options is dependent upon the particular 
situation, and are discussed below.   

6.3.1 Lining 
Several different materials are available for lining open ditches.  High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE), Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) and concrete are commonly 
used as lining materials.  With the exception of concrete, lining can eliminate the 
seepage component of the conveyance loss almost entirely.  Our experience 
indicates that when properly designed and installed, linings are good options for 
larger canals with localized seepage problems. 
Linings have the following drawbacks: 

• Normal maintenance activities are not eliminated, and sometimes become 
more difficult, 

• Channel storage is unaffected, 

• Life span is typically much shorter than conversion to closed conduit, 

• Can be affected by changes occurring in unlined portions of the canal or 
lateral. 

Normal maintenance activities: Maintenance, such as sediment removal and 
moss control, is not eliminated by lining and cleaning of lined channels and must 
be undertaken with great care.  PVC and HDPE liners are installed under the soil 
along the channel so the general shape and characteristics of the ditch remains.  
The lining material is thus not exposed to sunlight or other elements that can 
deteriorate the lining.  However, when the ditch is cleaned the operator must not 
dig through the soil layer and into the liner.  Concrete linings actually become the 
channel and of course are visible, but care must still be taken during cleaning 
operations.  While lining will reduce seepage losses, it can increase the cost of 
maintenance for these reasons. 
Channel Storage:  As outlined in the conveyance loss component discussion, 
channel storage is one component of the conveyance loss that can significantly 
affect operations.  Lining of the channel will not reduce this component.  This loss 
is the volume of water necessary to increase the depth to the water surface 
elevation required to carry the additional flow.  Channel storage can be an 
important asset for systems vulnerable to storm water inflows or other 
unpredictable flow fluctuations.  However, operation is generally much simpler if 
the effects of channel storage can be eliminated. 
Life:  Assuming they remain protected and aren’t compromised in any way, 
HDPE and PVC liners have a very long life, likely around 50+ years.  Concrete 
liners, however, have a shorter life expectancy that depends upon many factors.    
A principal factor in concrete lining life expectancy is environmental.  Because 
concrete linings are situated over soil that will certainly freeze and thaw, the life 
expectancy can become affected by these actions, and is relatively 
commonplace. In addition, provisions typically employed for drainage of water 
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from behind the concrete liner compromise its usefulness as a seepage 
preventer.  The life of a concrete liner is likely in the order of 20-30 years based 
on observation of previous installations in the region. 
Effects of Changes:

6.3.2 Polymer Addition 

  Downstream or upstream changes in the channel can affect 
linings, primarily if the changes result in erosion of the lined section.  However, 
this may not be a significant concern if the distribution system has been in place 
for many years and the channels have come to a state of equilibrium.   

This process essentially creates a liner by using the sediment in the water to seal 
the bottom of the canal.  A flocculent is used to bind the small particles of 
sediment together into heavier particles so that they settle out to the bottom.  
One Bureau of Reclamation study of polymers in the Arkansas River Valley of 
Colorado showed substantial seepage reductions.  Other studies, some 
completed for the WWDC, show questionable results.  The use of flocculating 
agents to prevent seepage is questionable.   
The cost of the polymer is only about $0.75/ft for a 5-7 ft wide ditch, so this 
method is relatively inexpensive.  This type of sealing is intended to be 
performed annually, some carryover protection between years was reported in 
one of the studies we reviewed.  Therefore, it is possible it would not have to be 
applied every year.  This method is also time consuming for canal company 
personnel.  For best results, it should be applied during high flow events when 
the sediment loads are at their maximum.  If tried, we’d recommend company 
personnel establish tightly controlled test sections where the exact dosing and 
effectiveness can be determined.  There are environmental concerns with 
contamination of water ways should it be possible for ditch water to return to the 
river.  Additionally, this method has all of the limitations discussed in the lining 
section above.  Another drawback is that the lining does not last as long as any 
of those mentioned above.     

6.3.3 Compaction 
During the literature review portion of this project, a study of the effects of 
channel compaction was reviewed.  Simply by compacting the bottom and sides 
of the channel, seepage reductions of between 16% to 90% were realized.  The 
lower reductions occurred in channels where only parts of the sides were 
compacted.  When the sides and bottom were compacted the test sections had 
greater than 85% reduction.  This is another inexpensive option for seepage 
reduction.   
The results of this study are very good.  However, due to variability of soils and 
other factors, if the ditches within this project were compacted, results would 
likely vary.  The author of this study was contacted to determine if any work had 
been done to determine whether there was any carryover benefit from year-to-
year and what the effect of winter freeze/thaw had on the results.  No work on 
this front had been completed.  The long term effectiveness had not been 
evaluated.  Ditch cleanings and other maintenance would likely eliminate the 
benefits seen with this method and would therefore require re-compaction where 
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the maintenance operations disturbed the channel.  Our conclusion is that 
compaction may be a worthwhile method to reduce seepage, but it is not a 
permanent solution.  Since the effectiveness is still somewhat unknown, it is 
suggested that test sections be performed to evaluate its effectiveness prior to 
implementation throughout the system. 

6.3.4 Lateral Conversions from Open Ditch to Pipe 
For reducing or eliminating conveyance losses, a closed conduit is the preferred 
alternative.  The costs are similar to some of the other methods, especially when 
the laterals carry smaller flows or have steeper slopes.  For pipe sizes larger than 
48 inches, the options for pipe material diminish and become more expensive.  
Laterals larger than this require a more in-depth cost analysis to determine if a 
closed conduit is feasible.  
Nearly all of the drawbacks listed for the alternatives above are eliminated by a 
closed conduit or pipeline.  Our experience has been that properly designed 
pipelines require little maintenance.  As long as the upper end is protected from 
large debris that can get lodged in the pipe, velocities can be kept high enough to 
maintain self cleansing of sediment.  All of the conveyance loss is eliminated, 
including bank and channel storage.  Once the pipeline is filled in the spring, 
increases or decreases in flow rate are virtually instantaneous.  An adjustment 
ditch riders usually have to make is that they cannot beat the water flow to the 
first turnout.  It usually takes some time to adjust to the difference in operation, 
but adjustments to flow requests are easier and faster reducing the time it takes 
to change lateral flows. 
The other seepage reduction techniques maintain an open ditch, which of course 
will not reduce the maintenance costs associated with moss buildup.  Pipelines 
also keep the water cooler, which can help reduce growth for a portion of open 
channel downstream of the pipe.  For all of these reasons closed conduit is the 
preferred alternative for seepage reduction, provided it is financially feasible. 

6.3.5 Conclusions   
For most of the laterals within the Farmers system, the preferred alternative for 
elimination of conveyance losses is closed conduit.  With the exception of the 
Beck and Allen Lateral, most are small enough and have steep enough slopes to 
make the closed conduit conversion worthwhile.  For the main canal, specific 
sections could be lined with a geomembrane liner.  Our recommendation, 
however, would be to concentrate on the smaller laterals.  
Beginning with the smaller laterals addresses several issues in addition to 
conveyance loss.  These are generally the locations with the highest fluctuations 
in flow and where the majority of the time spent operating the system takes 
place.  Accurate measurement combined with the speed of adjustment, allows 
flow changes to be made much faster, while reducing labor.  Labor is also 
reduced through less maintenance.  Flow depth variations can cause accelerated 
bank erosion.  Closed laterals do not have this problem.   
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The smaller laterals, located lower in the system, typically have the highest 
nutrient concentrations (from irrigation wastewater entering the system), and the 
water temperature is also highest in these locations.  Therefore, moss is typically 
more of a problem lower in the system.  Eliminating sunlight eliminates moss 
growth.  Moss that enters the system from the upper end will typically pass 
unhindered through the pipeline.     
Road crossings bring additional maintenance concerns, especially with smaller 
laterals.  Large canal crossings are typically bridges that more efficiently pass 
trash and debris.  However, smaller lateral crossings usually consist of culverts 
that increase the potential for plugging at the entrance to the pipes.  If the road 
crossings are part of the closed conduit system, this type of maintenance issue is 
eliminated except at the initial entrance to the pipeline. 

7 Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals Task 
The purpose of this task was to evaluate combining the Keystone, Jimmerfield, 
Smith and Avent Canals.  The photos in Section 5.2 illustrate the effects 
thunderstorms have on the fields and ditches.  High flows from stormwater and 
runoff also cause maintenance issues with diversions.  The Keystone and 
Jimmerfield canals require daily maintenance to keep water flowing to the fields 
for irrigation.  At the time of this writing (Spring 2011), the Smith Canal diversion 
has washed out, resulting in costly labor and equipment measures required to 
prevent the river from flowing through the canal.  During this time of high water, 
the Smith Canal water users were only able to utilize wastewater from above until 
the runoff flows receded and a diversion could be re-established.  Along with 
significant costs of labor, maintenance, and reconstruction of the diversion, 
additional losses have been and will continue to be experienced due to lack of 
crop irrigation and flooding of planted fields. 
The diversions for these four canals are “pushup” diversions, which consist of 
berms of cobble constructed within the river channel.  The river is diverted into a 
side channel where it flows until reaching the actual headgate.  The allotted 
amount of water flows through the headgate and into the ditch while excess 
water returns to the river.    
The solution to the inherent problems with these diversions would be permanent 
diversion structures and each canal would require a structure similar in size to 
that for the Roach Gulch Supply Canal.  A structure this size is required to 
adequately control the river over its entire width.  The result is approximately the 
same size structure whether 20 cfs is being diverted or 1000 cfs is diverted.  
Constructing four new river diversions would likely be cost-prohibitive for the 
small amount of water diverted.    
Another characteristic of these canals is they flow nearly parallel to each other 
along significant portions of their lengths, separated laterally by short distances.  
Figure 7.1 contains an overview map of these canals.   
Approximately 40% of the overall length of the four ditches and 50% of the lower 
three ditches are excess and would not be required if they were supplied from a 
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single diversion.  Combining ditches would greatly decrease ditch maintenance 
and eliminate three of the high-maintenance or potentially costly diversions as 
discussed above. 
Completion of this task required several steps: 

• Evaluate alternative alignments 

• Determine necessary information required from the field. 

• Survey key elevations 

• Review hydraulics of the various alternatives 

7.1 Identification of Alternatives 
Initially, two potential alignments were identified.  One alignment would begin 
with a diversion from the existing Roach Gulch Diversion, which supplies the 
Roach Gulch Reservoir and the second would begin with a diversion from the 
Roach Gulch Supply canal. 

7.1.1 Description of Alternatives 
The alignment diverting from the existing Roach Gulch Diversion was not 
investigated in depth due to several reasons identified early in the evaluation 
process.  This route would be nearly 4,000 feet longer than the other alignment, 
and included installation of a pipeline through a riparian area along the Greybull 
River.  The route would also cross through riparian lands not served by the 
pipeline. 
The second alignment appears to be more feasible and was included in the final 
analysis in a slightly modified form.  After review and discussion of the various 
alternatives and the investigation was underway, another potential alternative 
was identified.   It was considered possible to supply the upper end of the system 
(Keystone and Jimmerfield Ditches) from the Roach Supply Canal and the lower 
end of the system (Smith and Avent Ditches) from the Roach Gulch Reservoir 
Outlet.   
Ultimately the location shown in Figure 7.2 was determined to be the most 
feasible diversion point from the Roach Gulch Supply Canal.  The proposed 
diversion point is located immediately above the large Snyder Gulch Drop.  The 
water surface elevation in the canal at this location is controlled by the existing 
drop structure and the large vertical drop in the canal would provide the head 
required to have continuous flushing of the screen at the inlet to the pipeline.   A 
wedge wire screen would be proposed to remove debris and eliminate fish entry 
to the pipeline. 
The proposed alignment as shown would be just outside the existing Roach 
Gulch Supply right of way, and would be least disruptive to the existing 
landowners north of the Roach Gulch supply canal.  It would then run easterly to 
Outlaw Trail, turn due north and ultimately connect to the existing Keystone 
Canal alignment at the Schlenker Pump Station.        
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Figure 7.1 Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Ditches 
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Figure 7.2  Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Diversion Location 

Under this scenario, irrigated lands on the south side of the Greybull River may 
also benefit from the project. The feasibility of their inclusion in the project was 
also investigated.  
In summary the following alternatives were investigated.   

Pipeline Alt. 1A:  Divert from the Roach supply canal to supply the 
four ditches and properties on the south side of the river 
where possible.  This alternative would serve 5,033 acres. 

Pipeline Alt. 1B:   Same as Alternative 1A without supplying 
properties on the south side of the river.   Alternative would 
serve 3,850 acres.  

Pipeline Alt. 1C:   Same as Alternative 1A with Hydropower 
Production Potential. 

Pipeline Alt. 2A:  Divert from the Roach supply canal and Roach 
Gulch reservoir outlet to supply the four ditches and 
properties on the south side of the river.  This alternative 
would also serve 5,033 acres. 
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Pipeline Alt. 2B:  Same as Alternative 2A without supplying 
properties on the south side of the river.  Alternative would 
serve 3,850 acres. 

Open Channel Alt.:  Combine the four ditches into a single open 
channel.  Alternative would serve 3,850 acres. 

The primary difference between Alternatives 1 and 2 are the points of diversion.  
Alternatives 1A through 1C are based on supply from one location on the Roach 
Gulch supply canal.  Alternatives 2A and 2B would be supplied by the supply 
canal, and by the Roach Gulch reservoir outlet.   One of the main benefits to 
moving the pipeline inlet to the Roach Gulch supply canal is that it will eliminate 
the need for an expensive river diversion.  The pipeline would benefit from future 
improvements to the existing Roach Gulch diversion. 
Screening would be provided at the diversion points of each alternative.  Screens 
would prevent fish as well as rock and other debris from entering the system.  
Aside from screening, simply relocating the diversion point from within the river to 
the supply canal would significantly reduce the amount of material that could 
potentially enter the system.  Addition of a screening system will further improve 
the water quality and reduce maintenance. 
In addition to the pipeline alternatives, it was determined that a 6th alternative 
existed.  This alternative would maintain the open ditches but would connect all 
four into one canal.   The upper three ditches would be enlarged.  One diversion 
at the existing Keystone Diversion would divert water for all of the lands under 
the four ditches.  This eliminates 40% of the maintained length and three 
diversions.  It is a cost effective way to significantly reduce the operation and 
maintenance costs associated with the system, but does not completely eliminate 
the diversion problems, stormwater problems or seepage loss issues. 

7.1.2 Expanded Service Area 
Following the evaluation of the alternatives discussed above, the service area for 
these alternatives was expanded and subsequently evaluated as additional 
alternatives.  They are shown in Figure 7.3.   It is possible and potentially 
beneficial to include some of the lands on the south side of the river in the 
analysis.   
It should be mentioned that it is not possible to serve all the lands at this end of 
the project from the proposed pipeline due to the elevations of the existing fields 
and turnouts.
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Figure 7.3 Keystone System Alternative Pipeline Layouts 
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The lands within the extended service area could also be included in the project 
and inclusion would provide varied benefits to those landowners.  The large 
center pivot furthest to the east is currently supplied by an open ditch to the 
existing pump station (See Figure 7.3).  This center pivot would benefit greatly 
from supply by the proposed pipeline.  It would have approximately 25 psi of 
available head at the current pump location if fed from the pipeline reducing 
power costs.  The other added advantage is that the water quality would likely be 
substantially better due to screening and a pipeline replacing the open ditch from 
the Roach Gulch supply canal to the pump intake.   
Better water quality is likely the sole benefit to be received by center pivots west 
of the proposed alignment.  Because the intakes are presently in the main canal 
they would not benefit from an increase in supply head and resulting reduction in 
pumping costs.   
The other properties within the extended service area could also be served by 
the pipeline.  All of the lands east of the pipeline alignment would see 
pressurized supplies resulting in an increased level of service.  The benefits 
realized would likely increase in proportion to the distance of the property from 
the Roach Gulch Supply canal through reduced maintenance and increased 
available pressure. 
At the lower end of the project, the service area could be expanded on the south 
side of the river for alternatives which include supply from the Roach Gulch 
Reservoir outlet.  All of the lands in this area could benefit from a new pipeline 
supply.  The pipeline distribution system would have the added benefit of the full 
head available from the reservoir.  For all of the hydraulic analyses, low pool 
elevation was used to evaluate the pipeline feasibility.  For pipeline pressure 
class and cost estimates the maximum pool elevation was used.  As with all open 
ditch to pipeline conversions, maintenance requirements for these laterals on the 
south side of the river would be significantly reduced.  

7.2 Preferred Alternative 
Cost estimates were prepared for all of the various alternatives.  To evaluate the 
alternatives the total estimated cost for each was divided by the acreages served 
to obtain a cost per acre and are shown below.  

Table 7.1  Alternative Cost Estimates 

Alternative Project Cost Cost/acre
1A 16,720,000$   3,322.07$  
1B 15,173,000$   4,012.96$  
1C 20,909,000$   4,154.38$  
2A 13,738,000$   2,729.58$  
2B 12,776,000$   3,379.00$  
Open Ditch 664,000$        175.61$           
The least expensive alternative is to combine the ditches and move the diversion 
for the lower three ditches to the Keystone diversion location.  While eliminating 
three diversions, this alternative does nothing to alleviate the problems with the 
remaining diversion, nor does it eliminate pumping costs or reduce maintenance 
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costs for the rest of the canal that will stay in service.  However, it would 
eliminate about 40% of the length currently being maintained.  Although the 
project scope required an analysis to specifically evaluate the feasibility of 
replacing the four ditches with a pipeline this option was included for comparison 
purposes and to illustrate that if a pipeline project is ultimately not constructed, it 
would be advantageous to combine the ditches.  Most of this project could be 
completed by the ditch owners in phases, with the exception of two drop 
structures - these project components would likely require an outside contractor.   
The preferred pipeline alternative, from simply a cost per served acre 
perspective, is Alternative 2A (Figure 7.5).  Should the irrigators in the “extended 
service area” not be interested in the project, the preferred alternative would be 
Alternative 2B (Same as 2A without the additional acres south of the river) from a 
cost only standpoint.  Based on the results of the final public presentation and 
subsequent discussions, the ditch owners prefer Alternative 1C for several 
reasons.  Alternative 1C is shown in Figure 7.4.   
Alternative 1C is the single diversion location option with hydropower and 
extended service area south of the river.  This is the proposed alternative of the 
sponsors of this portion of the project.  The main reasons for this selection are: 

1. It is doubtful GVID will allow a connection to the reservoir outlet. 
2. Alternatives 2A and 2B eliminate the hydropower potential either now 

or in the future.  
3. It eliminates the potential for flexibility in water delivery. 

The flexibility aspect comes in when water is scarce.  The diversion will be 
regulated at the upper end.  Typically, as long as the users are getting along and 
have a working policy on how the water is divided, once it is diverted there is 
some flexibility in how it is apportioned.  If a single pipeline is provided, all of the 
adjudicated water right will enter the pipeline at one location.  Smith and Avent 
ditch water can be included in a rotation on all of the lands supplied by the four 
ditches.  With Alternatives 2A and 2B, the Smith and Avent water will be diverted 
directly from the reservoir and would not be available for use in a rotation system 
for lands supplied by the Keystone and Jimmerfield Ditches. 

7.2.1 Alternative 1C Design and Operation: 
Conceptual Designs are included in the Appendices.  A brief description of some 
of the major design considerations is included below. 
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Figure 7.4  Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Alternative 1C 
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7.2.1.1 Capacity 

The most important design parameter is the flow rate, or capacity, of the facilities.  
In the case of the Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Alternative 1C portion 
of the project, three flow rates were analyzed – single appropriation, double 
appropriation and historic diversion.  The pressures and analysis results shown 
in this report all reflect the historic flows obtained from Wyoming State Engineer’s 
Office.  The double appropriation scenario was analyzed to ensure the system 
was large enough to deliver that amount of water.  Table 7.2 shows the design 
flowrates.   

Table 7.2  Design Capacity Alt. 1C 

Flow Condition Roach Supply (cfs) 

Single Appropriation 65 

Double Appropriation 130 

Record Diversion (Max) 104 

7.2.1.2 Turnout and Measurement Structure 

As mentioned previously, the turnout structure at the Roach Gulch Supply Canal 
(RGSC) is located immediately above the Snyder Gulch drop structure.  The 
pipeline operation can be thought of as “bottom up”.  Open ditch-to-pipe 
conversions that are open to the atmosphere at each turnout are normally 
controlled from the top down.  In other words, the operator goes to the upper 
end, turns in the amount of water necessary to serve the demand then adjusts 
each turnout.  Excess water is spilled out the bottom.  This pipeline is closed 
throughout.  In this case the operator simply turns on each turnout to the desired 
flow and does not need to monitor the inlet, other than to check the screens, etc.  
This all works well if the inlet supply is sufficient for the demand.   
For the connection to the reservoir outlet, this is not necessarily an issue.  
Because of the head available in the reservoir, it is unlikely the demands would 
ever be great enough to exceed the supply capacity.   
The supply from the Roach Supply Canal is a different situation.  It would be 
possible to open all the turnouts and potentially exceed the available water at the 
canal.  Operation of this portion of the line will have to be monitored carefully to 
prevent this condition.  Coordination between the operators of the pipeline and 
the GVID will be required. 
The inlet structure is designed to divert excess flow from the canal.  If the 
pipeline demand is half capacity, the flow will back up in the inlet box and reach 
the canal water surface elevation, thereby slowing the flow from the canal and 
limiting to the pipeline and bypass flow.  The screen is designed to maintain a 
flow over the top of it to clean debris from the screen.  This screen is 
conceptually designed to be of the wedge wire (Coanda) type with .125” to .25” 
openings.  This portion of the flow is returned to the canal below the drop 
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structure (See Appendix B –Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals 
Conceptual Designs).  If the pipeline is turned off the water will back up through 
the screen.  Water going over the screen will return to the Roach Supply Canal 
through the screen overflow line.  If the overflow line cannot accommodate the 
entire flow, the water level downstream of the screen will equalize with the water 
level in the canal and reduce the flow rate out of the Supply Canal to an 
equilibrium point. 
The trash rack installed in the canal is very wide.  This will reduce the velocities 
through the rack and will generally prevent entrapment of debris on the rack 
itself.  The inlet is designed to allow flow into the structure regardless of flow 
condition in the RGSC.  The existing Snyder Gulch Drop structure provides the 
necessary control of the RGSC. 
An electromagnetic flow meter has been planned for flow measurement of what 
is being diverted through the proposed pipeline.  No control exists at the upper 
end so the flow will not be adjusted based on this meter.  It will measure the total 
flow to the pipeline.  This flow will fluctuate with demand downstream. 

7.2.1.3 Transmission Line 

The concept of “bottom up” operation and the danger that the pipeline demand 
could exceed the source capacity (in this case the Roach Supply Canal) was 
discussed above.  Under this condition, negative pressures could be induced in 
the pipeline and air could enter the system or collapse the pipeline.  To prevent 
damage from this condition air/vacuum relief was included in the cost estimates.  
The best option is to simply prevent this scenario.  However, the pipeline must 
still be protected in the event of a break or if the flow is stopped at the main canal 
for any reason. 

The pipe materials for most of the pipeline are PVC.  Scenario 1C has diameters 
ranging from 63” to 12”.  Diameters over 48” require alternative pipe materials 
which are significantly more expensive.  A review of Figure 7.3 will show that 
Alternatives 2A and 2B are substantially longer than Alternatives 1A – 1C.  The 
reason our analysis shows that Alternative 2A is the least expensive is due to the 
change in pipe diameters.  The increase in cost per foot of pipe for diameters 
above 48 inches exceeds the cost of the additional excavation length.  The other 
added cost for the Alternative 1 is due to the pressure class of the pipe required.  
Separating the pipeline into two sections also reduces the pressure in the 
Smith/Avent portion of the system.  The pressure in the Alternative 2 options is 
still adequate to serve the needs of the irrigators. 

7.2.1.4 Return Flows (Wastewater) 

The Keystone System relies heavily on return flow reuse.  The pressures in the 
pipeline eliminate reintroduction of these flows to the pipeline without pumping.  
To accommodate these flows, we propose leaving a portion of the existing ditch 
network in place.  For the majority of the Keystone and Jimmerfield portions of 
the system there are no plans to convert from flood to sprinkler irrigation.  
Consequently, deliveries from the proposed pipeline will be delivered to existing 
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head ditches at each field.  Wastewater from the fields above can be blended at 
this point for flood irrigation.  If the upper lands are ever converted to sprinkler 
irrigation, use of the return flows would no longer be necessary due to the 
increased efficiency of application. 

7.2.1.5 Pipeline Turnouts 

Turnouts are planned at each of the existing turnout locations.  For pressure 
turnouts (turnout connected directly to a pipeline), a propeller meter is planned 
for flow measurement.  For non-pressure turnouts a weir box is planned, 
however, the decision could be made at the Level III design to use flow meters 
here also.  Many different configurations will work.  The ones described below 
were used for cost estimates. 
Pressure turnouts consist of a propeller meter for measurement installed 
upstream of two buried gate valves.  The upstream valve is to be used for on/off 
control.  The downstream valve will be used to throttle the flow.  If the screen and 
trash rack at the inlet to the pipeline are functioning properly, debris and material 
should not be an issue.  However, if they are not or debris gets into the pipeline, 
our experience has shown that dual gate valves are a good way to provide flow 
control and provide a way to eliminate debris in the pipe.  The valve can be 
opened to allow the entire cross sectional area to be unobstructed and pass any 
debris lodged in the pipe.  The purpose for having two valves is to allow a water 
tight seal if the high head loss across the throttling valve erodes the seat or the 
wedge and begins to leak.   
Open channel turnouts will discharge into a measurement box with a weir.  The 
measurement box can then discharge to a ditch immediately below the weir or a 
PVC embedment to a riser bowl (See Appendix B –Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith 
and Avent Canals Conceptual Designs).  This allows the user to initially retain an 
open ditch.  If the change is ever made to gated pipe the bowl can be removed, 
pipe cut off and new piping installed to the location where the gated pipe is going 
to start.  An alternative to this configuration would be to retain the meter for 
measurement and use a concrete riser bowl/box to dissipate the energy and 
discharge to the ditch. 

7.2.2 Alternative 2A Design and Operation: 
Conceptual Designs are included in the Appendices.  The conceptual designs for 
Alternative 2A are similar to the conceptual designs for Alternative 1C with the 
exception of pipe size.  Because the flows are separated into two different 
pipelines, the pipe sizes are smaller for the Keystone and Jimmerfield portions of 
the system.  Alt. 2A also contains an additional river crossing and connection to 
the Roach Gulch Reservoir outlet.     

7.2.2.1 Capacity 

As with Alternative 1C, three flow rates were analyzed.  Table 7.3 contains these 
flow rates for each of the supply locations.  
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Figure 7.5  Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Alternative 2A 
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Table 7.3 Design Capacity Alt. 2A 

Flow Condition Roach Supply (cfs) Reservoir Outlet (cfs) 

Single Appropriation 43 29 

Double Appropriation 86 58 

Record Diversion (Max) 67 35 

The Smith/Avent portion of the system was modeled for two scenarios: full 
reservoir elevation and low pool elevation.  The full reservoir elevation was used 
to determine the pressure classes of the pipe that may be required.  The low pool 
elevation was used to evaluate turnout pressures.   

7.2.2.2 Turnout and Measurement Structure 

The turnout from the Roach Gulch Supply Canal is located in the same location 
for Alternative 2A as for Alternative 1C.  The designs are nearly identical.  The 
difference between the two alternatives is for the Smith and Avent portion of the 
project.  These canals are supplied from a connection to the existing outlet of the 
reservoir.   

7.2.2.3 Transmission Line 

The basic transmission line layout is similar to that for Alternative 1C.  Additional 
piping is required from the reservoir outlet to the intersection with the alignment 
at the lower end of the current Jimmerfield and upper end of the current Smith 
ditch alignment.  As with Alternative 1C, the pipe materials for most of the 
pipeline are PVC.  Scenario 2A has diameters ranging from 48” to 12”.   

7.2.2.4 Return Flows (Wastewater) 

Return flows will be utilized in a manner similar to Alternative 1C. 

7.2.2.5 Pipeline Turnouts 

Turnout Structures for Alternative 2A are configured the same as those for 
Alternative 1C. 

7.3 Permitting 
Permits from various controlling entities are required.  These include: 

 USACE Clean Water Act Section 404 
WY-DEQ – Any diversion or river work would likely 
require their involvement.  Other work will require a 
Storm Water Polution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). 
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8 Farmers Canal Task 
8.1 Screen 
Several screening methods exist for removing debris from irrigation water.     

• Mechanical Screens 

• Non-mechanical screens 
After our screening options research, we concluded that mechanical screens 
should be avoided except as a last resort.  Some are better than others, but 
typically maintenance costs are very high due to removing the screenings or 
repairing of moving parts.  Irrigation water has a wide variety of debris.  In the 
case of the Farmers Canal and the Greybull river, this debris can vary from logs 
and large cobble, to silt and moss.  It is a challenge for a mechanical screen with 
moving parts (in some models submerged moving parts) to function reliably.  
Consequently, our designs focused on the Coanda type self cleaning screen. 
Two sites were identified as possible locations for screen placement.  The first 
was immediately downstream of the Greybull River Diversion.  This location 
would screen water for both the Farmers and Bench Canals.  The total flow 
through this screen would be around 650 cfs.  This second location is on the 
Farmers Canal where water is currently returned south back to the Greybull 
River.    

 
Figure 8.1 Screened Turnout 

 
Both locations are feasible for screen installation.  A few drawbacks were 
identified with the Farmers Canal screen location.  The first is that although 
hydraulically the screen is feasible, some bypass flow is necessary over the 
screen to keep it clear of debris.  Accounting for this water and its return to the 
river may be somewhat complicated due to a highway crossing.  Additional water 
would have to be diverted from the river at the main diversion.  This water would 
then be diverted into the Farmers Canal.  Once it flows over the screen it will 
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return to the river.  Because the return point is so far downstream from the 
diversion, water rights issues would also likely complicate this installation.   
The second issue with this location is that it is downstream from the Bench 
Canal.  Benefits to the fishery in the Greybull River are minimal because they 
could still freely move up and down the Bench Canal.  This eliminates the 
opportunity for additional funding. 
The second location alleviates all of these concerns.  However, it involves a 
second entity (Bench Canal) and more than doubles the design flow and size of 
the structure.  Many more acres are benefitted and the debris is returned directly 
to the river just downstream of the diversion in pretty much the same manner of 
operation as it does now.  This location has a much better chance of improving 
the fish habitat in the Greybull River because it will keep fish out of both canal 
systems, making it more attractive from an outside funding standpoint. 

8.1.1 Design Features 
Conceptual design drawings are included in Appendix C – Farmers Conceptual 
Designs.  The screen is 160 ft long and designed for a flow of 650 cfs to the 
canal.  The Farmers-Bench system only has the capacity for this amount which is 
a little more than single appropriation.  The existing Farmers-Bench return 
structure would be removed and the new screen structure installed in its place.  
The screen maintains its self cleaning ability by having the water flow down a 
screen inclined at approximately 45°.  Debris is washed off the back of the 
screen and returned to the river.  The velocity of the water flowing down the 
screen provides the self cleaning action.  The screened debris then flows into the 
debris channel where it flows to the return channel.  The water depth in the 
debris channel is maintained at an elevation that keeps the toe end of the screen 
submerged. 
Canal flow drops through the screen, flows under the debris channel and 
continues down the canal.  Some re-grading of the downstream channel is 
required to provide complete drainage of the structure.  
Flow is controlled by adjusting the pool elevation upstream of the structure.  This 
can be accomplished two ways.  The first is by adjusting the radial gates at the 
river diversion structure.  Reducing the flow at this location will drop the water 
level in the pool above the structure.  Increasing the flow will increase the water 
level in the pool above the structure.  This water level change will result in a 
corresponding change in flow over the screen and consequently into the canal.   
The second control is via the sluice gate to the return channel.  This gate has two 
purposes.  The first is to provide constant flow to maintain enough velocity 
upstream of the structure to sluice the cobble and rock that will settle in the 
channel between the screen structure and the diversion structure at the river.  
The second is to provide a second control on the water surface elevation above 
the structure to adjust the flow into the canal.   
We have included automation in the budget.  By automating the return flow gate, 
the water surface elevation upstream of screen structure can be maintained at a 
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constant level thereby maintaining a constant flow.  Major adjustments will be 
made manually to the gates at the river diversion structure.  The gate at the 
outlet to the structure will also be automated to maintain a constant water level in 
the debris channel.  The purpose of this feature is to maintain a pool in the 
channel to allow any fish that pass over the screens the ability to escape the 
channel.  At some time in the future telemetry could be added so that the 
structure could be monitored and controlled remotely.  

8.2 Reservoir 
The Farmers Canal requested that storage for the lower portion of the system be 
included in this study.  Water users with senior rights are located at the lower end 
of the system.  In its current configuration, the system has difficulty responding in 
a timely manner when these water users request water.  It may take up to three 
days to make all the adjustments to the remainder of the system to increase 
flows in the lower portion of the system enough to satisfy the needs of the senior 
appropriators.  The purpose of storage in the lower portion of the system is to 
alleviate this problem.    
Four options were investigated to alleviate the problems with delivery to the 
senior appropriators.  These were: 

1. Construct a new reservoir on McKinney Creek. 
2. Utilize the existing McKinney Reservoir 
3. Decrease travel times by converting the existing open channel 

laterals to pipelines. 
Each of these remedies has its pros and cons.  We will discuss each.  First we 
will discuss our analysis of how much storage may be required to satisfy the 
demands in the lower portion of the system and some other details to be 
considered in the evaluation of the reservoir.  See Figure 8.2 for Alternatives. 

8.2.1 Required Storage to Satisfy Lower End Shortfalls 
The territorial water rights in the lower end of the system are the lands primarily 
affected by the lag time between increases in diversion at the upper end and the 
travel time to the bottom end.  To completely satisfy these rights approximately 
11 cfs is required.  Based on our discussions with the system manager, this 
condition is somewhat dependent upon crop rotation.  Some years, the situation 
occurs where the timing of the demands is such that the entire 11 cfs is called for 
and is not available.  This is the worst case condition.  Most years, 2-3 cfs is all 
that the system is lacking.   
We modeled the system with several different flow rate scenarios as follows: 

1. 3 cfs Continuous release for three days. 
2. 3 cfs stepped release.  The release was reduced by one third 

each day.  Day 1 – 3 cfs, Day 2 – 2 cfs, Day 3 – 1 cfs. 
3. 11 cfs continuous release. 
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4. 11 cfs stepped release.  The release was reduced by one third 
each day.  Day 1 – 11 cfs, Day 2 – 7 cfs, Day 3 – 4 cfs. 

The amount of storage required was reduced significantly by using the stepped 
flows.   Once the water order is placed, we assume the ditch rider will begin to 
pick up small amounts of water that may be available by slightly adjusting other 
appropriators upstream.  These flows would become available gradually after the 
first adjustments were made.  Adjustments closest to the demand locations 
would begin to be felt immediately.  Adjustments at the extreme upper end of the 
system would take closer to three days to reach the bottom.  The assumption is 
the water closest to the bottom would be available for diversion the second day 
and adjustments made the second day would be available the third day.  On the 
fourth day, the water from the increase in diverted flow from the river would be 
available and those appropriators who might have been adjusted slightly could 
be turned back up to their full flow.  If it is possible to structure the operation this 
way the storage requirements could be reduced significantly.   
The more lead time the ditch rider has the better the system can be operated.  
Irrigation requirements are dependent upon many factors out of the control of the 
farmers making the lead time unavailable.  However, for those times when it is 
available, the ditch rider should be notified three days in advance so that the 
water can be on its way and available when it is needed.  Based on our 
conversations with the operator and farmers the problem situation could occur as 
often as weekly basis.  If half of these occurrences could be eliminated by 
additional planning and early notification of a need, the storage requirements 
would be significantly reduced.   
To determine the total volume of water required over a season, it was assumed 
that the situation could occur 8 times over the course of an irrigation season, or 
about once every two weeks.  The results of our storage requirement calculations 
are shown below. 
Table 8.1 Storage Requirements    

      

Flow Assumption
Storage Requirement 

per Occurrence
Storage Requirement - 
Season (8 Occurences)

3 cfs Continuous 18 af 143 af
3 cfs Stepped 12 af 95 af
11 cfs Continuous 65 af 524 af
11 cfs Stepped 43 af 347 af  

Based on our observations, we would also suggest the ditch rider begin keeping 
records of the crop planted, on and off dates, weather conditions and other 
information that may influence calls for water.  With this information, it may be 
possible to identify patterns in the watering schedule and anticipate when water 
may be needed.     
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8.2.2 Evaporation 
Evaporation in this area can be a significant loss from a reservoir.   The Bureau 
of Reclamation pan evaporation data for the weather station at Buffalo Bill 
Reservoir was used to estimate this loss.  Data for the previous 5 years was 
averaged to estimate the yearly evaporation loss from a reservoir near the 
proposed location.  The total evaporation loss was calculated to be 34.5 
inches/year.  Precipitation falling on the reservoir would partially offset this loss.  
Average annual precipitation in the project area is approximately 7 inches 
resulting in a net evaporation loss of 27.5 inches to be used in evaluating 
required storage.     

8.2.3 Water Rights and Reservoir Operation 
Storage Rights allow one fill per year.  The operator can request a second fill 
when water is available.  The idea of a reregulation reservoir is a good one.  
However, from a water right administration standpoint, if the water is stored more 
than 24 hours then it is considered long term storage and the one fill limit is 
applied.  A new reservoir would have a current priority date placing it behind 
Upper Sunshine, Lower Sunshine Roach Gulch (Greybull Valley Reservoir), 
McKinney Reservoir and all of the direct flow rights on the river.  Technically, the 
availability of a second fill late in the season is questionable.  The water may be 
available for a fill over the winter or during the spring runoff most years.  Roach 
Gulch did not completely fill for several years after its initial construction, 
illustrating the questionable availability of water. 
It may be possible that stored water could be moved from one of the three 
reservoirs (Roach Gulch, Upper and Lower Sunshine) down to the reservoir 
location.  However, a 5% “shrinkage” factor would likely be applied, reducing the 
effectiveness of this option. 
The holders of the direct flow right could petition to store the direct flow right to 
“more efficiently” use it.  Based on documentation we have from the State 
Engineer’s Office, it appears that it is likely that in this situation the only portion 
available for storage is the portion that would have been consumptively used.  
The rest would have to be left in the stream for return flows.  A detailed 
accounting system may be required to ensure that the correct quantity of water is 
used in its permitted location and for the use it was permitted for. 

8.2.4 Design Life 
With any of the storage options, whether a new reservoir or modifications are 
made to the existing reservoir, a significant consideration is the loss of storage 
due to siltation.  The existing reservoir was permitted for approximately 305 af.  
Based on ditch rider estimates, the current storage is estimated at 135 af.  This 
equates to approximately 170 af in 75 years or 2.3 af of lost volume due to 
siltation per year.  For our cost estimates and project evaluation, we have 
estimated a design life of 40 years.     
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Figure 8.2 Reservoir Alternatives 
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8.2.5 New McKinney Creek Reservoir 
The original scope of this project included an evaluation of a new reservoir 
located on McKinney Creek to supply the deficiencies in the lower end of the 
system.  McKinney Creek is currently used as a conveyance and the addition of 
a dam in this drainage is a logical solution to the problem.  The original plan was 
to store the water while it wasn’t being used so that it would be available when 
needed.  This may not be feasible from a water rights standpoint, except as 
outlined above.   
As you can imagine, permitting a new reservoir on BLM land could be costly.  
Constructing a new reservoir would at a minimum require an Environmental 
Impact Study (E.I.S.).  This option would is subject to cost recovery for the 
application process and annual rental of right-of-way. Because of these 
requirements, either of these options could present substantial up-front costs to 
be paid to the BLM, which may be prohibitive to getting the work done.  Annual 
rent for the reservoir would be on a per acre basis similar to that paid for Roach 
Gulch. 
The NRCS had previously conducted a study of the reservoir site.  SCE took this 
information and reviewed it.  Cost estimates and storage estimates were based 
on the quantities outlined in the proposed reservoir drawings.   
Two alternatives were identified by the NRCS.  One alternative included an 
embankment of approximately 22 ft and would provide ±35 acre-ft of storage.  
The second alternative would require a 32 ft embankment height and ±200 acre-
ft of storage.  Based on the discussion above regarding the volume estimates 
and water rights administration, the larger alternative would be preferred. Many 
of the initial costs would not change significantly between the two alternatives.   
Typically these costs would include archaeological, environmental reviews, public 
meetings, etc. prior to beginning any design.  The BLM would require 
reimbursement for this phase work.   

8.2.6 Utilize the existing Lake McKinney Reservoir 
The existing Lake McKinney Reservoir is a previously permitted and constructed 
reservoir adjacent to the location chosen as a possible new reservoir site.  
Officially named Lake McKinney, it has a priority of January 13, 1934.  Upper 
Sunshine has a priority of March 7, 1928 and Lower Sunshine has a priority of 
February 23, 1955. Lake McKinney’s permitted storage is 304.75 acre-ft under 
permit 4563R.  Of this original amount it is estimated that approximately 135 
acre-ft remains, the difference lost to siltation.  Consequently, it may be possible 
to either raise the reservoir and create additional storage or remove the sediment 
that has collected over the years and restore it to its original volume.   
This option is attractive for several reasons: 

1. Very little, if any, BLM permitting would be required. 
2. The reservoir is already permitted for the storage with a 

relatively early priority date. 
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3. The work could be completed gradually by Farmers personnel. 
4. Nothing additional would need to be constructed. 

From the BLM’s standpoint the reservoir is “grandfathered” (reservoirs in 
existence prior to October 21, 1976 that qualify for a right of way under the 
previous ditches/reservoir statute are exempt) with regard to the rental 
requirements.  It was constructed prior to the requirement that the property be 
leased.  The exception to this is the road or if the reservoir is raised to restore or 
increase the amount of storage available.   
If the road remains an unimproved road as it is now, no additional BLM permitting 
is required.  However, if improvements are required to allow heavy equipment 
access to the site, the BLM may need to be contacted to get the improvements 
approved.  The same is true of the reservoir itself.  Removing the sediment would 
not require a lease or additional permitting.  It could be moved to private land 
near the reservoir.  Raising the reservoir and inundating more land would require 
a BLM lease for the newly inundated property.  This lease may not be too 
expensive due to the minimal number of additional acres to be inundated.  The 
EA and EIS process would likely be much less rigorous due to the fact that a 
reservoir currently exists in this location and the impact of raising it a few feet 
would be minimal.   
Since the reservoir is currently permitted for 304.75 acre-ft this storage volume 
could be restored without a change in priority or enlargement.  The reservoir is 
26 ft high and stores more than 20 acre-ft so it does fall under the Safety of 
Dams Program.  Any work to be completed would require review by the State 
Engineer’s Office prior to construction. 

8.2.7 Decrease Travel Times by Converting the Existing Open Lateral to 
Pipeline 

The layout of the Farmers system is such that water can be delivered to the 
lower end through multiple laterals as shown in Figure 8.3  Farmers System.  
The water rights for the Gould Ditch are the ones at issue.  Water can be 
delivered to the Gould Ditch via the Highline, Beck and Allen or McNiven, Perkins 
and JFW ditches.  The travel time required to deliver water to the lower end is 
significant. 
One option to speed the delivery of water to the lower end is to install a pipeline 
to the lower end.  The advantages of a pipeline were discussed in the seepage 
loss analysis section of the report.  The dynamic loss portion of the conveyance 
loss is causing most of the problem at the downstream end of the project.  
Eliminating these losses will eliminate the lag time between when the delivery 
comes out of the canal and when it arrives at the lower end.  It will also eliminate 
the loss to groundwater. 
Based on our investigations into the seepage losses and an overall review of the 
system, we chose the McNiven ditch as the preferred pipeline route.  It was 
chosen primarily for two reasons.  The first is that it’s diversion from the Farmers 
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Figure 8.3  Farmers System 
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Figure 8.4 New Alignment of McNiven Lateral
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Canal is higher than the second choice – the Beck and Allen.  The second 
reason is the lack of major drain inlets.  The Beck and Allen picks up a large 
amount of wastewater from all of the acres above it and increases in flow 
significantly from top to bottom.  The McNiven Lateral does not.  Because it does 
not, the McNiven Lateral could be converted to a pressure system and conserve 
the head necessary to “shortcut” the Highline or Beck and Allen Canals.  
Based on our calculations, installing the pipeline would at a minimum eliminate 
approximately 9 hrs of travel time compared to what it takes now to deliver water 
to the lower end, likely more.  Of course, significant savings in seepage losses 
are also realized making more water available.  The complete plan for the 
McNiven Lateral is shown in Appendix C – Farmers Conceptual Designs on the 
sheet labeled McNiven Lateral Pipeline.  The specific portion of new alignment is 
shown in Figure 8.4 New Alignment of McNiven Lateral.  As shown, it is designed 
for single appropriation.   
This option is the fastest most direct alternative to get water to the lower end 
faster and improve the operation of the system.  The second alternative is to 
slowly convert the JFW, Perkins and McNiven Laterals to pipeline.  This will have 
the same effect, save more water and benefit more people.  However, it will take 
substantially more time and delay the remedy to the situation.  

9 Hydropower Analysis 
A hydropower analysis task was included in this project to specifically investigate 
the feasibility of including hydropower generation to the Keystone portion of the 
project.  From the proposal stage, it was obvious excess head would be available 
should a connection be made to the Roach Gulch Supply Canal and a single 
pipeline installed to serve all four canals. 
The hydropower potential has changed somewhat since that time.  During the 
course of the project, we discovered the most feasible project included two 
supplies, one for the Keystone and Jimmerfield canals at the Roach Gulch 
Supply Canal and one for the Smith and Avent canals at the reservoir outlet.  
This has two effects:  

1. It eliminated the need to increase the size of the pipeline for the upper half 
to accommodate the water required for the Smith and Avent Canals. 

2. It used the reservoir pool elevation which is lower than the RGSC 
elevation.  The available head was reduced and the excess head in the 
Smith/Avent Canals was eliminated. 

Reason number two has a significant effect on the feasibility of installing 
hydropower generation.  The excess head that was available with a single 
pipeline is eliminated in the two source alternative.  The reason this alternative 
was less expensive was because the pressures were lower – requiring less 
expensive pipe and the pipe sizes were smaller.  Based on our analysis, the only 
feasible way to install power generation would be to have a single pipeline. 
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A single pipeline is significantly more expensive than the dual pipelines in the 
preferred alternative.  For hydropower to be feasible, it not only has to generate 
enough income to finance its portion of the project, but also has to generate 
enough income to finance the additional costs incurred through the installation of 
a single pipeline.   

9.1 Flow Conditions 
The historic diversion records, provided by the State Engineer’s Office, were 
reviewed when deciding which flows to use in determining the potential 
hydropower generation.  These flows were compared with the water rights under 
the ditch.  Based on this review, it appeared that the canals divert a flowrate 
equal to double appropriation for approximately 30 days out of the season and 
drop back to single appropriation for the remaining ±150 days of the irrigation 
season.  To determine the hydropower revenue it was assumed 23.5 cfs with 158 
ft of head for single appropriation and 47 cfs with an available head of 137 cfs for 
double appropriation at the proposed turbine location.   

9.2 Roach Gulch Reservoir Hydropower 
A complicating factor is the potential installation of hydropower generation on the 
existing Roach Gulch Reservoir Outlet.  The feasibility of retrofitting hydropower 
generation to Roach Gulch Reservoir has been studied extensively and GVID 
has been tentatively moving ahead with plans to implement this project.  If this 
project is ever completed, it would be the last of the three GVID reservoirs to 
receive power equipment.   
The Roach Gulch Reservoir project could make hydropower more feasible for the 
Keystone project.  The availability of more power production may increase the 
ability to negotiate for higher per unit power purchase.  A transmission line to the 
Emblem Substation or a separate substation installation would be required for 
this project also.  Consequently, they could share in the costs of a transmission 
line.   
The existence of the reservoir is a detriment from a water rights standpoint.  One 
thing that would make the Keystone Project more feasible would be to generate 
power year round.  Being located between the Roach Gulch Diversion and the 
return point of Roach Gulch Reservoir water back to the river makes it unlikely 
that conflicts between Roach Gulch Reservoir operations and the Keystone off 
season power generation could be resolved.  Any water that would pass the 
diversion structure to generate power in the Keystone pipeline would be water 
that would not be routed through the reservoir to generate power.  On this basis, 
off season power generation was ruled out. 

9.3 Big Horn Rural Electric Association – Revenues and 
Requirements 

To determine potential revenues, Big Horn Rural Electric was contacted.  They 
would be the most likely power purchaser.  A rate of $0.05/kW was quoted as the 
going rate for any power generated from this site.  One additional requirement 
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was that it is likely a transmission line to the substation in Emblem would be 
required if this project is constructed.  GVID would be required to construct this 
same line should hydropower ever be added to Roach Gulch Reservoir.  If this 
were to occur the most cost effective option would be to partner with GVID for the 
installation of the new line.  The most likely route for a transmission main from 
the Roach Gulch Reservoir outlet to Emblem would lie very near to the potential 
turbine location for the Keystone project.  An interconnection agreement and 
study would be required for tying into Big Horn REA system. 

9.4   Permitting 
Permitting for the hydropower project would require a license from the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission.  If the project is pursued, a preliminary permit 
should be obtained.  Licensing can be continued after the project gets more 
developed.  Other entities that will become involved in this project are: 

Wyoming Game and Fish Department  
Wyoming State Historic Preservation Office  
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  
Park County – Special Use Permit. 

9.5  Conclusions 
The table below illustrates the assumptions and results of our calculations. 
Approximately $59,600/year of potential revenues exist.  However, when the 
additional pipeline costs and transmission main costs are included, the project 
immediately gets much more expensive.  The cost total shown is based only on 
the major cost items.   

Table 9.1  Hydropower Revenues Alternative 1C 

Single 158 23.5 0.775 243.2 0.96 233.5 3600 840,653 0.05 42,033
Double 137 47 0.90 488.7323741 0.96 469.2 720 351,887 0.05 17,594

59,627
$1,540,000 Turbine, Generator, Hydraulic Pressure Unit (HPU) and Controls/Switchgear
$1,791,078 Transmission line to Emblem Substation ~16 miles.  Based on Hutton 2006
$3,450,000 Cost difference between Alternatve 2A and Alternative 1C
$6,781,078 Total

*six month season, one month double, 5 month single

Keystone - Alternative 1C

Head (ft) Flow (ft3/s)
Turbine 

Efficiency
Turbine 

Output (kW)
 Season* 

(hrs)
Annual Net 
Benefit ($)

Flow 
Condition

Energy 
(kWh)

Generator 
Efficiency

Unit Price 
($0.05/kWh)

Generator 
Output (kW)

 
The Wyoming Water Development Commission does not provide grants for 
hydropower projects.  Consequently, a large part of the project would require 
financing.  The table below illustrates the annual payments required to finance 
the project. 
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Table 9.2 Hydropower Financing 

                     

Loan Term 20 30 40 50
Payment (Annual) $498,963.62 $392,150.44 $342,603.74 $315,660.56

Financing Costs - Assumed Interest Rate of 4%

 

Our conclusion is that the project is not feasible based on the criteria above.  
However, a combination of higher unit revenues and cost sharing of the 
transmission line would improve the feasibility of the project.  Since the time line 
for installation of hydropower for Roach Gulch Reservoir is uncertain and could 
be many years into the future, the Keystone Project may have to be postponed 
for some time to benefit from the cost sharing.  

10 Entity Issues 
This project was unique because of the organizational structure of the 
sponsor(s).  The Farmers Canal is an organized canal company.  The Keystone, 
Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Ditches are privately owned, operated and 
maintained.  These five entities (technically separate and unrelated) are located 
within the boundaries of the Greybull Valley Irrigation District (GVID).  GVID does 
not operate any distribution canals or laterals.  The sole purpose of GVID is to 
operate the Upper Sunshine, Lower Sunshine and Roach Gulch Reservoirs and 
their associated supply canals and river diversions. 
Chapter III of the Operating Criteria of the Wyoming Water Development 
Commission states “The project sponsor shall be a public entity that can legally 
receive state funds…”  Since the Farmers Canal Company, Keystone, 
Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent ditches are not public entities they cannot receive 
WWDC funding.  Because they are located within an irrigation district they cannot 
form their own irrigation district.  For these reasons the scope of this project 
included an “Entity Issues” task to evaluate options for forming additional entities 
or allowing GVID to sponsor the projects. 
The entities have two options: 1) Form additional entities or 2) allow GVID to be 
the sponsor for these projects.  Each path has its own pros and cons.  Forming 
additional entities will result in administrative and other overhead costs the 
sponsors do not currently have.  The sponsors are also limited in the types of 
entities they can form.  Since they are already located within an irrigation district, 
they cannot form another.  The benefit to forming separate entities is that the 
decisions can be made by the users of the water within each area.  For instance, 
Famers Canal Company users would elect representatives to make the decisions 
locally.  The third entity (GVID) would not be involved.   
Allowing GVID to be the sponsor will eliminate the duplication of administrative 
and overhead costs.  It does bring an additional entity into the decision making 
process, which could complicate matters.  GVID would, as the sponsor, be 
required to own any new improvements.  Operation and maintenance would then 
likely be contracted with the individual entities.  This choice allows GVID to 
further serve their members.  Rehabilitation of their customer’s distribution 
systems improves their operations and adds stability to the water users.  This will 
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have the effect of making the entire system healthier and improving the ability of 
water users to continue to pay assessments.     
To complete this task SCE employed the services of Kara Brighton of Hageman 
and Brighton, P.C.  After researching the various options and reviewing the 
applicable requirements, she has prepared a memo detailing the options for the 
Farmers and Keystone portions of the project.  This information is included in 
Appendix D – Hageman and Brighton, P.C. Entity Issues Memo.  

11 Rehabilitation Plan – Farmers Canal 
A rehabilitation plan was developed for the Farmers Canal portion of the project.  
This plan was based on funding and the priority of the projects and their 
importance to the operation.  The rehabilitation plan for the Keystone portion of 
the project is included in Section 7. 
Problem areas were identified during the structural inventory and assessment 
task.  The Farmers Canal Screen and Lower System Storage were evaluated 
under a separate task but have been included in the rehabilitation plan.  The end 
result of these investigations was a list of projects we felt were worthwhile for the 
Farmers Canal.   
Since the screen and storage projects were specifically identified in the scope for 
study, they were given a higher priority.  In addition to these projects, should they 
be chosen for completion, several other structures were included in the 
rehabilitation plan.  After the rehabilitation of the structures, storage and screen, 
we have proposed pipeline conversions for several laterals within the Farmers 
system.   
Table 11.1 Farmers Rehabilitation Plan Project Order 

 
The areas of the system requiring the most maintenance and which are most 
time consuming to operate were slated for replacement first.  The first of these is 
the Farmers/Bench Screen.  This project was considered worthwhile due to the 
expenses incurred elsewhere in the system due to the large amount of debris 
diverted from the river. 

Project Year
Farmers/Bench Canal Screen 2012
Pearce Diversion 2013
Bank Diversion 2013
McNiven Diversion 2014
McKinney Reservoir Cleaning 2015
McNiven Lateral 2017
Town Lateral 2021
Gould Lateral 2022
JFW Lateral 2024
Perkins Lateral 2026
Bank-Bahr Lateral 2028
Pearce Lateral 2031
Tucker Lateral 2034

Farmers Canal Rehabilitation Plan
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Figure 11.1  Farmers Rehab Plan 
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Figure 11.2  Pearce Diversion 

11.1 Diversion Structures 
After completion of the screen, the major diversions off of the main canal were 
chosen for replacement.  The Pearce Diversion was the first, followed by the 
Bank and McNiven Diversions.  These diversions are in need of replacement to 
improve hydraulics and ease of operation.  The Pearce Diversion is shown in 
Figure 11.2  Pearce Diversion. 

 
Figure 11.3  Bank Diversion 

One issue with the Pearce diversion is hydraulics.  The water level has to be 
maintained at a high level in order to divert a sufficient amount of water.  The 
second issue is operational.  The stop logs are all different lengths.  Adjustments  
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are difficult because the correct stop log must be found.  The turbulence 
downstream is also evident ahead of the county road crossing.   
Issues with the Bank diversion (Figure 11.3) structure are similar.  These are the 
main control structures on the canal which underscores their importance.  The 
operation of these structures could be greatly improved.  Adjustments can be 
made easier and the number of piers reduced or eliminated to more effectively 
pass debris. 

 
Figure 11.4  McNiven Diversion 

The McNiven Diversion (Figure 11.4) was chosen for the same reasons as the 
other two.  Two gates are missing forcing the majority of the flow through two 
openings.  Again, operation and functionality can be improved through 
replacement. 
We have prepared conceptual designs for these structures.  The number of 
openings has been reduced and provisions for Rubicon style overshot gates 
have been made.  These could be installed at the time the structure is built or 
retrofitted at a later date.  The installation of these gates would provide for some 
automation.  The upstream water level could be maintained at a constant 
elevation regardless of flow variations.  If a SCADA system were ever 
implemented they could be controlled remotely.  These structures were assumed 
to be constructed by third party contractor. 

11.2 Lower System Storage  
Several options exist for storage in the lower portion of the system.  In order of 
increasing expense they are: 

1. Raise the existing dam to restore the original permitted storage 
volume. 

2. Excavate the silt deposits to restore the original permitted storage 
volume (Assuming an outside contractor is hired to excavate the entire 
amount all at once).   
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3. Construct a new reservoir in an adjacent drainage. 
The first two options require negotiation with the existing reservoir owner for a 
water use agreement for use of the storage.  All three options also require some 
permitting with the BLM.  The least amount of permitting is required for Option 2.  
Cost estimates for Options 1 and 3 were prepared assuming the project would be 
bid and completed all at once by a third party contractor.  Option 3 however could 
be completed a little at a time with the Canal Company’s own equipment and 
personnel during the off season.  For a minimal amount the additional storage 
could be tracked through surveys and over the course of several years the full 
storage volume could be attained.  Option 3 is the most expensive if it is bid out 
and completed by a third party contractor.  We recommended Option 3 based on 
Farmers Canal Company completing the cleaning with existing personnel over a 
couple of winters.  This eliminates much of the engineering, mobilization and 
profit costs inherent in a contracted project.  The total volume is estimated at 
approximately 325,000 CY.  If the Canal Company can move this material for an 
estimated $2.00 per CY the cost would be approximate $650,000.  We felt this 
amount was conservative and actual costs could end up being less.   
The Lower System Storage was included in the rehabilitation plan.  If an 
agreement with the existing owners can be made, the most cost effective plan for 
the Farmers Canal may be to remove the settled material themselves over the 
course of a few years.  If this is unsatisfactory, the second best option is to raise 
the crest of the dam and spillway to restore the lost storage.  Option 2 remains as 
the last resort.  Options 1 and 3 will require ongoing expenses in perpetuity for 
the BLM.  Option 2 would not. 
Option 3 is the least desirable option from a water rights standpoint.  Any water 
right this reservoir would have will be junior to all of the other storage rights on 
the river.  This would put it behind   
Before any additional storage is added to the lower end of the system, all actions 
should be taken to try to eliminate the problem through operational changes.  
More notice to the ditch rider by irrigators would be a huge help.  If crop 
production is not being affected, the efforts and funding required to construct 
additional storage would likely be better spent on other aspects of the project.  As 
more flow control is attained through the other recommended improvements, the 
lower end supply problem will alleviate itself. 

11.3 Lateral Conversions to Pipelines 
Several reasons exist for gradual conversions from open laterals to pipelines, not 
the least of which are the seepage losses.  A recent conversion for a different 
District netted a large water savings reported to be approximately 20%-30%.  
When the savings in maintenance is considered, the gradual conversion can be 
very beneficial.  Other Districts in the area have seen significant water savings.  
When the design life of PVC pipe and some of the structures installed with the 
pipelines are 100 yrs the improvements are very beneficial. 
For the reasons discussed in the “Farmers Canal Task”, we have placed the 
McNiven Lateral at the top of the list (See Figure 11.5).  This lateral delivers 
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water to the most acres and if piped would relieve the lower end supply issues 
which are the impetus for finding lower end storage.  The pipeline laterals are all 
designed for double appropriation even though the main canal cannot divert 
double appropriation from the river.  However, when water is available and not 
being used by other irrigators, additional water can be delivered.  Adjusting this 
criterium could save the Farmers Canal money for these pipeline projects.  For 
our cost estimates the higher flows were considered conservative.  Conceptual 
design plan and profile drawings are provided for the McNiven Lateral in 
Appendix C – Farmers Conceptual Designs.   
Once the McNiven Lateral is complete the other laterals can be updated.  The 
order of these laterals is not as critical.  However, the order proposed was based 
on input from the board and where SCE personnel felt the greatest benefit would 
be realized.  For the most part the plan is to work from downstream to upstream.  
The dates shown in 
Table 11.1 were determined based on discussions with the Board about how 
much they thought the water users may be able contribute to a rehabilitation 
project.  The beginning investment is scheduled to result in approximately 
$100,000 per year.  These numbers were then used determine the project size 
for each year.  The size of the projects could be easily increased or decreased 
depending upon available funding.  For ongoing rehabilitation projects, the 
WWDC likes to fund them in two year rotations.  So a single project would have 
two years worth of improvements in it.   
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Figure 11.5 McNiven Lateral Pipeline 
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In most cases we recommend low pressure open system.  This type of system is 
designed with open top diversion boxes located at every turnout.  The benefit of 
this system is that drain inlets can be added to pick up wastewater maintaining 
the existing operation as much as possible.  Sample diversion box layouts are 
illustrated in the conceptual designs.  Other configurations have been used and 
turnouts can be tailored to the situation and Farmers Canal preferences.   The 
designs included were used for cost estimates.  
Some pipelines will require a closed system.  In a closed system drain and 
wasteway inlets are not an option due to the higher line pressures.  The one 
location this will be necessary is the McNiven cutoff.  This is the new pipeline 
connecting the current end of the McNiven to the Farmers Canal near the 
McKinney Reservoir (previously described in Section 8 Farmers Canal Task).  
Conservation of the available head is required to deliver water to the Highline 
canal.   
The lateral cost estimates were determined assuming the Farmers Canal would 
complete the construction.  WWDC funding would be used as a materials only 
grant.  This funding scenario has worked well for other Districts in the area.  
Farmers has been completing much of their own maintenance and appears to 
have the expertise available to complete the projects.  

11.4 Permitting 
This project will require permits from the following entities: 

Bureau of Land Management Land Use Authorization Lease for 
enlargement or new reservoir 

USACE Clean Water Act Section 404 
WY-DEQ – Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan – (SWPPP)  
 Type of permit depends on the extent of each project. 

12 Life Cycle Cost Analysis and Final Cost Estimates 
12.1 Farmers 
Cost estimates and cash flow projections were prepared for the improvements to 
the Farmers Canal.  We started with the current expenses based on the 2010 
and 2011 budgets provided by the Farmers Board.  Based on Board input, the 
assumption was made that an assessment increase of approximately $4/acre 
might be tolerated by the water users.   

12.1.1 Current O&M Expenses and Assessments 
Current expenses were estimated to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed 
pipeline project.  The Farmers Canal has current assessments of $7.00 per acre 
for a total of approximately $167,000 per year in income.  The Canal Company 
expenses are not tracked in detail by task making it difficult to identify exactly 
how much money has been spent on specific tasks.  We have made 
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assumptions based on the budget to estimate costs for individual items such as 
ditch cleaning, spraying, moss removal, operation, etc.    

12.1.1.1 Farmers Canal Screen 

For the reasons discussed previously, the screen location at the upper end of the 
Farmers Bench Canal was chosen as the preferred alternative.  The Farmers 
Canal share of the Greybull River Diversion cost is broken out separately in the 
budget and is projected to be $16,000 for 2011.  They were $20,800 for 2010.  
The addition of the screen is not anticipated to significantly reduce this cost.  
What it will do is isolate the majority of the sediment/cobble removal to 
immediately upstream of the screen.  The lower velocity will force the material to 
settle in this location or be sluiced back to the river rather than making it past the 
screen and into the main canal.  Whatever is not sluiced must be removed as it is 
now.  The majority of the maintenance savings realized by the screen installation 
is expected to occur downstream within the canal system in the form of less 
moss and “floatable” debris caught on trash racks and diversion structures.  In 
the case of the moss and “pond weed”. What is not removed by Farmers Canal 
personnel is dealt with by individual farmers at the field.  The cost to remove 
cobble and gravel deposits from the upper end of the canal is shared by the 
Bench and Farmers Canal.   
Under the new design, some of this material could be sluiced back to the river 
and the settled material would be localized to the short reach of canal from the 
diversion at the river to the screen.  This area would still require cleaning.  For 
the purposes of this study we have assumed a 20% reduction in costs in the 
Diversion Operations budget item and a 5% reduction in payroll costs realized 
through less debris removal required at downstream structures.  The total 
savings was calculated based upon the Farmers budget only.  Since the flow 
rates are approximately the same, it was assumed the Bench Canal’s share of 
the maintenance was assumed to be approximately equivalent to the Farmers 
Canal Company portion.  To reflect this, the savings was doubled.  The flows 
between the two canals are similar and we assumed the costs were shared more 
or less equally. 

12.1.1.2 Diversion Structures 

The diversion structures for the main laterals are in most cases older structures 
and are in need of replacement.  Since they control a large percentage of the 
delivered water a higher priority was placed on their replacement.  These 
structures are in need of replacement because they are at the end of their useful 
life in addition to the improvements they need.  Because they need replacement 
regardless of the number of acres that would be affected if they were not, a cost 
benefit analysis was not completed.     

12.1.1.3 Lower End Storage 

As with the screen project, quantifying the value in O&M savings potentially 
realized by adding storage at the lower end is difficult.  Our understanding is that 
crop yields are not being impacted by lack of water.  It is more of a timeliness of 
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service issue.  A cost savings was estimated by assuming a payroll savings of 
2%. 
One of the issues with additional storage is the increase in evaporation loss.  
This water has value and the costs must be taken into account.  We have made 
the conservative assumption the evaporation loss will be split proportionally by 
storage volume between the existing reservoir owners and the Canal Company 
should this project be undertaken.  
Pipeline Conversions  
Based on the itemized budget items it appears the annual ditch maintenance and 
cleaning costs are approximately $21,000.  The Farmers Canal contains 
approximately 65 miles of laterals and canal.  Based on general practices of 
other Districts around the area, a cleaning cycle of once every 5 years for each 
mile of ditch was assumed as an average cleaning rate.  This maintains the ditch 
right of ways, prevents tree growth and removes silt buildup.  In some cases 
problem areas are cleaned more often and other locations are cleaned less 
often.  It all depends upon the specific characteristics of each reach.   
The average cleaning rate is estimated to be approximately ½ mile of canal or 
ditch per day.  Based on estimated equipment, labor and fuel costs an estimate 
of $0.40/ft of lateral was used to determine ditch cleaning costs.  Using these 
assumptions we would expect the ditch cleaning budget to be approximately 
$26,000 per year which is very close to the $21,000 we estimated is currently 
budgeted for ditch cleaning.  However, based on our discussions with Company 
personnel, the annual cleaning only entails approximately 2 miles of ditch.  This 
is a cost of $1.30 to $2.00 per ft (depending upon which budget items are 
included in the maintenance costs).  The discrepancy likely results from the 
difficulty in separating the actual cleaning costs out of the budget and the fact 
Farmers Canal Company typically hires an outside contractor to clean the 
ditches.  Most of the other Districts we have dealt with own their own equipment 
and clean their ditches with their own personnel.  There are areas of the system 
that have not been cleaned in many years.  It appears the 5 yr schedule is not 
being met for ditch cleaning and easement maintenance indicating that 
maintenance costs are higher in certain portions of the system and are requiring 
more attention.   
The main monetary benefits from the proposed rehabilitation plan will be in 
payroll savings and saved water.  Currently, ditch riders can spend long days 
adjusting flows to make their deliveries.  The proposed changes will allow the 
system to respond much faster to changes in delivery locations and flows.  An 
improved level of service with less labor will result.  Pipelines will be closed 
during the winter preventing weeds and other trash from entering.  Significant 
amounts of time will be saved during start up.  Ditch burning is no longer 
necessary.  Mossing problems are eliminated, as are silt problems.  Once the 
pipelines are full in the spring, the ditch rider will be spending most of his/her time 
adjusting gates in the morning to make the day’s diversions.   
It is difficult to put a value on water.  However, we can look at what the users are 
paying for stored water in the three reservoirs.  In years when natural flows are 
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plentiful, the value of the water is different than years when water is scarce.  The 
stored water assessment for Roach Gulch Reservoir was $13.25 per af in 2010.  
Once cfs is equivalent to 1.98 af/day.  One cfs of loss eliminated is equivalent to 
a savings of $61.26 per day at these prices.  Since the debt is retired on the 
other reservoirs their assessments are much less per af.  The 2010 Assessments 
are shown in Table 12.1 2010 Reservoir Storage Assessments 

Table 12.1 2010 Reservoir Storage Assessments 

Project Acre·ft
Assessment 
per Acre·ft

Upper Sunshine General O&M 50,166 3.25$           
Lower Sunshine General O&M 53,379 1.75$           
Roach Gulch General O&M 30,006 3.25$           
Roach Gulch Dam Debt Service 30,006 10.00$          

12.1.2 Project Cost Estimates and Cost Benefit Analysis 
Once the existing maintenance expenses were determined, the future 
maintenance costs and the final project cost estimated.  A cost benefit analysis 
was completed for each sub project to attempt to determine its feasibility.  For all 
of the analyses an assumed inflation rate of 3% was used. 

12.1.3 Farmers Canal Screen 
The Farmers Canal Screen was estimated assuming a third party contractor 
would be used to construct it.  The additional bidding and other costs were then 
included in the total cost.  This estimate is shown in detail in Table 12.2 Farmers 
Canal Screen Cost Estimate.  
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Table 12.2 Farmers Canal Screen Cost Estimate 

65,000.00$    
10,000.00$    
10,000.00$    

-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00
Unclassified Excavation CY 2000 $10.00 $20,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 250 $1,000.00 $250,000.00
Wedge Wire Screen EA 1 $140,000.00 $140,000.00
24 in Canal Gate EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 0760-1273 EA 1 $35,000.00 $35,000.00
Radial Sluice Gate - 6 ft x 8 ft EA 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00
Steel Walkway Grate SF 650 $2.00 $1,300.00
Handrail FT 70 $5.00 $350.00
Riprap CY 350 $100.00 $35,000.00
Dewatering LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $558,650.00
$55,865.00

$614,515.00
$92,177.25

$706,692.25
$791,692.25

Farmers-Bench Canal Screen - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Engineering Costs (10%)

Contingency (15%)

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
Project Cost Total

Subtotal #3

 
The present worth of the benefits as described above was then calculated.  This 
number was divided by the combined present worth of the installation costs and 
the projected maintenance costs of the new structure.  The results of this 
analysis are shown in Table 12.3 Farmers Canal Screen.   

Table 12.3 Farmers Canal Screen Benefit/Cost 

Project Year 2012

Farmers Payroll Savings 5% of 2011 Costs 3,950.00$        
Diversion Operations Savings 3,200.00$        
Total Yearly Savings 7,150.00$        

Present Worth Maintenance Savings
80 yr Design Life $1,144,000.00

Installation Cost - 2012 $791,692.25
Screen and Gate Replacement - 40 yr intervals $192,000.00

Present Worth Project Costs
Installation and Maintenance $983,692.25

Benefit/Cost Ratio 1.2

Existing Costs

Screen Installation and Maintenance Costs

 
A projected design life of 80 years was used for the total structure life.  This is 
based upon our experience with existing structures installed in the early 1900’s 
that are just now being replaced.  It was assumed the gates and screens would 
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be replaced once during this period.  The Benefit/Cost Ratio of over 1 indicates 
the project will result in cost savings using the basic assumptions above.  Other 
intangible benefits are realized when it is considered that installation of the new 
structure could facilitate fish passage and potentially insulate the Farmers and 
Bench Canals from potential regulatory changes that may occur due to status 
changes of the Yellowstone Cutthroat. 

12.1.4 Diversion Structures 
A Benefit/Cost Analysis was not completed for the diversion structures.  The 
proposed structures are similar to the existing.  The Rubicon control gates are 
optional and could be added at a later date if the Canal Company chose.  They 
were included in the estimate to get a total cost.  The estimates for the Pearce, 
Bank and McNiven diversions are shown below. 

Table 12.4 Pearce Diversion Estimate 

20,000.00$    
-$             
-$             
-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Unclassified Excavation LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 50 $800.00 $40,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 2268-1587 EA 2 $35,000.00 $70,000.00
Waterman C-10 Canal Gate - 36 inch EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 40 $54.00 $2,160.00
Handrails LF 60 $5.00 $300.00
Dewatering LS 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $132,460.00
$13,246.00

$145,706.00
$21,855.90

$167,561.90
$187,561.90

Pearce Diversion Structure - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Engineering Costs (10%)

Contingency (15%)

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
Project Cost Total

Subtotal #3
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Table 12.5 Bank Diversion Estimate 

20,000.00$    
-$             
-$             
-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Unclassified Excavation LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 50 $800.00 $40,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 2268-1587 EA 2 $35,000.00 $70,000.00
Slide Gate - 36 inch EA 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Handrails LF 60 $5.00 $300.00
Dewatering LS 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $129,300.00
$12,930.00

$142,230.00
$21,334.50

$163,564.50
$183,564.50

Bank Diversion Structure - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Engineering Costs (10%)

Contingency (15%)

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
Project Cost Total

Subtotal #3

 
Table 12.6 McNiven Diversion Estimate 

20,000.00$    
-$             
-$             
-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Unclassified Excavation LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 50 $800.00 $40,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 2268-1587 EA 2 $35,000.00 $70,000.00
Slide Gate - 36 inch EA 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Handrails LF 60 $5.00 $300.00
Dewatering LS 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $129,300.00
$12,930.00

$142,230.00
$21,334.50

$163,564.50
$183,564.50

Contingency (15%)

Project Cost Total

McNiven Diversion Structure - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total

Engineering Costs (10%)
Subtotal #3

 

12.1.5 Existing McKinney Reservoir Cleaning 
For the reasons discussed previously, the determination was made that cleaning 
of the existing McKinney Reservoir was the preferred alternative if the Canal 
Company completed it with their own personnel over a period of years.  It was 
estimated that approximately 350,000 CY of material must be removed from the 
reservoir at a cost between $1.00 and $2.00 per cubic yard.  Using these 
estimates the Benefit/Cost analysis was reviewed.  The results are shown below. 
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Table 12.7 McKinney Reservoir Cleaning Benefit/Cost 

Project Year 2015

Payroll Savings 1,580.00$             

Present Worth Maintenance Savings
40 yr Design Life $63,200.00

Installation Cost * $650,000.00
Cleaning Costs per year to maintain storage.  1.8 af or 
2,904 CY. 5,808.00$             

Present Worth Project Costs
Installation and Maintenance $882,320.00

*Assumed Farmers Canal Completes the Cleaning

Benefit/Cost Ratio 0.1

Existing Costs

Pipeline Installation and Maintenance Costs

  
The above analysis does not take into account the additional cost of the water 
lost to evaporation.  A new reservoir is expected to be approximately 30 acres.  
The yearly evaporation loss is approximately 27.5 inches as described 
previously.  Approximately 69 af would be lost to evaporation if the new reservoir 
was constructed.  The existing reservoir has a permitted surface area of 41.1 
Acres.  The resulting loss to evaporation for this alternative (the one for which the 
analysis above was prepared) is 94 acre-ft per year.  If this is split between the 
current owners and Farmers Canal the Farmers share would be approximately 
62 acre-ft for 200 acre ft of storage.  A large portion of the added storage would 
be lost to evaporation. 

12.1.6 Open Lateral to Pipeline Conversions 
To evaluate the feasibility of this portion of the project we reviewed one year’s 
project.  The project chosen was the McNiven Lateral portion planned for 2019.  
A design life of 100 years was used to evaluate the project.  Much research has 
been completed to determine an appropriate design life for PVC and HDPE pipe.  
Tests completed on 70 yr old samples have shown them to have strengths 
comparable to new pipe.  Properly designed and installed, a design life of over 
100 years will likely be realized.   
Based on our interviews with other Districts who have previously made these 
conversions, the costs to maintain the pipelines are almost zero.  Over the life of 
the project the primary feature requiring maintenance or replacement is the canal 
gate for each turnout in the system.  Without open ditches, spring startup 
requires much less effort and maintenance.  The benefits will continue to be seen 
by the individual Farmers in the form of less clogging of gated pipe, tubes, etc. 
A cost was not placed on the water gain to be realized by piping the laterals.  
This portion of the lateral is in the area with 8-10% loss per mile of lateral.  With a 
flow rate of nearly 40 cfs at the upper end and 24 at the lower end, a 10% per 
mile loss of 5.1 cfs was calculated and 4.1 cfs for 8% per mile.  This savings is 
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an example of the quantity of water that can be saved as more and more laterals 
are converted.   
In most cases the water reported as “lost” above is not lost.  It enters the 
groundwater and surfaces at the lower end of the system in the form of saturated 
soil seriously impacting crops grown in these areas.  In some cases the land is 
unusable.  Eliminating this leakage results in an added, difficult to determine, 
benefit to piping. 
For the Benefit/Cost Analysis the maintenance savings outlined above were 
used.  The costs used for the analysis are our estimate of the costs for the 
Farmers Canal Company to do the installation.  The Canal Company would like 
to install these pipelines with their own manpower and equipment.  Based on 
past experience, we’ve assumed a production rate of 500 ft/day for the 
installation.  A cost of approximately $309/hr was estimated for the installation 
crew.  500 ft/day results in a per ft cost of $4.95.     

Table 12.8 Pipe Installation Costs 

# Units Cost Per Hour Per Unit Cost Per Hour
Track Hoe w/fuel 1 76.82$                        76.82$               
Front End Loader w/fuel 1 48.34$                        48.34$               
Operators 2 56.00$                        112.00$               
Laborer 2 36.00$                        72.00$                 

Total 309.16 per hr$    

Trench Excavation and Backfill

 
The labor per diversion box was calculated similarly based on an assumption of 5 
working days/diversion box and 3 laborers.  The resultant labor cost per box is 
$3,456.   
Our example lateral has 8,600 ft of 24 in and 30 in pipeline and four diversion 
boxes.  The results of the benefit cost analysis are shown in Table 12.9 Lateral 
Conversion Benefit/Cost Analysis.   
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Table 12.9 Lateral Conversion Benefit/Cost Analysis 

Project Year 2019

Maintenance Savings 0.08  per ft$                

Present Worth Maintenance Savings
100 yr Design Life - 8,600 ft Pipeline $68,018.18

*Installation and Engineering Cost 7.85  per ft$                
Pipeline Maintenance cost 0.02  per ft$                
Diversion Box Labor Costs 13,824.00$                 

Present Worth Project Costs
Installation and Maintenance $97,304.73

Benefit/Cost Ratio 0.70

* Includes Engineering Costs of: $2.91 per ft

Existing Costs (2011 Dollars)

Pipeline Installation and Maintenance Costs (2011 Dollars)

 
Based on this analysis the cost to install the pipe is greater than the cost savings.  
However, this analysis only includes the cost of installation compared only to the 
maintenance savings.  When the cost of the saved water is considered the 
Benefits begin to outweigh the costs.  The value of the saved water was 
discussed above.  The present worth of the saved water using the various 
reservoir assessment rates and seepage loss rates is shown below.  We have 
also used our assumption that the cleaning costs are $0.40/ft rather than the 
estimated $1.30-$2.00/ft it currently costs to maintain the ditches.  Our interviews 
with other Districts also indicate significant savings when pipelines are installed.  
One District, well into their rehabilitation, has eliminated a ditch rider position due 
to improvement in operation pipelines provide. 
Our seepage loss measurements indicated a loss rate of 8-10%.  The additional 
analysis for 2% per mile was added as a comparison to illustrate how the present 
worth analysis changes for areas with less loss.  The calculated Present Worth of 
the saved water is shown for valuations based on the assessments for each 
reservoir and for each loss rate.  Even at the 2% loss rate the Roach Gulch 
valuation produces a large present worth of water savings.  At the 8% loss rate 
(approximately the loss rate calculated during the seepage loss analysis) the 
value of the water saved exceeds the cost of the project.   
The analysis above also does not take into account the savings in operation time.  
Rather than turning water into a ditch and waiting for the increase to make its 
way down the ditch to make adjustments, the pipeline can be adjusted 
immediately once.  Wind storms will not fill the pipelines with tumbleweeds early 
in the season.  Spring ditch burning is not necessary, weed spraying, moss 
removal, etc. are no longer necessary.  Laterals such as the Town Ditch with 
numerous road and approach crossings will benefit more than some of the more 
rural laterals.  Each culvert entrance is another potential debris trap to be 
checked and maintained.  The conversion for this ditch will also improve the 
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Company’s liability from a safety standpoint.  Not only are these conversion 
beneficial from a financial and water savings standpoint, they are also beneficial 
for all of the above less tangible reasons. 
 

Table 12.10 Value of Saved Water 

Upper Sunshine General 
O&M

Lower Sunshine General 
O&M

Roach Gulch General 
O&M

2010 Assessment  $                              3.25  $                              1.75  $                            13.25 
Savings
$/day/cfs  $                              6.45  $                              3.47  $                            26.28 

Savings/Season
(Assuming 60 Day Reservoir 

Use)  $                       1,979.50  $                       1,065.88  $                       8,070.26 
Present Worth 100 yr Design 

Life  $                    197,949.76  $                    106,588.33  $                    807,025.94 
Savings/Season

(Assuming 60 Day Reservoir 
Use)  $                       1,583.60  $                          852.71  $                       6,456.21 

Present Worth 100 yr Design 
Life  $                    158,359.81  $                      85,270.67  $                    645,620.75 

Savings/Season
(Assuming 60 Day Reservoir 

Use)  $                          199.60  $                          107.48  $                          813.75 
Present Worth 100 yr Design 

Life  $                      19,959.93  $                      10,747.66  $                      81,375.12 
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12.1.7 Rehabilitation Plan Funding Assumptions 
Based on our conversations with Farmers Canal, the preference was to complete 
as much of the rehabilitation work as possible with a materials only grant with the 
Canal Company providing the engineering and installation costs.  This funding 
scenario has been used by many of the surrounding irrigation districts to 
complete their rehabilitation programs and allows both the WWDC and 
sponsoring District to complete projects at a cost savings to both themselves and 
the WWDC.  It also allows the Districts to employ their personnel during the 
offseason and further develop their construction expertise.  The result is a skilled 
core group of people able to handle whatever maintenance emergencies are 
necessary.  
Cost estimates for all of the various project components are included in Appendix 
E – Farmers Cost Estimates.  The rehabilitation plan funding scenario is outlined 
below.  The projects were broken into smaller projects in an effort to maintain the 
yearly project related assessment to as close to $4.00/acre as possible.  The 
Farmers Canal portion of the assessment is shown at the bottom of the table.  
The first four projects: 

• Canal Screen 
• Pearce Diversion 
• Bank Diversion  
• McNiven Diversion 
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are not assumed to be materials only with the District so their tabulations at the 
bottom are slightly different from the Materials Only projects.   
The columns headed “Labor” for each year include all of the project costs to be 
borne by the Farmers Canal.  This includes engineering, new right of way, legal 
costs and permitting.  Nearly all of the projects are located within existing canal 
alignments.  Acquisition of new right of way is not expected to be necessary 
except for short re-routes and the new portion of the McNiven Lateral meant to 
alleviate the delay for getting water to the lower end of the system.  The cost of 
this right of way was estimated to be $15,000. 
Engineering costs for materials only grant projects is much less expensive than 
for projects let to contractors and bid.  The time required for design of an owner 
constructed project is much less because the bidding process is eliminated as 
are large portions of the contract administration phases.  An estimate for 
engineering services for the lateral conversion projects of $25,000 per year was 
included in the rehabilitation plan costs.  For years where more than one lateral 
was being constructed these costs were split between laterals.   
Some savings could be realized from an engineering services standpoint if the 
length of lateral being converted each year could be increased.  By making the 
projects bigger the engineering costs per foot of lateral would go down.  There 
are basic services that are not related to the length or size of the project and will 
remain the same whether the lateral is 1,000 ft or 20,000 ft.   
 Project sizes were chosen in an attempt to maintain the yearly expenditure at 
$100,000 or an assessment increase of approximately $4/acre.  Some are larger 
and some are smaller.  As the project dates move further into the future, the 
project costs increase due to inflation.  The assumption has been made that the 
assessments could also be increased to keep up with inflation.  The inflation rate 
used was 3%.  With the exception of the canal screen, most of the yearly costs 
were able to be kept under the $100,000 threshold. 
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Figure 12.1 Farmers Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2012-2020 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials

Farmers/Bench Canal Screen 791,692.25$ 
Pearce Diversion 187,561.90$ 
Bank Diversion 183,564.50$ 
McNiven Diversion 183,564.50$ 
McKinney Reservoir Cleaning 55,000.00$    96,745.44$    96,745.44$    
McNiven Lateral Phase I 144,464.43$ $376,648.15

Phase II 80,261.17$    $91,273.36
Phase III 100,068.35$ $392,083.79
Phase IV 140,659.22$ $1,149,213.82

Town Lateral Phase I
Phase II

Gould Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

JFW Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

Perkins Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

Bank-Bahr Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Pearce Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Tucker Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

W W *W&C C C
261,258.44$ 122,471.71$ 115,576.29$ 96,745.44$  96,745.44$  144,464.43$ 80,261.17$  100,068.35$ 140,659.22$ 

530,433.81$ 248,654.69$ 122,988.22$ 376,648.15$ 91,273.36$  392,083.79$ 1,149,213.82$ 
21,669.66$  56,497.22$  12,039.17$  13,691.00$  15,010.25$  58,812.57$  21,098.88$  172,382.07$   

166,134.09$ 433,145.37$ 92,300.34$  104,964.36$ 115,078.61$ 450,896.36$ 161,758.11$ 1,321,595.89$ 
5.48$          5.13$          4.84$          4.06$          4.06$          6.96$          3.87$          4.82$          6.78$          

* W&C This year contained two projects one with WWDC Loan/Grant and one with materials only.  McNiven Diversion - Loan/Grant    McKinney Reservoir Cleaning - Materials Only

Project Related Assessment

Projects Are Not Proposed as Materials Only Match - Contingency 
Included Above.

WWDC Grant or Materials 
Estimate if Materials Only

Farmers Canal Company Portion

W=WWDC Funding, C=Materials 
Only

2017
Project

C

Farmers Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2012-2020 (3% Inflation Assumed)

Totals
15% Contingency

2018 2019 2020

C C C
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Figure 12.2  Farmers Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2021-2028 

Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials
Farmers/Bench Canal Screen
Pearce Diversion
Bank Diversion
McNiven Diversion
McKinney Reservoir Cleaning
McNiven Lateral Phase I

Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Town Lateral Phase I 139,543.40$ $215,483.29
Phase II 84,418.10$    $199,705.97

Gould Lateral Phase I 97,305.96$    $147,924.88
Phase II 110,573.64$ $509,674.91
Phase III 44,250.63$    $183,067.70

JFW Lateral Phase I 112,191.13$ $281,545.00
Phase II 111,486.46$ $530,728.08
Phase III 74,265.43$        $559,355.68

Perkins Lateral Phase I 50,088.00$        $222,501.95
Phase II 79,013.38$        $731,465.70
Phase III 94,663.86$        $1,466,862.16

Bank-Bahr Lateral Phase I 73,993.63$        $295,265.98
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Pearce Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Tucker Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

139,543.40$ 181,724.06$ 110,573.64$ 156,441.76$ 111,486.46$ 124,353.43$    79,013.38$      168,657.49$    

215,483.29$ 347,630.85$ 509,674.91$ 464,612.70$ 530,728.08$ 781,857.63$    731,465.70$    1,762,128.14$ 
20,931.51$  32,322.49$  27,258.61$  52,144.63$  16,586.05$  76,451.24$  23,466.26$  69,691.91$  16,722.97$  79,609.21$  18,653.01$      117,278.64$    11,852.01$      109,719.86$    25,298.62$      264,319.22$    

160,474.90$ 247,805.79$ 208,982.66$ 399,775.48$ 127,159.69$ 586,126.15$ 179,908.03$ 534,304.61$ 128,209.43$ 610,337.30$ 143,006.45$    899,136.27$    90,865.39$      841,185.56$    193,956.12$    2,026,447.36$ 
6.73$          8.76$          5.33$          7.54$          5.37$          5.99$              3.81$              8.13$              

Farmers Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2021-2028 (3% Inflation Assumed)

Project Related Assessment
Totals

Project

W=WWDC Funding, 
C=Materials Only
Farmers Canal Company Portion

WWDC Grant
15% Contingency

C C C C C C C

20282022 2023 2024 2025 2026 20272021

C
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Figure 12.3  Farmers Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2029-2036 

Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials Labor Materials
Farmers/Bench Canal Screen
Pearce Diversion
Bank Diversion
McNiven Diversion
McKinney Reservoir Cleaning
McNiven Lateral Phase I

Phase II
Phase III
Phase IV

Town Lateral Phase I
Phase II

Gould Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

JFW Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

Perkins Lateral Phase I
Phase II
Phase III

Bank-Bahr Lateral Phase I
Phase II 127,299.58$   $645,271.72
Phase III 125,055.27$   $738,515.46
Phase IV 39,677.09$    $127,392.21

Pearce Lateral Phase I 94,756.27$    $515,530.78
Phase II 122,396.92$ $667,177.49
Phase III 111,345.42$    $526,649.39
Phase IV 90,273.26$      $595,716.55

Tucker Lateral Phase I 68,473.43$      $98,870.94
Phase II 92,281.76$      $143,874.46
Phase III 98,139.28$      $172,990.78

127,299.58$  125,055.27$  134,433.35$ 122,396.92$ 111,345.42$  158,746.69$  92,281.76$    98,139.28$    

645,271.72$  738,515.46$   642,922.99$  667,177.49$  526,649.39$ 694,587.49$ 143,874.46$ 172,990.78$ 
19,094.94$    96,790.76$    18,758.29$    110,777.32$   20,165.00$   96,438.45$   18,359.54$  100,076.62$  16,701.81$    78,997.41$   23,812.00$    104,188.12$ 13,842.26$    21,581.17$   14,720.89$    25,948.62$   

146,394.52$  742,062.47$  143,813.56$  849,292.78$   154,598.35$ 739,361.44$  140,756.46$ 767,254.11$  128,047.24$  605,646.80$ 182,558.69$  798,775.61$ 106,124.02$  165,455.63$ 112,860.17$  198,939.40$ 
6.14$            6.03$            6.48$           5.90$          5.37$            7.65$            4.45$            4.73$            

Farmers Canal Rehabilitation Plan 2029-2036 (3% Inflation Assumed)

Project Related Assessment

Project

W=WWDC Funding, C=Materials 
Only
Farmers Canal Company Portion

WWDC Grant
15% Contingency

Totals

C C CC CC CC

2032 2033 2034 2035 20362029 2030 2031
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12.2 Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent  Ditches 
The discussion in previous sections illustrates the high maintenance costs the 
operators are currently paying for these ditches.  In an effort to quantify these 
costs, information was gathered from operators regarding maintenance practices 
and costs.  This information was then used to estimate actual maintenance costs 
for the four ditches. 

12.2.1 Current O&M Expenses 
Current expenses were estimated to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed 
pipeline project.  These estimates are based upon interviews with the ditch 
operators and information they provided about the maintenance required for the 
four ditches.  
2011 was an extraordinary year for maintenance when compared with recent 
history.  The impacts of the high spring flows to the maintenance required of the 
ditches were large.  As of middle to late June, the Keystone Canal had already 
been cleaned three times.  In a normal year the Keystone and Jimmerfield 
Canals are cleaned in their entirety once per year.  After heavy cloud bursts 
certain portions of the canals require additional cleanings.  The four river 
diversions must be rebuilt an average of ten times per year.   
In 2011 the Smith Canal lost its diversion entirely.  The river then attempted to 
reroute itself through the canal.  The canal was overwhelmed flooding adjacent 
fields until a “long boom” track hoe could be brought in to re-divert the water and 
shut the canal off.  The irrigators out of the Smith Ditch subsequently had to 
make do with wastewater from the Jimmerfield Ditch.  Although not a yearly 
occurrence, it is easy to see how this could happen with the types of diversions 
and structures in use for these four ditches.  The user of the Avent Ditch reports 
up to 200 hrs per year are spent cleaning the Avent Ditch. 
To estimate the current maintenance costs, assumptions were made based on 
the above information and the assumptions below: 

1. The four diversions are rebuilt approximately 10 times per year. 
2. The Ditches are cleaned in their entirety once per year. 
3. An additional 1/3rd of each ditch is cleaned another 4 times per year 

after each heavy cloud burst. 
4. 200 hrs are spent cleaning the Avent Ditch each year. 
5. Diversion structures are rebuilt every 15 years at a cost of 

approximately $15,000 or $1,000 per year. 
6. A track hoe costs $70.25 per hour. 
7. Operator costs are $56.00 per hour. 
8. Diesel costs are $4.00 per gallon and approximately 8 gal/hr are 

consumed. 
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9. In an average day 2,640 ft of ditch can be cleaned at a cost of 
$0.38 per foot.  

10. Pump maintenance costs are estimated at $5,000 for water users 
on the Avent Ditch – per information obtained from the owner. 

Using these assumptions a track hoe and operator cost approximately $126.25 
per hour. 
In addition to the costs for ditch cleaning and diversion maintenance there are 
pump maintenance costs also.  Since the Avent Ditch can be operated entirely 
off of the pressure obtained by enclosing the pipeline the pumps can be removed 
thereby saving this cost.  It was assumed an average of approximately $5,000 
per year could be saved by not having to maintain pumps on the lower end.  
Since the pumps on the other ditches cannot be completely removed, no savings 
were attributed to the other ditches.  

Table 12.11 Current Maintenance Costs 

Canal Length Cleaning Cost

Diversion 
Structure 

Maintenance Cost
Diversion Structure 

Rebuild costs

Average Pump 
Maintenance 

Costs/Year

Total Yearly 
Maintenance 
Costs (2011)

Keystone 21,970 ft 19,600.90$          2,525.00$                 1,000.00$                     23,125.90$         
Jimmerfield 21,980 ft 19,609.82$          2,525.00$                 1,000.00$                     23,134.82$         
Smith 22,780 ft 20,323.56$          2,525.00$                 1,000.00$                     23,848.56$         
Avent* 15,520 ft 13,846.43$          2,525.00$                 1,000.00$                     5,000.00$               22,371.43$         
Totals 82,250 ft 73,380.71$          10,100.00$               4,000.00$                     5,000.00$               92,480.71$          
Power costs for the proposed project would be reduced or eliminated as shown 
in the table below. 

Table 12.12 Power Savings 

Post Project Estimated
2010 Power Costs Cost Reduction Power Costs 2012 Savings

Keystone Pump Station (Schlenker) 23,118.00$              90% 2,228.00$              20,890.00$     
Avent Pump Station (Biles) 12,045.83$              100% -$                        12,045.83$     
Roach Supply Canal (Redwall) 2010 Costs 
Estimated 8,510.00$                50% 4,291.00$              4,219.00$       
Total 43,673.83$              37,154.83$       
Between the reduced ditch maintenance and power costs, a substantial expense 
could be reduced by this project.  The costs summarized above are easily 
quantified and were used for the analysis.  Other costs associated with the 
current operation are less easily quantified and include: 

1. Effects of intermittent ditch flow. 
2. Potential effects of recovery efforts for a “species of concern”. 
3. Insurance against crops lost to flooding similar to the events of the spring 

of 2011. 
These costs would also be reduced or eliminated by a conversion to pipeline and 
change in point of diversion.  The diversion structures must be rebuilt repeatedly 
throughout the irrigation season.  The Greybull River is subject to large variations 
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in flow simply due to the diurnal effects of snowmelt.  When precipitation events 
occur, these variations can become even larger.  The effects of these flow 
variations and the effects of washed out diversions are not limited to the time it 
takes to rebuild them.  Typically, farm personnel check the diversion daily, more 
often during certain parts of the year.  When the diversion washes out the ditches 
are dewatered and interrupt the irrigation schedule.  If the irrigator is using siphon 
tubes they will require resetting. Ditch maintenance also increases when ditches 
are suddenly dewatered.  The sudden drop in water surface often causes 
sloughing of the banks.   
The second cost listed above involves the Yellowstone River Cutthroat.  
Currently, this fish is listed as a “species of concern”.  The future status of this 
species and other species in the river is unclear and represents a certain risk to 
irrigators.  The effects on operations could be significant.  The fact that this 
species exists within the water source for these four ditches is a cause for  
concern and may result in future costs for the water users should the population 
continue to decline.  It is difficult to predict the future regulatory environment and 
how it may affect the water users on the project. 
With the proposed system, the actions of the river will have far less effect on 
operations than they do now.  The use of the Roach Gulch Supply Canal as a 
source eliminates many of the issues with river fluctuation. 

12.2.2   Estimated Project Costs – Keystone  
Conceptual designs for the Keystone portion of this project are included in 
Appendix B –Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent Canals Conceptual 
Designs.  Cost estimates were prepared for this project under the assumption the 
project would be bid and constructed by a third party.   
One item warranting specific mention is the storm water.  WWDC may not fund 
the storm water control aspect of this project.  During the conceptual design task 
of this project, a conceptual drainage plan was created.  Costs to construct the 
drainage facilities were estimated and included in the project estimates for 
Alternatives 1C and 2A.       
Alternative 1C 

Cost estimates for Alternative 1C are contained in the following tables.  
Additional estimates have been provided for separating Alternative 1C into three 
Phases.  During presentation of the results of this report, options were discussed 
and the users expressed an interest for additional information about Alternative 
1C.  This alternative is more expensive initially for the reasons discussed 
previously.  There are clear advantages to using a single pipeline to serve the 
entire project area. One of these is the option for installation of hydropower.  One 
option discussed for Alternative 1C was to separate the project into three phases 
as shown in Figure 12.4 and discussed below:
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Figure 12.4  Alternative 1C Phasing Plan 
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Table 12.13  Alternative 1C Complete Project Cost Estimate 

1,783,000.00$    
50,000.00$         

223,000.00$       
59,000.00$         

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

Mobilization LS 1 $1,259,809.42 $1,259,809.42
Inlet Box EA 1 $77,604.00 $77,604.00
Screen Box EA 1 $147,506.00 $147,506.00
Turbine, Generator, Hydraulic Pressure Unit (HPU) and Controls/Switchgear LS 1 $1,540,000.00 $1,540,000.00
Transmission Line LS 1 $1,791,078.44 $1,791,078.44
Dewatering LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Road Crossings EA 42 $80.93 $3,399.00
Storm Water LS 1 $301,905.12 $301,905.12
Air/Vac EA 10 $69,598.91 $695,989.12
Manway EA 1 $6,875.00 $6,875.00
Open Ditch Turnout EA 28 $11,537.10 $323,038.80
Pressure Turnout EA 3 $6,890.00 $20,670.00
Pipe (In-Place) 63-in, HDPE, DR-21 LF 8173 $244.06 $1,994,611.89
Pipe (In-Place) 54-in, HDPE, DR-21 LF 1766 $221.01 $390,307.83
Pipe (In-Place) 48-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 20103 $154.13 $3,098,486.91
Pipe (In-Place) 42-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 17249 $120.07 $2,071,023.82
Pipe (In-Place) 36-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 4400 $69.69 $306,641.34
Pipe (In-Place) 36-in, PVC, DR-32.5 LF 4681 $90.81 $425,071.70
Pipe (In-Place) 18-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 12195 $25.24 $307,756.61
Pipe (In-Place) 15-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 3999 $19.77 $79,068.91
Pipe (In-Place) 12-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 394 $15.60 $6,149.04

Construction Cost Subtotal $14,857,000.00
Engineering Costs (10%) $1,486,000.00
Subtotal #3 $16,343,000.00
Contingency (15%) $2,451,000.00

$18,794,000.00
$20,909,000.00Project Cost Total

Keystone Pressure Alternative 1C - Level I
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
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Table 12.14  Keystone Alternative 1C, Phase 1 Cost Estimate 

676,000.00$       
17,000.00$         
15,000.00$         
29,000.00$         

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

Mobilization LS 1 $511,832.37 $511,832.37
Inlet Box EA 1 $77,604.00 $77,604.00
Screen Box EA 1 $147,506.00 $147,506.00
Dewatering LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Road Crossings EA 16 $80.93 $1,294.86
Storm Water LS 1 $150,952.56 $150,952.56
Air/Vac EA 10 $28,381.19 $283,811.94
Manway EA 1 $6,875.00 $6,875.00
Open Ditch Turnout EA 13 $11,537.10 $149,982.30
Pressure Turnout EA 3 $6,890.00 $20,670.00
Ditch Widening LF 9,598 $10.00 $95,980.19
Keystone Drop Structure EA 1 $169,610.39 $169,610.39
Pipe (In-Place) 63-in, HDPE, DR-21 LF 8173 $244.06 $1,994,611.89
Pipe (In-Place) 54-in, HDPE, DR-21 LF 1766 $221.01 $390,307.83
Pipe (In-Place) 42-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 4343 $120.07 $521,429.18
Pipe (In-Place) 36-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 4400 $69.69 $306,641.34
Pipe (In-Place) 36-in, PVC, DR-32.5 LF 4681 $90.81 $425,071.70
Pipe (In-Place) 18-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 11323 $25.24 $285,756.54
Pipe (In-Place) 15-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 3999 $19.77 $79,068.91
Pipe (In-Place) 12-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 394 $15.60 $6,149.04

Construction Cost Subtotal $5,630,000.00
Engineering Costs (10%) $563,000.00
Subtotal #3 $6,193,000.00
Contingency (15%) $929,000.00

$7,122,000.00
$7,859,000.00Project Cost Total

Keystone Pressure Alternative 1C - Level I  Phase 1
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
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Table 12.15  Keystone Alternative 1C, Phase 2 Cost Estimate 

707,000.00$       
17,000.00$         
15,000.00$         
29,000.00$         

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

Mobilization LS 1 $535,568.65 $535,568.65
Dewatering LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Road Crossings EA 26 $80.93 $2,104.14
Storm Water LS 1 $150,952.56 $150,952.56
Air/Vac EA 15 $27,478.48 $412,177.18
Open Ditch Turnout EA 10 $11,537.10 $115,371.00
Pipe (In-Place) 48-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 20103 $154.13 $3,098,486.91
Pipe (In-Place) 42-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 12906 $120.07 $1,549,594.64
Pipe (In-Place) 18-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 872 $25.24 $22,000.06

Construction Cost Subtotal $5,891,000.00
Engineering Costs (10%) $589,100.00
Subtotal #3 $6,480,000.00
Contingency (15%) $972,000.00

$7,452,000.00
$8,220,000.00Project Cost Total

Keystone Pressure Alternative 1C - Level I Phase 2
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total

 
 
Table 12.16  Keystone Alternative 1C, Phase 3 Cost Estimate 

401,280.00$       
16,666.67$         

193,000.00$       
-$                  

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

Mobilization LS 1 $304,000.00 $304,000.00
Turbine, Generator, Hydraulic Pressure Unit (HPU) and Controls/Switchgear LS 1 $1,540,000.00 $1,540,000.00
Transmission Line LS 1 $1,500,000.00 $1,500,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $3,344,000.00
Engineering Costs (10%) $334,400.00
Subtotal #3 $3,678,400.00
Contingency (15%) $551,760.00

$4,230,160.00
$4,841,106.67Project Cost Total

Keystone Pressure Alternative 1C - Level I  Phase 3
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
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Phase 1:  Construct the upper and lower ends of the pipeline and 
combine the four ditches. 

Phase 2:  Construct the remaining middle section of the project. 
Phase 3:  Complete installation of the hydropower. 

The phasing plan was laid out to provide the maximum benefit to the water users.  Phase 1 can 
be constructed and the project can end there.  Phase 2 can be constructed without Phase 3, etc.  
The project can be terminated at any of the phases, however they must be completed in order.  
The extents of Phase 1 were chosen to: 

1. Provide as much pressure as possible/required at the pump installations to realize 
savings in power costs immediately. 

2. Pipe the locations where drop structures were required to combine the ditches 
using materials and methods eliminating the need for replacement if a single 
pipeline is constructed in the future. 

3. It was assumed all of the ditches would be combined into one facility.  The 
existing portions not being piped were assumed to be widened to accommodate 
the combined flow. 

The purpose of separating Phases 2 and 3 was to provide a plan that would complete the entire 
pipeline and leave the hydropower portion optional.  The hydropower (Phase 3) can be 
postponed indefinitely until either the price of energy increases and/or a transmission line is 
constructed from the Roach Gulch Reservoir outlet to Emblem.  The estimate for this portion of 
the project was approximately $1,500,000.  If the cost of this line is either entirely or partially 
funded by another entity, the hydropower portion of the project becomes more feasible.  It is also 
possible that the hydropower generation will become more lucrative in the future.   
The hydraulic requirements for the Avent Ditch pumps required that the lower portion of the 
project be placed in pipe beginning approximately at the connection between the Jimmerfield 
and Avent Ditches.  To simplify the project, the beginning of this portion of the pipeline was 
moved to the end of the Jimmerfield Ditch.  One of the drop structures for the Open Ditch 
Alternative connected the end of the Jimmerfield to the Smith Ditch.  Moving the start of the 
lower pipeline to this location eliminates the need to construct anything special at this location. 
A drop structure is also required at the connection between the Keystone and Jimmerfield 
ditches for the open channel scenario.  The cost estimates reflect this structure being 
constructed with the pipe size and pressure class required for the fully completed Alternative 1C. 
Legal fees for Phase 3 were estimated at 1.5% of the entire project cost.  Most of these are 
associated with the permitting required for the hydropower.  The estimate is conservative. 
Alternative 2A 

Cost estimates for Alternative 2A are contained in the following table.  Costs for separating this 
project into individual phases were not prepared. 
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Table 12.17 Keystone Pressure Alternative 2A 

 

980,000.00$       
30,000.00$         
99,000.00$         
69,000.00$         

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

Mobilization LS 1 $856,645.92 $856,645.92
Roach Reservoir Outlet Connection LS 1 $110,000.00 $110,000.00
Inlet Box EA 1 $77,604.00 $77,604.00
Screen Box EA 1 $147,506.00 $147,506.00
Dewatering LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Road Crossings EA 46 $54.91 $2,526.00
*Storm Water LS 1 $301,905.12 $301,905.12
Air/Vac EA 28 $14,470.03 $405,160.87
Manway EA 2 $5,566.25 $11,132.50
Open Ditch Turnout EA 28 $11,537.10 $323,038.80
Pressure Turnout EA 3 $6,890.00 $20,670.00
Pipe (In-Place) 48-in, HDPE, DR-21 LF 3,419 $208.53 $712,958.78
Pipe (In-Place) 48-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 8,173 $154.13 $1,259,659.29
Pipe (In-Place) 42-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 1,200 $120.07 $144,083.33
Pipe (In-Place) 42-in, PVC, DR-32.5 LF 18,132 $153.28 $2,779,258.55
Pipe (In-Place) 36-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 9,556 $69.69 $665,986.16
Pipe (In-Place) 36-in, PVC, DR-32.5 LF 4,400 $90.81 $399,571.45
Pipe (In-Place) 36-in, PVC, DR-25 LF 4,681 $119.55 $559,615.10
Pipe (In-Place) 30-in, PVC, DR-51 LF 4,697 $53.69 $252,181.31
Pipe (In-Place) 27-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 5,859 $45.39 $265,971.77
Pipe (In-Place) 18-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 11,323 $25.24 $285,756.54
Pipe (In-Place) 18-in, PIP, DR-32.5 LF 872 $33.05 $28,808.43
Pipe (In-Place) 15-in, PIP, DR-51 LF 3,999 $19.77 $79,068.91
Pipe (In-Place) 15-in, PIP, DR-32.5 LF 8,895 $25.03 $222,653.24
Pipe (In-Place) 12-in, PIP, DR-32.5 LF 394 $18.96 $7,471.45

Construction Cost Subtotal $9,929,000.00
* Stormwater Infrastructure Not Eligible for WWDC Funding Engineering Costs (10%) $993,000.00

Subtotal #3 $10,922,000.00
Contingency (15%) $1,638,000.00

$12,560,000.00
$13,738,000.00Project Cost Total

Keystone Pressure Alternative 2A - Level I
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
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Open Ditch Alternative 

The estimated cost of the Open Ditch Alternative (See Figure 12.5) is shown 
below.  This project is much less expensive that the other alternatives.  However, 
the benefits of this alternative are not as great either.  This aspect will be 
discussed in the Life Cycle Cost Analysis.  This alternative consists of the 
elimination of three diversions, the redundant ditch length and includes the 
construction of two drop structures to connect the Keystone Ditch to the 
Jimmerfield Ditch and to connect the Jimmerfield Ditch to the Smith Ditch. 

Table 12.18  Cost Estimate Open Ditch Alternative 

75,000.00$    
-$             

15,000.00$    
-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

Mobilization LS 1 $47,873.00 $47,873.00
Unclassified Excavation CY 12,456 $10.00 $124,563.52
Jimmerfield Drop EA 1 $101,478.58 $101,478.58
Keystone Drop EA 1 $169,610.39 $169,610.39
Dewatering LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $453,525.49
Engineering Costs (10%) $45,352.55
Subtotal #3 $498,878.04
Contingency (15%) $74,831.71

$573,709.74
$663,709.74Project Cost Total

Keystone Open Ditch Alternative - Level I
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total

 
 
These project costs were used evaluation of the life cycle costs of the project and 
to determine how the cash flow for the projects would look over the life of the 
loans. 

12.2.3 Life Cycle Cost Analysis – Keystone  
A life cycle cost analysis was completed to evaluate the feasibility of the 
Keystone Project.  Several assumptions were made regarding financing, inflation 
rates, terms, O&M Expenses, etc. to evaluate the long term costs of the pipeline 
project as compared to the project as it now exists.  The existing costs used are 
those detailed above. 
To determine future costs and to evaluate the project one of the first items to 
consider is the design life.  Much of the research and evaluation for HDPE and 
PVC pipe indicates that design lives of 100+ years are not unreasonable.  The 
appurtenances, such as air/vac valves, meters, etc. have much shorter lives. A 
design life of 100 years was used for the analysis.  Once a longer track record for 
the pipe is established, it is likely the actual design life could be longer.  Tests to 
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Figure 12.5 Open Ditch Alternative 
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evaluate pipe installed nearly 70 years ago are indicating almost no change in 
the strength parameters.   
Maintenance costs for the pipeline itself are almost zero.  The pipeline will have 
to be drained in the winter and will have some start up time in the spring, but if 
properly operated should require minimal maintenance.  Previous installations 
have shown that when properly designed, sediment buildup is rarely a problem.  
The proposed location of the diversion of this pipeline should help to eliminate 
sediment problems.  Secondly, velocities can be maintained as high or higher 
than those found anywhere along the supply canal.  Any sediment remaining in 
the water at the inlet to the diversion will pass through the system.  Maintenance 
will be reduced to periodic replacement or repair of the appurtenances.  
Maintenance costs for all alternatives were estimated at 1.5% of the project cost.  
The maintenance costs are intended to be placed in a sinking fund for 
replacement and major repairs. 
The first funding scenario evaluated was based on WWDC funding only.  This 
would result in a 67% grant and 33% loan for the eligible project costs.  Since the 
storm water disposal costs may not be project eligible, they were moved into the 
loan portion of the project.  The project was assumed to be complete in 2014 and 
the first payment due at that time.  All of the maintenance and project estimates 
were calculated by taking our 2011 estimates and applying 3% inflation.  Table 
12.21 details the life cycle cost assumptions for the WWDC Funding Scenario.  
Using these assumptions the present worth of the existing maintenance 
expenses were calculated.  Also calculated was the present worth of the pipeline 
project, its maintenance expenses and Benefit/Cost Ratio.  Any value over one is 
considered beneficial.  The results of these calculations are shown in Table 
12.19 Finance Assumptions Alternative 1C 30 year term WWDC funding only 
Alternative 1C 

Table 12.19 Finance Assumptions Alternative 1C 30 year term WWDC funding only 

20,909,000.00$   
22,182,358.10$   

2014 Hydropower Components - Non-WWDC Eligible $3,533,941.12
3%

33,273.54$           
98,112.78$           

$39,417.56
$62,141.69

$320,291.14
12,218,811.65$   

9,963,546.45$     
4%
30

576,192.88$         
426,314,576.79$ 

Inflation Rate
Initial Yearly O&M Cost - 2014 Dollars

2114 Replacement Costs

Initial Yearly Power Revenue - 2014 Dollars

2011 Project Cost
2014 Project Cost

Grant
Loan
Interest Rate
Term
Payment

Initial Yearly Maintenance Savings
Initial Yearly Power Savings - 2014 Dollars

Stormwater Collection Facilities - Non-WWDC Eligible
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Table 12.20 Benefit/Cost Ratio – Alternative 1C 

19,967,203.52$    $13,290,900.16 1.5
19,967,203.52$    $25,509,711.82 0.8

O&M Savings
(Benefit) Pipeline Costs Benefit/Cost

With WWDC Grant
Full Cost - No Grant  

Alternative 2A 

Table 12.21 Finance Assumptions Alternative 2A 30 year term WWDC Funding Only 

13,738,000.00$      
14,574,644.20$      

3%
21,861.97$               
98,112.78$               
39,417.56$               

$320,291.14
9,502,949.55$         
5,178,020.05$         

4%
30

299,445.41$            
280,104,723.13$    

2011 Project Cost
2014 Project Cost

Initial Yearly O&M Cost - 2014 Dollars
Inflation Rate

Grant
Stormwater Collection Facilities - Non-WWDC Eligible
Initial Yearly Power Savings - 2014 Dollars

2114 Replacement Costs

Loan
Interest Rate
Term
Payment

Initial Yearly Maintenance Savings

 
Table 12.22 Benefit /Cost Ratio – Alternative 2A 

13,753,034.26$    $7,364,216.68 1.9
13,753,034.26$    $16,760,840.83 0.8

With WWDC Grant
Full Cost - No Grant

O&M Savings
(Benefit) Pipeline Costs Benefit/Cost
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Open Ditch Alternative 

Table 12.23  Finance Assumptions Open Ditch Alternative 

663,709.74$            
704,129.67$            

3%
$98,112.78
$46,333.57
$55,357.42
444,685.53$            
221,214.46$            

4%
30

$12,792.85

2011 Project Cost
2014 Project Cost

Interest Rate
Term
Payment

Inflation Rate
Existing Yearly Maintenance Costs (in 2014 dollars)
Yearly Power Costs - Remain Unchanged (2014)
Initial O&M Costs for New System
Grant
Loan

 
Table 12.24 Benefit/Cost Ration - Open Ditch 

14,444,634.97$    $10,390,313.18 1.4
14,444,634.97$    $10,832,808.46 1.3

O&M Existing
(Benefit)

Combined System 
Costs Benefit/Cost

With WWDC Grant
Full Cost - No Grant  

The benefit cost ratios assuming WWDC funding for the 3 alternatives are shown 
below: 

Table 12.25 Benefit/Cost Ratios 

Alternative Benefit/Cost Ratio 
Alt. 1C 1.5 
Alt. 2A 1.9 
Open Ditch 1.4 

 
What these illustrate is that Alternative 2A provides the greatest benefit for every 
dollar of cost and all are beneficial.  However, with questions about GVID 
accepting another connection to the outlet of Roach Gulch Reservoir, the 
elimination of the opportunity for hydropower generation and reduced flexibility in 
water delivery; Alternative 2A has some drawbacks.  Alternative 1C eliminates 
these issues and provides the superior hedge against inflation and rising costs.  
This is discussed further below. 
As discussed previously, the value of the water saved by enclosing the ditches is 
not insignificant.  This value is not included in the analysis above, the example 
provided in the Farmers Canal discussion is applicable to the Keystone, 
Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent ditches too.  The length of open channel is reduced 
with the Open Channel option but is not eliminated.  Consequently, losses in the 
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conveyance system will still occur.  The pipeline alternatives also eliminate this 
cost.   
Effects of Inflation:  Unlike the other options, nearly all of the costs for the Open 
Ditch portion are subject to inflation.  For the purpose of this study, an estimate of 
3% was used.  The table below illustrates the effects of inflation on the future 
maintenance costs. 

Table 12.26 Effects of Inflation 

Open 
Ditch

O&M Costs

Alternative 
1C 

O&M Costs

Alternative 
1C

Power 
Revenue

Alternative 
2A

O&M Costs
2014 11.00$       6.61$           12.35$         4.34$           

2044 3% Inflation $26.70 $16.05 $29.97 $10.54
2044 4% Inflation $35.67 $21.44 $40.05 $14.09  
The difference between 3% and 4% equate to nearly $10 per acre at the end of 
the loan term.  The differences for 1C and 2A are $5.39 and $3.55 per acre.  
Alternative 1C has the added advantage of the hydropower generation.  As Table 
12.26 Effects of Inflation illustrates, the increase in hydropower revenue 
outpaces the effects of inflation on the O&M costs thereby providing a hedge on 
the risk that the inflation is different than assumed.  For these reasons, 
Alternative 1C is considered the preferred alternative.   
The total project costs contained in the Benefit/Cost tables above show that over 
the 100 yr lifespan of the pipelines, Alternative 2A is least expensive at $7.3 
Million total cost.  The Open Ditch Alternative is second most expensive at $10.4 
Million, while Alternative 1C is most expensive at $13.3 Million.  The open ditch 
analysis was included primarily to illustrate what would happen if a pipeline 
option is not affordable at this time.  If an “apples to apples” comparison was truly 
made, a diversion structure would be included to eliminate the additional risks 
and maintenance associated with a “push up” diversion.  A diversion structure 
similar to the existing Roach Gulch Diversion would be necessary and would 
likely add several million dollars to the cost of the open ditch option, without 
reducing seepage loss or open ditch maintenance.   

12.2.4 Cash Flow Analysis 
As part of the project we created a funding model to evaluate the potential 
assessments and cash flow resulting from the project.  This review was 
completed for three different scenarios for Alternatives 1C and 2A.  The first was 
for the 30 year term discussed above.  The second was for a 50 year loan term.  
The assumption of 5,033 acres was used to determine the costs per acre and 
assessments.  The projected cash flows for the WWDC Only 30 year and 50 year 
term funding scenarios are shown in Table 12.27 through Table 12.30 for 
Alternatives 1C and 2A.  The 30 year term funding scenario for the Open Ditch 
Alternative is shown in Table 12.31. 
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Table 12.27 Alternative 1C Cash Flow 30 Year Term 

Year
Year 
No. Principal Interest Total Payment

General O&M 
Costs Total Cost

Yearly 
Cost/Acre
($/acre)

Hydropower 
Revenue
($/acre)

Assessment 
for Reserves Assessment Total Income

Net Cash Flow  
All Projects

(Income-Cost)
Reserves and 

Replacement Account

Power Savings 
(Assumed Rate 

Escalation Same 
as Inflation)

Ditch Cleaning and 
Diversion Repair 

and Rebuild 
Savings

Total 
Maintenance and 
Power Savings

Total Savings
per Acre

(Open Ditch 
Maintenance 

Costs)

2012
2013 0
2014 1 9,963,546.45$      398,541.86$    576,192.88$      33,273.54$           609,466.42$        121.09$     $12.35 3.00$              111.75$        624,565.42$      15,099.00$      -$                                    39,417.56$             98,112.78$             137,530.34$        27.33$           
2015 2 9,785,895.43$      391,435.82$    576,192.88$      34,271.74$           610,464.62$        121.29$     12.72$          3.00$              111.58$        625,563.62$      15,099.00$      15,099.00$                       40,600.09$             101,056.17$           141,656.25$        28.15$           
2016 3 9,601,138.37$      384,045.53$    576,192.88$      35,299.90$           611,492.77$        121.50$     13.10$          3.00$              111.40$        626,591.77$      15,099.00$      30,650.97$                       41,818.09$             104,087.85$           145,905.94$        28.99$           
2017 4 9,408,991.02$      376,359.64$    576,192.88$      36,358.89$           612,551.77$        121.71$     13.49$          3.00$              111.22$        627,650.77$      15,099.00$      46,669.50$                       43,072.63$             107,210.49$           150,283.12$        29.86$           
2018 5 9,209,157.78$      368,366.31$    576,192.88$      37,449.66$           613,642.54$        121.92$     13.90$          3.00$              111.03$        628,741.54$      15,099.00$      63,168.58$                       44,364.81$             110,426.80$           154,791.61$        30.76$           
2019 6 9,001,331.22$      360,053.25$    576,192.88$      38,573.15$           614,766.03$        122.15$     14.31$          3.00$              110.83$        629,865.03$      15,099.00$      80,162.64$                       45,695.75$             113,739.61$           159,435.36$        31.68$           
2020 7 8,785,191.59$      351,407.66$    576,192.88$      39,730.34$           615,923.22$        122.38$     14.74$          3.00$              110.63$        631,022.22$      15,099.00$      97,666.52$                       47,066.63$             117,151.79$           164,218.42$        32.63$           
2021 8 8,560,406.37$      342,416.25$    576,192.88$      40,922.25$           617,115.13$        122.61$     15.19$          3.00$              110.43$        632,214.13$      15,099.00$      115,695.52$                     48,478.63$             120,666.35$           169,144.97$        33.61$           
2022 9 8,326,629.75$      333,065.19$    576,192.88$      42,149.92$           618,342.80$        122.86$     15.64$          3.00$              110.22$        633,441.80$      15,099.00$      134,265.38$                     49,932.98$             124,286.34$           174,219.32$        34.62$           
2023 10 8,083,502.06$      323,340.08$    576,192.88$      43,414.42$           619,607.30$        123.11$     16.11$          3.00$              110.00$        634,706.30$      15,099.00$      153,392.34$                     51,430.97$             128,014.93$           179,445.90$        35.65$           
2024 11 7,830,649.26$      313,225.97$    576,192.88$      44,716.85$           620,909.73$        123.37$     16.59$          3.00$              109.77$        636,008.73$      15,099.00$      173,093.11$                     52,973.90$             131,855.38$           184,829.28$        36.72$           
2025 12 7,567,682.35$      302,707.29$    576,192.88$      46,058.36$           622,251.24$        123.63$     17.09$          3.00$              109.54$        637,350.24$      15,099.00$      193,384.91$                     54,563.12$             135,811.04$           190,374.16$        37.83$           
2026 13 7,294,196.77$      291,767.87$    576,192.88$      47,440.11$           623,632.99$        123.91$     17.60$          3.00$              109.31$        638,731.99$      15,099.00$      214,285.45$                     56,200.01$             139,885.37$           196,085.38$        38.96$           
2027 14 7,009,771.76$      280,390.87$    576,192.88$      48,863.31$           625,056.19$        124.19$     18.13$          3.00$              109.06$        640,155.19$      15,099.00$      235,813.02$                     57,886.01$             144,081.93$           201,967.94$        40.13$           
2028 15 6,713,969.75$      268,558.79$    576,192.88$      50,329.21$           626,522.09$        124.48$     18.68$          3.00$              108.81$        641,621.09$      15,099.00$      257,986.41$                     59,622.59$             148,404.39$           208,026.98$        41.33$           
2029 16 6,406,335.66$      256,253.43$    576,192.88$      51,839.09$           628,031.97$        124.78$     19.24$          3.00$              108.55$        643,130.97$      15,099.00$      280,825.00$                     61,411.27$             152,856.52$           214,267.79$        42.57$           
2030 17 6,086,396.21$      243,455.85$    576,192.88$      53,394.26$           629,587.14$        125.09$     19.81$          3.00$              108.28$        644,686.14$      15,099.00$      304,348.75$                     63,253.61$             157,442.22$           220,695.83$        43.85$           
2031 18 5,753,659.18$      230,146.37$    576,192.88$      54,996.09$           631,188.97$        125.41$     20.41$          3.00$              108.00$        646,287.97$      15,099.00$      328,578.21$                     65,151.22$             162,165.48$           227,316.70$        45.17$           
2032 19 5,407,612.67$      216,304.51$    576,192.88$      56,645.97$           632,838.85$        125.74$     21.02$          3.00$              107.72$        647,937.85$      15,099.00$      353,534.56$                     67,105.76$             167,030.45$           234,136.20$        46.52$           
2033 20 5,047,724.30$      201,908.97$    576,192.88$      58,345.35$           634,538.23$        126.08$     21.65$          3.00$              107.43$        649,637.23$      15,099.00$      379,239.60$                     69,118.93$             172,041.36$           241,160.29$        47.92$           
2034 21 4,673,440.39$      186,937.62$    576,192.88$      60,095.71$           636,288.59$        126.42$     22.30$          3.00$              107.12$        651,387.59$      15,099.00$      405,715.78$                     71,192.50$             177,202.60$           248,395.10$        49.35$           
2035 22 4,284,185.13$      171,367.41$    576,192.88$      61,898.58$           638,091.46$        126.78$     22.97$          3.00$              106.81$        653,190.46$      15,099.00$      432,986.26$                     73,328.27$             182,518.68$           255,846.95$        50.83$           
2036 23 3,879,359.65$      155,174.39$    576,192.88$      63,755.54$           639,948.42$        127.15$     23.66$          3.00$              106.49$        655,047.42$      15,099.00$      461,074.85$                     75,528.12$             187,994.24$           263,522.36$        52.36$           
2037 24 3,458,341.16$      138,333.65$    576,192.88$      65,668.20$           641,861.08$        127.53$     24.37$          3.00$              106.16$        656,960.08$      15,099.00$      490,006.09$                     77,793.96$             193,634.07$           271,428.03$        53.93$           
2038 25 3,020,481.93$      120,819.28$    576,192.88$      67,638.25$           643,831.13$        127.92$     25.10$          3.00$              105.82$        658,930.13$      15,099.00$      519,805.27$                     80,127.78$             199,443.09$           279,570.87$        55.55$           
2039 26 2,565,108.33$      102,604.33$    576,192.88$      69,667.40$           645,860.28$        128.33$     25.85$          3.00$              105.47$        660,959.28$      15,099.00$      550,498.43$                     82,531.62$             205,426.38$           287,958.00$        57.21$           
2040 27 2,091,519.78$      83,660.79$       576,192.88$      71,757.42$           647,950.30$        128.74$     26.63$          3.00$              105.11$        663,049.30$      15,099.00$      582,112.38$                     85,007.56$             211,589.17$           296,596.74$        58.93$           
2041 28 1,598,987.69$      63,959.51$       576,192.88$      73,910.14$           650,103.02$        129.17$     27.43$          3.00$              104.74$        665,202.02$      15,099.00$      614,674.76$                     87,557.79$             217,936.85$           305,494.64$        60.70$           
2042 29 1,086,754.32$      43,470.17$       576,192.88$      76,127.45$           652,320.33$        129.61$     28.25$          3.00$              104.36$        667,419.33$      15,099.00$      648,214.00$                     90,184.52$             224,474.95$           314,659.48$        62.52$           
2043 30 554,031.61$          22,161.26$       576,192.88$      78,411.27$           654,604.15$        130.06$     29.10$          3.00$              103.97$        669,703.15$      15,099.00$      682,759.42$                     92,890.06$             231,209.20$           324,099.26$        64.39$           
2044 31 0.00$                       0.00$                 80,763.61$           80,763.61$          16.05$        29.97$          3.00$              3.00$             165,933.20$      85,169.59$      788,411.79$                     95,676.76$             238,145.48$           333,822.24$        66.33$           
2045 32 83,186.52$           83,186.52$          16.53$        30.87$          3.00$              3.00$             170,458.22$      87,271.71$      899,335.85$                     98,547.06$             245,289.84$           343,836.91$        68.32$           
2046 33 85,682.11$           85,682.11$          17.02$        31.79$          3.00$              3.00$             175,119.00$      89,436.89$      1,015,752.82$                 101,503.48$           252,648.54$           354,152.01$        70.37$           
2047 34 88,252.58$           88,252.58$          17.53$        32.75$          3.00$              3.00$             179,919.60$      91,667.03$      1,137,892.43$                 104,548.58$           260,227.99$           364,776.57$        72.48$           
2048 35 90,900.15$           90,900.15$          18.06$        33.73$          3.00$              3.00$             184,864.22$      93,964.07$      1,265,993.27$                 107,685.04$           268,034.83$           375,719.87$        74.65$           
2049 36 93,627.16$           93,627.16$          18.60$        34.74$          3.00$              3.00$             189,957.18$      96,330.02$      1,400,303.09$                 110,915.59$           276,075.88$           386,991.47$        76.89$           
2050 37 96,435.97$           96,435.97$          19.16$        35.78$          3.00$              3.00$             195,202.92$      98,766.95$      1,541,079.13$                 114,243.06$           284,358.15$           398,601.21$        79.20$           
2051 38 99,329.05$           99,329.05$          19.74$        36.86$          3.00$              3.00$             200,606.04$      101,276.99$    1,688,588.49$                 117,670.35$           292,888.90$           410,559.25$        81.57$           
2052 39 102,308.92$         102,308.92$        20.33$        37.96$          3.00$              3.00$             206,171.25$      103,862.33$    1,843,108.47$                 121,200.46$           301,675.57$           422,876.03$        84.02$           
2053 40 105,378.19$         105,378.19$        20.94$        39.10$          3.00$              3.00$             211,903.42$      106,525.23$    2,004,926.95$                 124,836.47$           310,725.83$           435,562.31$        86.54$           
2054 41 108,539.54$         108,539.54$        21.57$        40.28$          3.00$              3.00$             217,807.55$      109,268.01$    2,174,342.78$                 128,581.57$           320,047.61$           448,629.18$        89.14$           
2055 42 111,795.72$         111,795.72$        22.21$        41.48$          3.00$              3.00$             223,888.81$      112,093.08$    2,351,666.14$                 132,439.01$           329,649.04$           462,088.05$        91.81$           
2056 43 115,149.59$         115,149.59$        22.88$        42.73$          3.00$              3.00$             230,152.50$      115,002.91$    2,537,219.03$                 136,412.19$           339,538.51$           475,950.69$        94.57$           
2057 44 118,604.08$         118,604.08$        23.57$        44.01$          3.00$              3.00$             236,604.11$      118,000.02$    2,731,335.63$                 140,504.55$           349,724.66$           490,229.21$        97.40$           
2058 45 122,162.20$         122,162.20$        24.27$        45.33$          3.00$              3.00$             243,249.26$      121,087.05$    2,934,362.75$                 144,719.69$           360,216.40$           504,936.09$        100.33$         
2059 46 125,827.07$         125,827.07$        25.00$        46.69$          3.00$              3.00$             250,093.77$      124,266.70$    3,146,660.33$                 149,061.28$           371,022.89$           520,084.17$        103.33$         
2060 47 129,601.88$         129,601.88$        25.75$        48.09$          3.00$              3.00$             257,143.61$      127,541.73$    3,368,601.87$                 153,533.12$           382,153.58$           535,686.70$        106.43$         
2061 48 133,489.94$         133,489.94$        26.52$        49.53$          3.00$              3.00$             264,404.95$      130,915.01$    3,600,574.94$                 158,139.11$           393,618.19$           551,757.30$        109.63$         
2062 49 137,494.64$         137,494.64$        27.32$        51.02$          3.00$              3.00$             271,884.13$      134,389.49$    3,842,981.67$                 162,883.28$           405,426.73$           568,310.02$        112.92$         
2063 50 141,619.48$         141,619.48$        28.14$        52.55$          3.00$              3.00$             279,587.68$      137,968.20$    4,096,239.33$                 167,769.78$           417,589.54$           585,359.32$        116.30$         
2064 51 145,868.06$         145,868.06$        28.98$        54.13$          3.00$              3.00$             287,522.34$      141,654.28$    4,360,780.79$                 172,802.87$           430,117.22$           602,920.10$        119.79$         

Projected Cash Flows - Keystone Pipeline Project Alternative 1C        30 Year term WWDC Funding Only
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  Table 12.28 Alternative 1C Cash Flow 50 yr Term 

Year
Year 
No. Principal Interest Total Payment

General O&M 
Costs Total Cost

Yearly Cost/Acre
($/acre)

Hydropower 
Revenue
($/acre)

Assessment for 
Reserves Assessment Total Income

Net Cash Flow  
All Projects

(Income-Cost)

Reserves and 
Replacement 

Account

Power Savings 
(Assumed Rate 

Escalation Same 
as Inflation)

Ditch Cleaning and 
Diversion Repair 

and Rebuild 
Savings

Total 
Maintenance and 
Power Savings

Total Savings
per Acre

(Open Ditch 
Maintenance 

Costs)

2012
2013 0
2014 1 9,963,546.45$      398,541.86$        463,805.08$               33,273.54$             497,078.62$        98.76$                  $12.35 3.00$                        89.42$              512,177.62$     15,099.00$      -$                       39,417.56$             98,112.78$             137,530.34$        27.33$           
2015 2 9,898,283.22$      395,931.33$        463,805.08$               34,271.74$             498,076.83$        98.96$                  12.72$                  3.00$                        89.24$              513,175.83$     15,099.00$      15,099.00$          40,600.09$             101,056.17$           141,656.25$        28.15$           
2016 3 9,830,409.47$      393,216.38$        463,805.08$               35,299.90$             499,104.98$        99.17$                  13.10$                  3.00$                        89.07$              514,203.98$     15,099.00$      30,650.97$          41,818.09$             104,087.85$           145,905.94$        28.99$           
2017 4 9,759,820.76$      390,392.83$        463,805.08$               36,358.89$             500,163.98$        99.38$                  13.49$                  3.00$                        88.89$              515,262.98$     15,099.00$      46,669.50$          43,072.63$             107,210.49$           150,283.12$        29.86$           
2018 5 9,686,408.51$      387,456.34$        463,805.08$               37,449.66$             501,254.74$        99.59$                  13.90$                  3.00$                        88.70$              516,353.74$     15,099.00$      63,168.58$          44,364.81$             110,426.80$           154,791.61$        30.76$           
2019 6 9,610,059.76$      384,402.39$        463,805.08$               38,573.15$             502,378.23$        99.82$                  14.31$                  3.00$                        88.50$              517,477.23$     15,099.00$      80,162.64$          45,695.75$             113,739.61$           159,435.36$        31.68$           
2020 7 9,530,657.07$      381,226.28$        463,805.08$               39,730.34$             503,535.43$        100.05$                14.74$                  3.00$                        88.30$              518,634.43$     15,099.00$      97,666.52$          47,066.63$             117,151.79$           164,218.42$        32.63$           
2021 8 9,448,078.27$      377,923.13$        463,805.08$               40,922.25$             504,727.34$        100.28$                15.19$                  3.00$                        88.10$              519,826.34$     15,099.00$      115,695.52$        48,478.63$             120,666.35$           169,144.97$        33.61$           
2022 9 9,362,196.31$      374,487.85$        463,805.08$               42,149.92$             505,955.01$        100.53$                15.64$                  3.00$                        87.89$              521,054.01$     15,099.00$      134,265.38$        49,932.98$             124,286.34$           174,219.32$        34.62$           
2023 10 9,272,879.08$      370,915.16$        463,805.08$               43,414.42$             507,219.50$        100.78$                16.11$                  3.00$                        87.67$              522,318.50$     15,099.00$      153,392.34$        51,430.97$             128,014.93$           179,445.90$        35.65$           
2024 11 9,179,989.16$      367,199.57$        463,805.08$               44,716.85$             508,521.94$        101.04$                16.59$                  3.00$                        87.44$              523,620.94$     15,099.00$      173,093.11$        52,973.90$             131,855.38$           184,829.28$        36.72$           
2025 12 9,083,383.64$      363,335.35$        463,805.08$               46,058.36$             509,863.44$        101.30$                17.09$                  3.00$                        87.21$              524,962.44$     15,099.00$      193,384.91$        54,563.12$             135,811.04$           190,374.16$        37.83$           
2026 13 8,982,913.91$      359,316.56$        463,805.08$               47,440.11$             511,245.19$        101.58$                17.60$                  3.00$                        86.97$              526,344.19$     15,099.00$      214,285.45$        56,200.01$             139,885.37$           196,085.38$        38.96$           
2027 14 8,878,425.38$      355,137.02$        463,805.08$               48,863.31$             512,668.40$        101.86$                18.13$                  3.00$                        86.73$              527,767.40$     15,099.00$      235,813.02$        57,886.01$             144,081.93$           201,967.94$        40.13$           
2028 15 8,769,757.31$      350,790.29$        463,805.08$               50,329.21$             514,134.29$        102.15$                18.68$                  3.00$                        86.48$              529,233.29$     15,099.00$      257,986.41$        59,622.59$             148,404.39$           208,026.98$        41.33$           
2029 16 8,656,742.52$      346,269.70$        463,805.08$               51,839.09$             515,644.17$        102.45$                19.24$                  3.00$                        86.22$              530,743.17$     15,099.00$      280,825.00$        61,411.27$             152,856.52$           214,267.79$        42.57$           
2030 17 8,539,207.13$      341,568.29$        463,805.08$               53,394.26$             517,199.34$        102.76$                19.81$                  3.00$                        85.95$              532,298.34$     15,099.00$      304,348.75$        63,253.61$             157,442.22$           220,695.83$        43.85$           
2031 18 8,416,970.33$      336,678.81$        463,805.08$               54,996.09$             518,801.17$        103.08$                20.41$                  3.00$                        85.67$              533,900.17$     15,099.00$      328,578.21$        65,151.22$             162,165.48$           227,316.70$        45.17$           
2032 19 8,289,844.06$      331,593.76$        463,805.08$               56,645.97$             520,451.05$        103.41$                21.02$                  3.00$                        85.39$              535,550.05$     15,099.00$      353,534.56$        67,105.76$             167,030.45$           234,136.20$        46.52$           
2033 20 8,157,632.74$      326,305.31$        463,805.08$               58,345.35$             522,150.43$        103.75$                21.65$                  3.00$                        85.10$              537,249.43$     15,099.00$      379,239.60$        69,118.93$             172,041.36$           241,160.29$        47.92$           
2034 21 8,020,132.96$      320,805.32$        463,805.08$               60,095.71$             523,900.79$        104.09$                22.30$                  3.00$                        84.79$              538,999.79$     15,099.00$      405,715.78$        71,192.50$             177,202.60$           248,395.10$        49.35$           
2035 22 7,877,133.20$      315,085.33$        463,805.08$               61,898.58$             525,703.66$        104.45$                22.97$                  3.00$                        84.48$              540,802.66$     15,099.00$      432,986.26$        73,328.27$             182,518.68$           255,846.95$        50.83$           
2036 23 7,728,413.44$      309,136.54$        463,805.08$               63,755.54$             527,560.62$        104.82$                23.66$                  3.00$                        84.16$              542,659.62$     15,099.00$      461,074.85$        75,528.12$             187,994.24$           263,522.36$        52.36$           
2037 24 7,573,744.90$      302,949.80$        463,805.08$               65,668.20$             529,473.29$        105.20$                24.37$                  3.00$                        83.83$              544,572.29$     15,099.00$      490,006.09$        77,793.96$             193,634.07$           271,428.03$        53.93$           
2038 25 7,412,889.61$      296,515.58$        463,805.08$               67,638.25$             531,443.33$        105.59$                25.10$                  3.00$                        83.49$              546,542.33$     15,099.00$      519,805.27$        80,127.78$             199,443.09$           279,570.87$        55.55$           
2039 26 7,245,600.11$      289,824.00$        463,805.08$               69,667.40$             533,472.48$        105.99$                25.85$                  3.00$                        83.14$              548,571.48$     15,099.00$      550,498.43$        82,531.62$             205,426.38$           287,958.00$        57.21$           
2040 27 7,071,619.03$      282,864.76$        463,805.08$               71,757.42$             535,562.50$        106.41$                26.63$                  3.00$                        82.78$              550,661.50$     15,099.00$      582,112.38$        85,007.56$             211,589.17$           296,596.74$        58.93$           
2041 28 6,890,678.70$      275,627.15$        463,805.08$               73,910.14$             537,715.23$        106.84$                27.43$                  3.00$                        82.41$              552,814.23$     15,099.00$      614,674.76$        87,557.79$             217,936.85$           305,494.64$        60.70$           
2042 29 6,702,500.77$      268,100.03$        463,805.08$               76,127.45$             539,932.53$        107.28$                28.25$                  3.00$                        82.03$              555,031.53$     15,099.00$      648,214.00$        90,184.52$             224,474.95$           314,659.48$        62.52$           
2043 30 6,506,795.71$      260,271.83$        463,805.08$               78,411.27$             542,216.35$        107.73$                29.10$                  3.00$                        81.64$              557,315.35$     15,099.00$      682,759.42$        92,890.06$             231,209.20$           324,099.26$        64.39$           
2044 31 6,303,262.46$      252,130.50$        463,805.08$               80,763.61$             544,568.69$        108.20$                29.97$                  3.00$                        81.23$              559,667.69$     15,099.00$      718,341.20$        95,676.76$             238,145.48$           333,822.24$        66.33$           
2045 32 6,091,587.87$      243,663.51$        463,805.08$               83,186.52$             546,991.60$        108.68$                30.87$                  3.00$                        80.81$              562,090.60$     15,099.00$      754,990.44$        98,547.06$             245,289.84$           343,836.91$        68.32$           
2046 33 5,871,446.30$      234,857.85$        463,805.08$               85,682.11$             549,487.20$        109.18$                31.79$                  3.00$                        80.38$              564,586.20$     15,099.00$      792,739.15$        101,503.48$           252,648.54$           354,152.01$        70.37$           
2047 34 5,642,499.07$      225,699.96$        463,805.08$               88,252.58$             552,057.66$        109.69$                32.75$                  3.00$                        79.94$              567,156.66$     15,099.00$      831,620.33$        104,548.58$           260,227.99$           364,776.57$        72.48$           
2048 35 5,404,393.95$      216,175.76$        463,805.08$               90,900.15$             554,705.24$        110.21$                33.73$                  3.00$                        79.48$              569,804.24$     15,099.00$      871,667.94$        107,685.04$           268,034.83$           375,719.87$        74.65$           
2049 36 5,156,764.62$      206,270.58$        463,805.08$               93,627.16$             557,432.24$        110.76$                34.74$                  3.00$                        79.01$              572,531.24$     15,099.00$      912,916.97$        110,915.59$           276,075.88$           386,991.47$        76.89$           
2050 37 4,899,230.12$      195,969.20$        463,805.08$               96,435.97$             560,241.06$        111.31$                35.78$                  3.00$                        78.53$              575,340.06$     15,099.00$      955,403.48$        114,243.06$           284,358.15$           398,601.21$        79.20$           
2051 38 4,631,394.24$      185,255.77$        463,805.08$               99,329.05$             563,134.14$        111.89$                36.86$                  3.00$                        78.03$              578,233.14$     15,099.00$      999,164.59$        117,670.35$           292,888.90$           410,559.25$        81.57$           
2052 39 4,352,844.93$      174,113.80$        463,805.08$               102,308.92$          566,114.01$        112.48$                37.96$                  3.00$                        77.52$              581,213.01$     15,099.00$      1,044,238.52$    121,200.46$           301,675.57$           422,876.03$        84.02$           
2053 40 4,063,153.64$      162,526.15$        463,805.08$               105,378.19$          569,183.27$        113.09$                39.10$                  3.00$                        76.99$              584,282.27$     15,099.00$      1,090,664.68$    124,836.47$           310,725.83$           435,562.31$        86.54$           
2054 41 3,761,874.70$      150,474.99$        463,805.08$               108,539.54$          572,344.62$        113.72$                40.28$                  3.00$                        76.44$              587,443.62$     15,099.00$      1,138,483.62$    128,581.57$           320,047.61$           448,629.18$        89.14$           
2055 42 3,448,544.61$      137,941.78$        463,805.08$               111,795.72$          575,600.81$        114.37$                41.48$                  3.00$                        75.88$              590,699.81$     15,099.00$      1,187,737.13$    132,439.01$           329,649.04$           462,088.05$        91.81$           
2056 43 3,122,681.31$      124,907.25$        463,805.08$               115,149.59$          578,954.68$        115.03$                42.73$                  3.00$                        75.30$              594,053.68$     15,099.00$      1,238,468.24$    136,412.19$           339,538.51$           475,950.69$        94.57$           
2057 44 2,783,783.47$      111,351.34$        463,805.08$               118,604.08$          582,409.17$        115.72$                44.01$                  3.00$                        74.71$              597,508.17$     15,099.00$      1,290,721.29$    140,504.55$           349,724.66$           490,229.21$        97.40$           
2058 45 2,431,329.73$      97,253.19$          463,805.08$               122,162.20$          585,967.29$        116.43$                45.33$                  3.00$                        74.09$              601,066.29$     15,099.00$      1,344,541.93$    144,719.69$           360,216.40$           504,936.09$        100.33$         
2059 46 2,064,777.83$      82,591.11$          463,805.08$               125,827.07$          589,632.15$        117.15$                46.69$                  3.00$                        73.46$              604,731.15$     15,099.00$      1,399,977.19$    149,061.28$           371,022.89$           520,084.17$        103.33$         
2060 47 1,683,563.86$      67,342.55$          463,805.08$               129,601.88$          593,406.97$        117.90$                48.09$                  3.00$                        72.81$              608,505.97$     15,099.00$      1,457,075.50$    153,533.12$           382,153.58$           535,686.70$        106.43$         
2061 48 1,287,101.33$      51,484.05$          463,805.08$               133,489.94$          597,295.02$        118.68$                49.53$                  3.00$                        72.14$              612,394.02$     15,099.00$      1,515,886.77$    158,139.11$           393,618.19$           551,757.30$        109.63$         
2062 49 874,780.30$          34,991.21$          463,805.08$               137,494.64$          601,299.72$        119.47$                51.02$                  3.00$                        71.45$              616,398.72$     15,099.00$      1,576,462.37$    162,883.28$           405,426.73$           568,310.02$        112.92$         
2063 50 445,966.43$          17,838.66$          463,805.08$               141,619.48$          605,424.56$        120.29$                52.55$                  3.00$                        70.74$              620,523.56$     15,099.00$      1,638,855.24$    167,769.78$           417,589.54$           585,359.32$        116.30$         
2064 51 0.00$                       0.00$                     145,868.06$          145,868.06$        28.98$                  54.13$                  3.00$                        3.00$                287,522.34$     141,654.28$    1,829,675.18$    172,802.87$           430,117.22$           602,920.10$        119.79$         
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Table 12.29 Alternative 2A Cash Flow 30 Year Term 

Note Year
Year 
No. Principal Interest Total Payment

General O&M 
Costs Total Cost

Yearly 
Cost/Acre
($/acre)

Assessment for 
Reserves Assessment Total Income

Net Cash Flow  
All Projects

(Income-Cost)

Reserves and 
Replacement 

Account

Power Savings 
(Assumed Rate 

Escalation Same 
as Inflation)

Ditch Cleaning and 
Diversion Repair 

and Rebuild 
Savings

Total 
Maintenance and 
Power Savings

Total 
Savings
per Acre

(Open Ditch 
Maintenanc

e Costs)

2012
2013 0
2014 1 $5,178,020.05 207,120.80$        $299,445.41 21,861.97$        321,307.38$        63.84$              3.00$                        66.84$              336,406.38$     15,099.00$      -$                       39,417.56$             98,112.78$             137,530.34$        27.33$         
2015 2 $5,085,695.44 203,427.82$        $299,445.41 22,517.83$        321,963.24$        63.97$              3.00$                        66.97$              337,062.24$     15,099.00$      15,099.00$          40,600.09$             101,056.17$           141,656.25$        28.15$         
2016 3 $4,989,677.85 199,587.11$        $299,445.41 23,193.36$        322,638.77$        64.10$              3.00$                        67.10$              337,737.77$     15,099.00$      30,650.97$          41,818.09$             104,087.85$           145,905.94$        28.99$         
2017 4 $4,889,819.55 195,592.78$        $299,445.41 23,889.16$        323,334.57$        64.24$              3.00$                        67.24$              338,433.57$     15,099.00$      46,669.50$          43,072.63$             107,210.49$           150,283.12$        29.86$         
2018 5 $4,785,966.92 191,438.68$        $299,445.41 24,605.84$        324,051.25$        64.39$              3.00$                        67.39$              339,150.25$     15,099.00$      63,168.58$          44,364.81$             110,426.80$           154,791.61$        30.76$         
2019 6 $4,677,960.18 187,118.41$        $299,445.41 25,344.01$        324,789.42$        64.53$              3.00$                        67.53$              339,888.42$     15,099.00$      80,162.64$          45,695.75$             113,739.61$           159,435.36$        31.68$         
2020 7 $4,565,633.18 182,625.33$        $299,445.41 26,104.33$        325,549.74$        64.68$              3.00$                        67.68$              340,648.74$     15,099.00$      97,666.52$          47,066.63$             117,151.79$           164,218.42$        32.63$         
2021 8 $4,448,813.09 177,952.52$        $299,445.41 26,887.46$        326,332.87$        64.84$              3.00$                        67.84$              341,431.87$     15,099.00$      115,695.52$        48,478.63$             120,666.35$           169,144.97$        33.61$         
2022 9 $4,327,320.20 173,092.81$        $299,445.41 27,694.08$        327,139.50$        65.00$              3.00$                        68.00$              342,238.50$     15,099.00$      134,265.38$        49,932.98$             124,286.34$           174,219.32$        34.62$         
2023 10 $4,200,967.60 168,038.70$        $299,445.41 28,524.91$        327,970.32$        65.16$              3.00$                        68.16$              343,069.32$     15,099.00$      153,392.34$        51,430.97$             128,014.93$           179,445.90$        35.65$         
2024 11 $4,069,560.89 162,782.44$        $299,445.41 29,380.65$        328,826.07$        65.33$              3.00$                        68.33$              343,925.07$     15,099.00$      173,093.11$        52,973.90$             131,855.38$           184,829.28$        36.72$         
2025 12 $3,932,897.91 157,315.92$        $299,445.41 30,262.07$        329,707.49$        65.51$              3.00$                        68.51$              344,806.49$     15,099.00$      193,384.91$        54,563.12$             135,811.04$           190,374.16$        37.83$         
2026 13 $3,790,768.41 151,630.74$        $299,445.41 31,169.94$        330,615.35$        65.69$              3.00$                        68.69$              345,714.35$     15,099.00$      214,285.45$        56,200.01$             139,885.37$           196,085.38$        38.96$         
2027 14 $3,642,953.74 145,718.15$        $299,445.41 32,105.03$        331,550.45$        65.88$              3.00$                        68.88$              346,649.45$     15,099.00$      235,813.02$        57,886.01$             144,081.93$           201,967.94$        40.13$         
2028 15 $3,489,226.47 139,569.06$        $299,445.41 33,068.19$        332,513.60$        66.07$              3.00$                        69.07$              347,612.60$     15,099.00$      257,986.41$        59,622.59$             148,404.39$           208,026.98$        41.33$         
2029 16 $3,329,350.12 133,174.00$        $299,445.41 34,060.23$        333,505.64$        66.26$              3.00$                        69.26$              348,604.64$     15,099.00$      280,825.00$        61,411.27$             152,856.52$           214,267.79$        42.57$         
2030 17 $3,163,078.71 126,523.15$        $299,445.41 35,082.04$        334,527.45$        66.47$              3.00$                        69.47$              349,626.45$     15,099.00$      304,348.75$        63,253.61$             157,442.22$           220,695.83$        43.85$         
2031 18 $2,990,156.44 119,606.26$        $299,445.41 36,134.50$        335,579.91$        66.68$              3.00$                        69.68$              350,678.91$     15,099.00$      328,578.21$        65,151.22$             162,165.48$           227,316.70$        45.17$         
2032 19 $2,810,317.29 112,412.69$        $299,445.41 37,218.53$        336,663.95$        66.89$              3.00$                        69.89$              351,762.95$     15,099.00$      353,534.56$        67,105.76$             167,030.45$           234,136.20$        46.52$         
2033 20 $2,623,284.57 104,931.38$        $299,445.41 38,335.09$        337,780.50$        67.11$              3.00$                        70.11$              352,879.50$     15,099.00$      379,239.60$        69,118.93$             172,041.36$           241,160.29$        47.92$         
2034 21 $2,428,770.54 97,150.82$          $299,445.41 39,485.14$        338,930.56$        67.34$              3.00$                        70.34$              354,029.56$     15,099.00$      405,715.78$        71,192.50$             177,202.60$           248,395.10$        49.35$         
2035 22 $2,226,475.95 89,059.04$          $299,445.41 40,669.70$        340,115.11$        67.58$              3.00$                        70.58$              355,214.11$     15,099.00$      432,986.26$        73,328.27$             182,518.68$           255,846.95$        50.83$         
2036 23 $2,016,089.57 80,643.58$          $299,445.41 41,889.79$        341,335.20$        67.82$              3.00$                        70.82$              356,434.20$     15,099.00$      461,074.85$        75,528.12$             187,994.24$           263,522.36$        52.36$         
2037 24 $1,797,287.74 71,891.51$          $299,445.41 43,146.48$        342,591.89$        68.07$              3.00$                        71.07$              357,690.89$     15,099.00$      490,006.09$        77,793.96$             193,634.07$           271,428.03$        53.93$         
2038 25 $1,569,733.84 62,789.35$          $299,445.41 44,440.88$        343,886.29$        68.33$              3.00$                        71.33$              358,985.29$     15,099.00$      519,805.27$        80,127.78$             199,443.09$           279,570.87$        55.55$         
2039 26 $1,333,077.78 53,323.11$          $299,445.41 45,774.10$        345,219.52$        68.59$              3.00$                        71.59$              360,318.52$     15,099.00$      550,498.43$        82,531.62$             205,426.38$           287,958.00$        57.21$         
2040 27 $1,086,955.47 43,478.22$          $299,445.41 47,147.33$        346,592.74$        68.86$              3.00$                        71.86$              361,691.74$     15,099.00$      582,112.38$        85,007.56$             211,589.17$           296,596.74$        58.93$         
2041 28 $830,988.28 33,239.53$          $299,445.41 48,561.75$        348,007.16$        69.15$              3.00$                        72.15$              363,106.16$     15,099.00$      614,674.76$        87,557.79$             217,936.85$           305,494.64$        60.70$         
2042 29 $564,782.40 22,591.30$          $299,445.41 50,018.60$        349,464.01$        69.43$              3.00$                        72.43$              364,563.01$     15,099.00$      648,214.00$        90,184.52$             224,474.95$           314,659.48$        62.52$         
2043 30 287,928.28$          11,517.13$          $299,445.41 51,519.16$        350,964.57$        69.73$              3.00$                        72.73$              366,063.57$     15,099.00$      682,759.42$        92,890.06$             231,209.20$           324,099.26$        64.39$         
2044 31 0.00$                       0.00$                     53,064.73$        53,064.73$          10.54$              3.00$                        13.54$              68,163.73$       15,099.00$      718,341.20$        95,676.76$             238,145.48$           333,822.24$        66.33$         
2045 32 54,656.67$        54,656.67$          10.86$              3.00$                        13.86$              69,755.67$       15,099.00$      754,990.44$        98,547.06$             245,289.84$           343,836.91$        68.32$         
2046 33 56,296.37$        56,296.37$          11.19$              3.00$                        14.19$              71,395.37$       15,099.00$      792,739.15$        101,503.48$           252,648.54$           354,152.01$        70.37$         
2047 34 57,985.26$        57,985.26$          11.52$              3.00$                        14.52$              73,084.26$       15,099.00$      831,620.33$        104,548.58$           260,227.99$           364,776.57$        72.48$         
2048 35 59,724.82$        59,724.82$          11.87$              3.00$                        14.87$              74,823.82$       15,099.00$      871,667.94$        107,685.04$           268,034.83$           375,719.87$        74.65$         
2049 36 61,516.57$        61,516.57$          12.22$              3.00$                        15.22$              76,615.57$       15,099.00$      912,916.97$        110,915.59$           276,075.88$           386,991.47$        76.89$         
2050 37 63,362.06$        63,362.06$          12.59$              3.00$                        15.59$              78,461.06$       15,099.00$      955,403.48$        114,243.06$           284,358.15$           398,601.21$        79.20$         
2051 38 65,262.93$        65,262.93$          12.97$              3.00$                        15.97$              80,361.93$       15,099.00$      999,164.59$        117,670.35$           292,888.90$           410,559.25$        81.57$         
2052 39 67,220.81$        67,220.81$          13.36$              3.00$                        16.36$              82,319.81$       15,099.00$      1,044,238.52$    121,200.46$           301,675.57$           422,876.03$        84.02$         
2053 40 69,237.44$        69,237.44$          13.76$              3.00$                        16.76$              84,336.44$       15,099.00$      1,090,664.68$    124,836.47$           310,725.83$           435,562.31$        86.54$         
2054 41 71,314.56$        71,314.56$          14.17$              3.00$                        17.17$              86,413.56$       15,099.00$      1,138,483.62$    128,581.57$           320,047.61$           448,629.18$        89.14$         
2055 42 73,454.00$        73,454.00$          14.59$              3.00$                        17.59$              88,553.00$       15,099.00$      1,187,737.13$    132,439.01$           329,649.04$           462,088.05$        91.81$         
2056 43 75,657.62$        75,657.62$          15.03$              3.00$                        18.03$              90,756.62$       15,099.00$      1,238,468.24$    136,412.19$           339,538.51$           475,950.69$        94.57$         
2057 44 77,927.35$        77,927.35$          15.48$              3.00$                        18.48$              93,026.35$       15,099.00$      1,290,721.29$    140,504.55$           349,724.66$           490,229.21$        97.40$         
2058 45 80,265.17$        80,265.17$          15.95$              3.00$                        18.95$              95,364.17$       15,099.00$      1,344,541.93$    144,719.69$           360,216.40$           504,936.09$        100.33$      
2059 46 82,673.12$        82,673.12$          16.43$              3.00$                        19.43$              97,772.12$       15,099.00$      1,399,977.19$    149,061.28$           371,022.89$           520,084.17$        103.33$      
2060 47 85,153.31$        85,153.31$          16.92$              3.00$                        19.92$              100,252.31$     15,099.00$      1,457,075.50$    153,533.12$           382,153.58$           535,686.70$        106.43$      
2061 48 87,707.91$        87,707.91$          17.43$              3.00$                        20.43$              102,806.91$     15,099.00$      1,515,886.77$    158,139.11$           393,618.19$           551,757.30$        109.63$      
2062 49 90,339.15$        90,339.15$          17.95$              3.00$                        20.95$              105,438.15$     15,099.00$      1,576,462.37$    162,883.28$           405,426.73$           568,310.02$        112.92$      
2063 50 93,049.33$        93,049.33$          18.49$              3.00$                        21.49$              108,148.33$     15,099.00$      1,638,855.24$    167,769.78$           417,589.54$           585,359.32$        116.30$      
2064 51 95,840.81$        95,840.81$          19.04$              3.00$                        22.04$              110,939.81$     15,099.00$      1,703,119.90$    172,802.87$           430,117.22$           602,920.10$        119.79$      

Projected Cash Flows - Keystone Pipeline Project Alternative 2A          30 Year term WWDC Funding Only
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Table 12.30 Alternative 2A Cash Flow 50 yr Term 

Note Year
Year 
No. Principal Interest Total Payment

General O&M 
Costs Total Cost

Yearly 
Cost/Acre
($/acre)

Assessment for 
Replacement and 

Reserves Assessment Total Income

Net Cash Flow  
All Projects

(Income-Cost)

Reserves and 
Replacement 

Account

Power Savings 
(Assumed Rate 

Escalation Same 
as Inflation)

Ditch Cleaning and 
Diversion Repair 

and Rebuild 
Savings

Total 
Maintenance and 
Power Savings

Total 
Savings
per Acre

(Open Ditch 
Maintenance 

Costs)

2012
2013 0
2014 1 $5,178,020.05 207,120.80$      $241,037.87 21,861.97$        262,899.84$    52.24$                3.00$                    55.24$               277,998.84$     15,099.00$        -$                        39,417.56$          98,112.78$             137,530.34$        27.33$         
2015 2 $5,144,102.99 205,764.12$      $241,037.87 22,517.83$        263,555.70$    52.37$                3.00$                    55.37$               278,654.70$     15,099.00$        15,099.00$           40,600.09$          101,056.17$           141,656.25$        28.15$         
2016 3 $5,108,829.23 204,353.17$      $241,037.87 23,193.36$        264,231.23$    52.50$                3.00$                    55.50$               279,330.23$     15,099.00$        30,650.97$           41,818.09$          104,087.85$           145,905.94$        28.99$         
2017 4 $5,072,144.53 202,885.78$      $241,037.87 23,889.16$        264,927.03$    52.64$                3.00$                    55.64$               280,026.03$     15,099.00$        46,669.50$           43,072.63$          107,210.49$           150,283.12$        29.86$         
2018 5 $5,033,992.44 201,359.70$      $241,037.87 24,605.84$        265,643.71$    52.78$                3.00$                    55.78$               280,742.71$     15,099.00$        63,168.58$           44,364.81$          110,426.80$           154,791.61$        30.76$         
2019 6 $4,994,314.27 199,772.57$      $241,037.87 25,344.01$        266,381.88$    52.93$                3.00$                    55.93$               281,480.88$     15,099.00$        80,162.64$           45,695.75$          113,739.61$           159,435.36$        31.68$         
2020 7 $4,953,048.97 198,121.96$      $241,037.87 26,104.33$        267,142.20$    53.08$                3.00$                    56.08$               282,241.20$     15,099.00$        97,666.52$           47,066.63$          117,151.79$           164,218.42$        32.63$         
2021 8 $4,910,133.05 196,405.32$      $241,037.87 26,887.46$        267,925.33$    53.23$                3.00$                    56.23$               283,024.33$     15,099.00$        115,695.52$         48,478.63$          120,666.35$           169,144.97$        33.61$         
2022 9 $4,865,500.50 194,620.02$      $241,037.87 27,694.08$        268,731.96$    53.39$                3.00$                    56.39$               283,830.96$     15,099.00$        134,265.38$         49,932.98$          124,286.34$           174,219.32$        34.62$         
2023 10 $4,819,082.65 192,763.31$      $241,037.87 28,524.91$        269,562.78$    53.56$                3.00$                    56.56$               284,661.78$     15,099.00$        153,392.34$         51,430.97$          128,014.93$           179,445.90$        35.65$         
2024 11 $4,770,808.09 190,832.32$      $241,037.87 29,380.65$        270,418.53$    53.73$                3.00$                    56.73$               285,517.53$     15,099.00$        173,093.11$         52,973.90$          131,855.38$           184,829.28$        36.72$         
2025 12 $4,720,602.54 188,824.10$      $241,037.87 30,262.07$        271,299.95$    53.90$                3.00$                    56.90$               286,398.95$     15,099.00$        193,384.91$         54,563.12$          135,811.04$           190,374.16$        37.83$         
2026 13 $4,668,388.77 186,735.55$      $241,037.87 31,169.94$        272,207.81$    54.08$                3.00$                    57.08$               287,306.81$     15,099.00$        214,285.45$         56,200.01$          139,885.37$           196,085.38$        38.96$         
2027 14 $4,614,086.45 184,563.46$      $241,037.87 32,105.03$        273,142.91$    54.27$                3.00$                    57.27$               288,241.91$     15,099.00$        235,813.02$         57,886.01$          144,081.93$           201,967.94$        40.13$         
2028 15 $4,557,612.04 182,304.48$      $241,037.87 33,068.19$        274,106.06$    54.46$                3.00$                    57.46$               289,205.06$     15,099.00$        257,986.41$         59,622.59$          148,404.39$           208,026.98$        41.33$         
2029 16 $4,498,878.65 179,955.15$      $241,037.87 34,060.23$        275,098.10$    54.66$                3.00$                    57.66$               290,197.10$     15,099.00$        280,825.00$         61,411.27$          152,856.52$           214,267.79$        42.57$         
2030 17 $4,437,795.92 177,511.84$      $241,037.87 35,082.04$        276,119.91$    54.86$                3.00$                    57.86$               291,218.91$     15,099.00$        304,348.75$         63,253.61$          157,442.22$           220,695.83$        43.85$         
2031 18 $4,374,269.88 174,970.80$      $241,037.87 36,134.50$        277,172.37$    55.07$                3.00$                    58.07$               292,271.37$     15,099.00$        328,578.21$         65,151.22$          162,165.48$           227,316.70$        45.17$         
2032 19 $4,308,202.81 172,328.11$      $241,037.87 37,218.53$        278,256.41$    55.29$                3.00$                    58.29$               293,355.41$     15,099.00$        353,534.56$         67,105.76$          167,030.45$           234,136.20$        46.52$         
2033 20 $4,239,493.05 169,579.72$      $241,037.87 38,335.09$        279,372.96$    55.51$                3.00$                    58.51$               294,471.96$     15,099.00$        379,239.60$         69,118.93$          172,041.36$           241,160.29$        47.92$         
2034 21 $4,168,034.90 166,721.40$      $241,037.87 39,485.14$        280,523.01$    55.74$                3.00$                    58.74$               295,622.01$     15,099.00$        405,715.78$         71,192.50$          177,202.60$           248,395.10$        49.35$         
2035 22 $4,093,718.42 163,748.74$      $241,037.87 40,669.70$        281,707.57$    55.97$                3.00$                    58.97$               296,806.57$     15,099.00$        432,986.26$         73,328.27$          182,518.68$           255,846.95$        50.83$         
2036 23 $4,016,429.29 160,657.17$      $241,037.87 41,889.79$        282,927.66$    56.21$                3.00$                    59.21$               298,026.66$     15,099.00$        461,074.85$         75,528.12$          187,994.24$           263,522.36$        52.36$         
2037 24 $3,936,048.59 157,441.94$      $241,037.87 43,146.48$        284,184.35$    56.46$                3.00$                    59.46$               299,283.35$     15,099.00$        490,006.09$         77,793.96$          193,634.07$           271,428.03$        53.93$         
2038 25 $3,852,452.66 154,098.11$      $241,037.87 44,440.88$        285,478.75$    56.72$                3.00$                    59.72$               300,577.75$     15,099.00$        519,805.27$         80,127.78$          199,443.09$           279,570.87$        55.55$         
2039 26 $3,765,512.90 150,620.52$      $241,037.87 45,774.10$        286,811.97$    56.99$                3.00$                    59.99$               301,910.97$     15,099.00$        550,498.43$         82,531.62$          205,426.38$           287,958.00$        57.21$         
2040 27 $3,675,095.54 147,003.82$      $241,037.87 47,147.33$        288,185.20$    57.26$                3.00$                    60.26$               303,284.20$     15,099.00$        582,112.38$         85,007.56$          211,589.17$           296,596.74$        58.93$         
2041 28 $3,581,061.49 143,242.46$      $241,037.87 48,561.75$        289,599.62$    57.54$                3.00$                    60.54$               304,698.62$     15,099.00$        614,674.76$         87,557.79$          217,936.85$           305,494.64$        60.70$         
2042 29 $3,483,266.08 139,330.64$      $241,037.87 50,018.60$        291,056.47$    57.83$                3.00$                    60.83$               306,155.47$     15,099.00$        648,214.00$         90,184.52$          224,474.95$           314,659.48$        62.52$         
2043 30 3,381,558.85$  135,262.35$      $241,037.87 51,519.16$        292,557.03$    58.13$                3.00$                    61.13$               307,656.03$     15,099.00$        682,759.42$         92,890.06$          231,209.20$           324,099.26$        64.39$         
2044 31 $3,275,783.33 131,031.33$      $241,037.87 53,064.73$        294,102.60$    58.43$                3.00$                    61.43$               309,201.60$     15,099.00$        718,341.20$         95,676.76$          238,145.48$           333,822.24$        66.33$         
2045 32 3,165,776.80$  126,631.07$      $241,037.87 54,656.67$        295,694.54$    58.75$                3.00$                    61.75$               310,793.54$     15,099.00$        754,990.44$         98,547.06$          245,289.84$           343,836.91$        68.32$         
2046 33 $3,051,370.00 122,054.80$      $241,037.87 56,296.37$        297,334.24$    59.08$                3.00$                    62.08$               312,433.24$     15,099.00$        792,739.15$         101,503.48$       252,648.54$           354,152.01$        70.37$         
2047 34 2,932,386.93$  117,295.48$      $241,037.87 57,985.26$        299,023.14$    59.41$                3.00$                    62.41$               314,122.14$     15,099.00$        831,620.33$         104,548.58$       260,227.99$           364,776.57$        72.48$         
2048 35 $2,808,644.53 112,345.78$      $241,037.87 59,724.82$        300,762.69$    59.76$                3.00$                    62.76$               315,861.69$     15,099.00$        871,667.94$         107,685.04$       268,034.83$           375,719.87$        74.65$         
2049 36 2,679,952.44$  107,198.10$      $241,037.87 61,516.57$        302,554.44$    60.11$                3.00$                    63.11$               317,653.44$     15,099.00$        912,916.97$         110,915.59$       276,075.88$           386,991.47$        76.89$         
2050 37 $2,546,112.67 101,844.51$      $241,037.87 63,362.06$        304,399.93$    60.48$                3.00$                    63.48$               319,498.93$     15,099.00$        955,403.48$         114,243.06$       284,358.15$           398,601.21$        79.20$         
2051 38 2,406,919.30$  96,276.77$         $241,037.87 65,262.93$        306,300.80$    60.86$                3.00$                    63.86$               321,399.80$     15,099.00$        999,164.59$         117,670.35$       292,888.90$           410,559.25$        81.57$         
2052 39 $2,262,158.20 90,486.33$         $241,037.87 67,220.81$        308,258.68$    61.25$                3.00$                    64.25$               323,357.68$     15,099.00$        1,044,238.52$     121,200.46$       301,675.57$           422,876.03$        84.02$         
2053 40 2,111,606.66$  84,464.27$         $241,037.87 69,237.44$        310,275.31$    61.65$                3.00$                    64.65$               325,374.31$     15,099.00$        1,090,664.68$     124,836.47$       310,725.83$           435,562.31$        86.54$         
2054 41 $1,955,033.05 78,201.32$         $241,037.87 71,314.56$        312,352.43$    62.06$                3.00$                    65.06$               327,451.43$     15,099.00$        1,138,483.62$     128,581.57$       320,047.61$           448,629.18$        89.14$         
2055 42 1,792,196.51$  71,687.86$         $241,037.87 73,454.00$        314,491.87$    62.49$                3.00$                    65.49$               329,590.87$     15,099.00$        1,187,737.13$     132,439.01$       329,649.04$           462,088.05$        91.81$         
2056 43 $1,622,846.49 64,913.86$         $241,037.87 75,657.62$        316,695.49$    62.92$                3.00$                    65.92$               331,794.49$     15,099.00$        1,238,468.24$     136,412.19$       339,538.51$           475,950.69$        94.57$         
2057 44 1,446,722.48$  57,868.90$         $241,037.87 77,927.35$        318,965.22$    63.37$                3.00$                    66.37$               334,064.22$     15,099.00$        1,290,721.29$     140,504.55$       349,724.66$           490,229.21$        97.40$         
2058 45 $1,263,553.51 50,542.14$         $241,037.87 80,265.17$        321,303.04$    63.84$                3.00$                    66.84$               336,402.04$     15,099.00$        1,344,541.93$     144,719.69$       360,216.40$           504,936.09$        100.33$       
2059 46 $1,073,057.78 42,922.31$         $241,037.87 82,673.12$        323,710.99$    64.32$                3.00$                    67.32$               338,809.99$     15,099.00$        1,399,977.19$     149,061.28$       371,022.89$           520,084.17$        103.33$       
2060 47 874,942.22$      34,997.69$         $241,037.87 85,153.31$        326,191.19$    64.81$                3.00$                    67.81$               341,290.19$     15,099.00$        1,457,075.50$     153,533.12$       382,153.58$           535,686.70$        106.43$       
2061 48 $668,902.04 26,756.08$         $241,037.87 87,707.91$        328,745.79$    65.32$                3.00$                    68.32$               343,844.79$     15,099.00$        1,515,886.77$     158,139.11$       393,618.19$           551,757.30$        109.63$       
2062 49 454,620.25$      18,184.81$         $241,037.87 90,339.15$        331,377.02$    65.84$                3.00$                    68.84$               346,476.02$     15,099.00$        1,576,462.37$     162,883.28$       405,426.73$           568,310.02$        112.92$       
2063 50 $231,767.18 9,270.69$           $241,037.87 93,049.33$        334,087.20$    66.38$                3.00$                    69.38$               349,186.20$     15,099.00$        1,638,855.24$     167,769.78$       417,589.54$           585,359.32$        116.30$       
2064 51 0.00$                   0.00$                   95,840.81$        95,840.81$      19.04$                3.00$                    22.04$               110,939.81$     15,099.00$        1,703,119.90$     172,802.87$       430,117.22$           602,920.10$        119.79$       

Projected Cash Flows - Keystone Pipeline Project Alternative 2A          50 Year term WWDC Funding Only
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Table 12.31 Open Channel Alternative - 30 Year Loan Term 

Note Year
Year 
No. Principal Interest Total Payment

General O&M 
Costs Total Cost

Yearly 
Cost/Acre
($/acre)

Assessment for 
Reserves Assessment Total Income

Net Cash Flow  
All Projects

(Income-Cost)

Reserves and 
Replacement 

Account

Power Savings 
(Assumed Rate 

Escalation Same 
as Inflation)

Ditch Cleaning and 
Diversion Repair 

and Rebuild 
Savings

Total 
Maintenance and 
Power Savings

Total 
Savings
per Acre

(Open Ditch 
Maintenanc

e Costs)

2012
2013 0
2014 1 $221,214.46 8,848.58$            $12,792.85 98,112.78$        110,905.64$        22.04$              3.00$                        25.04$              126,004.64$     15,099.00$      -$                       55,357.42$             46,333.57$             101,690.99$        20.20$         
2015 2 $217,270.18 8,690.81$            $12,792.85 101,056.17$      113,849.02$        22.62$              3.00$                        25.62$              128,948.02$     15,099.00$      15,099.00$          57,018.14$             47,723.57$             104,741.72$        20.81$         
2016 3 $213,168.13 8,526.73$            $12,792.85 104,087.85$      116,880.71$        23.22$              3.00$                        26.22$              131,979.71$     15,099.00$      30,650.97$          58,728.69$             49,155.28$             107,883.97$        21.44$         
2017 4 $208,902.01 8,356.08$            $12,792.85 107,210.49$      120,003.34$        23.84$              3.00$                        26.84$              135,102.34$     15,099.00$      46,669.50$          60,490.55$             50,629.94$             111,120.49$        22.08$         
2018 5 $204,465.23 8,178.61$            $12,792.85 110,426.80$      123,219.66$        24.48$              3.00$                        27.48$              138,318.66$     15,099.00$      63,168.58$          62,305.26$             52,148.84$             114,454.10$        22.74$         
2019 6 $199,850.99 7,994.04$            $12,792.85 113,739.61$      126,532.46$        25.14$              3.00$                        28.14$              141,631.46$     15,099.00$      80,162.64$          64,174.42$             53,713.30$             117,887.73$        23.42$         
2020 7 $195,052.17 7,802.09$            $12,792.85 117,151.79$      129,944.65$        25.82$              3.00$                        28.82$              145,043.65$     15,099.00$      97,666.52$          66,099.66$             55,324.70$             121,424.36$        24.13$         
2021 8 $190,061.41 7,602.46$            $12,792.85 120,666.35$      133,459.20$        26.52$              3.00$                        29.52$              148,558.20$     15,099.00$      115,695.52$        68,082.65$             56,984.44$             125,067.09$        24.85$         
2022 9 $184,871.01 7,394.84$            $12,792.85 124,286.34$      137,079.19$        27.24$              3.00$                        30.24$              152,178.19$     15,099.00$      134,265.38$        70,125.12$             58,693.98$             128,819.10$        25.59$         
2023 10 $179,472.99 7,178.92$            $12,792.85 128,014.93$      140,807.78$        27.98$              3.00$                        30.98$              155,906.78$     15,099.00$      153,392.34$        72,228.88$             60,454.79$             132,683.67$        26.36$         
2024 11 $173,859.06 6,954.36$            $12,792.85 131,855.38$      144,648.23$        28.74$              3.00$                        31.74$              159,747.23$     15,099.00$      173,093.11$        74,395.74$             62,268.44$             136,664.18$        27.15$         
2025 12 $168,020.57 6,720.82$            $12,792.85 135,811.04$      148,603.89$        29.53$              3.00$                        32.53$              163,702.89$     15,099.00$      193,384.91$        76,627.62$             64,136.49$             140,764.11$        27.97$         
2026 13 $161,948.54 6,477.94$            $12,792.85 139,885.37$      152,678.22$        30.34$              3.00$                        33.34$              167,777.22$     15,099.00$      214,285.45$        78,926.45$             66,060.59$             144,987.03$        28.81$         
2027 14 $155,633.63 6,225.35$            $12,792.85 144,081.93$      156,874.78$        31.17$              3.00$                        34.17$              171,973.78$     15,099.00$      235,813.02$        81,294.24$             68,042.40$             149,336.64$        29.67$         
2028 15 $149,066.12 5,962.64$            $12,792.85 148,404.39$      161,197.24$        32.03$              3.00$                        35.03$              176,296.24$     15,099.00$      257,986.41$        83,733.07$             70,083.68$             153,816.74$        30.56$         
2029 16 $142,235.91 5,689.44$            $12,792.85 152,856.52$      165,649.37$        32.91$              3.00$                        35.91$              180,748.37$     15,099.00$      280,825.00$        86,245.06$             72,186.19$             158,431.24$        31.48$         
2030 17 $135,132.49 5,405.30$            $12,792.85 157,442.22$      170,235.07$        33.82$              3.00$                        36.82$              185,334.07$     15,099.00$      304,348.75$        88,832.41$             74,351.77$             163,184.18$        32.42$         
2031 18 $127,744.93 5,109.80$            $12,792.85 162,165.48$      174,958.34$        34.76$              3.00$                        37.76$              190,057.34$     15,099.00$      328,578.21$        91,497.38$             76,582.33$             168,079.71$        33.40$         
2032 19 $120,061.88 4,802.48$            $12,792.85 167,030.45$      179,823.30$        35.73$              3.00$                        38.73$              194,922.30$     15,099.00$      353,534.56$        94,242.30$             78,879.80$             173,122.10$        34.40$         
2033 20 $112,071.50 4,482.86$            $12,792.85 172,041.36$      184,834.21$        36.72$              3.00$                        39.72$              199,933.21$     15,099.00$      379,239.60$        97,069.57$             81,246.19$             178,315.76$        35.43$         
2034 21 $103,761.51 4,150.46$            $12,792.85 177,202.60$      189,995.45$        37.75$              3.00$                        40.75$              205,094.45$     15,099.00$      405,715.78$        99,981.66$             83,683.57$             183,665.23$        36.49$         
2035 22 $95,119.11 3,804.76$            $12,792.85 182,518.68$      195,311.53$        38.81$              3.00$                        41.81$              210,410.53$     15,099.00$      432,986.26$        102,981.11$           86,194.08$             189,175.19$        37.59$         
2036 23 $86,131.02 3,445.24$            $12,792.85 187,994.24$      200,787.09$        39.89$              3.00$                        42.89$              215,886.09$     15,099.00$      461,074.85$        106,070.54$           88,779.90$             194,850.45$        38.71$         
2037 24 $76,783.41 3,071.34$            $12,792.85 193,634.07$      206,426.92$        41.01$              3.00$                        44.01$              221,525.92$     15,099.00$      490,006.09$        109,252.66$           91,443.30$             200,695.96$        39.88$         
2038 25 $67,061.89 2,682.48$            $12,792.85 199,443.09$      212,235.94$        42.17$              3.00$                        45.17$              227,334.94$     15,099.00$      519,805.27$        112,530.24$           94,186.60$             206,716.84$        41.07$         
2039 26 $56,951.51 2,278.06$            $12,792.85 205,426.38$      218,219.23$        43.36$              3.00$                        46.36$              233,318.23$     15,099.00$      550,498.43$        115,906.15$           97,012.20$             212,918.34$        42.30$         
2040 27 $46,436.72 1,857.47$            $12,792.85 211,589.17$      224,382.03$        44.58$              3.00$                        47.58$              239,481.03$     15,099.00$      582,112.38$        119,383.33$           99,922.56$             219,305.90$        43.57$         
2041 28 $35,501.33 1,420.05$            $12,792.85 217,936.85$      230,729.70$        45.84$              3.00$                        48.84$              245,828.70$     15,099.00$      614,674.76$        122,964.83$           102,920.24$           225,885.07$        44.88$         
2042 29 $24,128.53 965.14$                $12,792.85 224,474.95$      237,267.81$        47.14$              3.00$                        50.14$              252,366.81$     15,099.00$      648,214.00$        126,653.78$           106,007.85$           232,661.62$        46.23$         
2043 30 12,300.82$            492.03$                $12,792.85 231,209.20$      244,002.06$        48.48$              3.00$                        51.48$              259,101.06$     15,099.00$      682,759.42$        130,453.39$           109,188.08$           239,641.47$        47.61$         
2044 31 0.00$                       0.00$                     238,145.48$      238,145.48$        47.32$              3.00$                        50.32$              253,244.48$     15,099.00$      718,341.20$        134,366.99$           112,463.73$           246,830.72$        49.04$         
2045 32 245,289.84$      245,289.84$        48.74$              3.00$                        51.74$              260,388.84$     15,099.00$      754,990.44$        138,398.00$           115,837.64$           254,235.64$        50.51$         
2046 33 252,648.54$      252,648.54$        50.20$              3.00$                        53.20$              267,747.54$     15,099.00$      792,739.15$        142,549.94$           119,312.77$           261,862.71$        52.03$         
2047 34 260,227.99$      260,227.99$        51.70$              3.00$                        54.70$              275,326.99$     15,099.00$      831,620.33$        146,826.44$           122,892.15$           269,718.59$        53.59$         
2048 35 268,034.83$      268,034.83$        53.26$              3.00$                        56.26$              283,133.83$     15,099.00$      871,667.94$        151,231.23$           126,578.91$           277,810.15$        55.20$         
2049 36 276,075.88$      276,075.88$        54.85$              3.00$                        57.85$              291,174.88$     15,099.00$      912,916.97$        155,768.17$           130,376.28$           286,144.45$        56.85$         
2050 37 284,358.15$      284,358.15$        56.50$              3.00$                        59.50$              299,457.15$     15,099.00$      955,403.48$        160,441.21$           134,287.57$           294,728.78$        58.56$         
2051 38 292,888.90$      292,888.90$        58.19$              3.00$                        61.19$              307,987.90$     15,099.00$      999,164.59$        165,254.45$           138,316.20$           303,570.65$        60.32$         
2052 39 301,675.57$      301,675.57$        59.94$              3.00$                        62.94$              316,774.57$     15,099.00$      1,044,238.52$    170,212.08$           142,465.68$           312,677.77$        62.13$         
2053 40 310,725.83$      310,725.83$        61.74$              3.00$                        64.74$              325,824.83$     15,099.00$      1,090,664.68$    175,318.45$           146,739.65$           322,058.10$        63.99$         
2054 41 320,047.61$      320,047.61$        63.59$              3.00$                        66.59$              335,146.61$     15,099.00$      1,138,483.62$    180,578.00$           151,141.84$           331,719.84$        65.91$         
2055 42 329,649.04$      329,649.04$        65.50$              3.00$                        68.50$              344,748.04$     15,099.00$      1,187,737.13$    185,995.34$           155,676.10$           341,671.44$        67.89$         
2056 43 339,538.51$      339,538.51$        67.46$              3.00$                        70.46$              354,637.51$     15,099.00$      1,238,468.24$    191,575.20$           160,346.38$           351,921.58$        69.92$         
2057 44 349,724.66$      349,724.66$        69.49$              3.00$                        72.49$              364,823.66$     15,099.00$      1,290,721.29$    197,322.46$           165,156.77$           362,479.23$        72.02$         
2058 45 360,216.40$      360,216.40$        71.57$              3.00$                        74.57$              375,315.40$     15,099.00$      1,344,541.93$    203,242.13$           170,111.48$           373,353.61$        74.18$         
2059 46 371,022.89$      371,022.89$        73.72$              3.00$                        76.72$              386,121.89$     15,099.00$      1,399,977.19$    209,339.39$           175,214.82$           384,554.21$        76.41$         
2060 47 382,153.58$      382,153.58$        75.93$              3.00$                        78.93$              397,252.58$     15,099.00$      1,457,075.50$    215,619.57$           180,471.27$           396,090.84$        78.70$         
2061 48 393,618.19$      393,618.19$        78.21$              3.00$                        81.21$              408,717.19$     15,099.00$      1,515,886.77$    222,088.16$           185,885.40$           407,973.57$        81.06$         
2062 49 405,426.73$      405,426.73$        80.55$              3.00$                        83.55$              420,525.73$     15,099.00$      1,576,462.37$    228,750.81$           191,461.97$           420,212.77$        83.49$         
2063 50 417,589.54$      417,589.54$        82.97$              3.00$                        85.97$              432,688.54$     15,099.00$      1,638,855.24$    235,613.33$           197,205.83$           432,819.16$        86.00$         
2064 51 430,117.22$      430,117.22$        85.46$              3.00$                        88.46$              445,216.22$     15,099.00$      1,703,119.90$    242,681.73$           203,122.00$           445,803.73$        88.58$         

Projected Cash Flows - Keystone Pipeline Project 30 Year term WWDC Funding Only Open Channel Alternative
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12.2.4.1 30 Year Loan Term WWDC Funding Only 

For the 30 yr term funding scenario the initial cost of the project per acre is 
$63.34 per acre.  This is a high cost per acre for distribution system 
maintenance.  The reason the project analysis ultimately indicated feasibility is 
that by constructing the project, the water users are essentially fixing their 
maintenance costs.  The majority of the $111.75 and $63.34 per acre costs for 
Alternatives 1C and 2A respectively is debt service so the payment will not 
change for the life of the loan.  A small portion of the per acre assessment is 
related to the maintenance costs.  Initially, these will be nearly zero.  For the 
modeling purposes it was assumed these expenses would start immediately and 
included in the assessment so that the funds can be saved until such date as 
they were needed.  Regardless, the only portion of the assessment subject to 
inflation is the O&M portion which equates to $6.61 per acre for Alternative 1C 
and $4.31 per acre for Alternative 2A.  
The existing maintenance and power costs are approximately $26.77 per acre or 
$132,224.84 for the entire project using the assumptions outlined above.  In this 
case the entire amount is subject to cost escalation due to inflation.  The $6.61 
and $4.31 per acre maintenance costs for the pipeline are the only portions 
subject to inflation.  The rest is debt service.  Consequently, in 2044 when the 
debt is retired, the maintenance costs have only risen to $10.46 per acre.  The 
open ditch maintenance costs will have escalated to around $64 per acre.  It is at 
this point that the real benefits are realized. 
In all the scenarios an additional assessment of $3.00 per acre was added to the 
debt service and O&M Costs so that the entity that owns the pipeline can begin 
building reserves.  We would foresee these reserves being used ultimately for 
replacement of the pipeline at the end of its useful life, large unforeseen repairs 
or difficult crop years when the assessment may be difficult to pay.  The 
assessment could be temporarily reduced if needed.  At payoff the operators 
could make the decision whether or not to maintain the higher assessments to 
continue building reserves for eventual replacement. 

12.2.4.2 50 Year Loan Term WWDC Funding Only 

Under the 50 year loan term the point at which the per acre open ditch 
maintenance costs exceed the debt service and pipeline maintenance costs 
occurs earlier.  In 2040, the pipeline maintenance costs have escalated to 
$56.81, however the open ditch maintenance costs have escalated to $56.66.  At 
payoff in 2064 the pipeline maintenance costs have appreciated to $18.89 per 
acre while the open ditch maintenance costs have risen to $119.79 per acre.  At 
this point the loan is paid off and the only costs are the $18.89 per acre.   

12.2.4.3 30 Year Loan Term – 50% Third Party Grant 

One final scenario was modeled.  This scenario assumed that 50% of the loan 
portion of the funding could be obtained in a grant format from other sources.  
The fact that the Yellowstone Cutthroat Trout was a “species of concern” and 
present in the Greybull River, was discussed briefly above.  SCE contacted Trout 
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Unlimited and the Wyoming Game and Fish Department regarding the possibility 
of obtaining funding for portions of the project.  Funding may be available from 
this source.  However, the availability at this time is in question for the following 
reasons: 

1. Little information is known about the population of fish in this reach.   
2. Generally, the reach of the Greybull River below the Roach Gulch 

Diversion is considered poor Trout habitat. 
The amount of funding that may be available would be dependent upon the 
amount of habitat created or enhanced by the project.  The “push up” diversions 
are not conducive to the movement of fish throughout the irrigation season.  If the 
landowners were to work with the wildlife managers to determine the population 
of fish and the effects removal of these diversions would have on that population, 
it may be found that benefits to this fish population would be realized and funding 
a project such as this may be warranted. 
Again, the future of the management status is unknown.  However, it is probably 
in everyone’s best interest to attempt to ensure it does not become listed as an 
endangered species.  Not only would this project eliminate four river diversions, it 
would screen the upper end and prevent small fish from entering the pipeline.  It 
benefits the fish in two ways. 
If half of the loan portion were funded by a third party the project becomes much 
more reasonably priced.  The yearly costs drop to $63.85 for Alternative 1C and 
$32.94 for Alternative 2A initially as compared to a 2014 maintenance cost based 
on current conditions of $121.09 and $26.48.  The open ditch maintenance costs 
overtake the pipeline debt service and maintenance costs in the year 2023.  
Cash flow tables for these two scenarios are shown below.      
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Table 12.32 Alternative 1C 50% Outside Funding 30 yr Term 

Year
Year 
No. Principal Interest Total Payment

General O&M 
Costs Total Cost

Yearly Cost/Acre
($/acre)

Hydropower 
Revenue
($/acre)

Assessment for 
Reserves Assessment Total Income

Net Cash Flow  
All Projects

(Income-Cost)

Reserves and 
Replacement 

Account

Power Savings 
(Assumed Rate 

Escalation Same 
as Inflation)

Ditch Cleaning and 
Diversion Repair 

and Rebuild 
Savings

Total 
Maintenance and 
Power Savings

Total Savings
per Acre

(Open Ditch 
Maintenance 

Costs)

2012
2013 0
2014 1 $4,981,773.22 199,270.93$        $288,096.44 33,273.54$             321,369.98$        63.85$                  $12.35 3.00$                        54.51$              336,468.98$     15,099.00$      -$                       39,417.56$             98,112.78$             137,530.34$        27.33$            
2015 2 $4,892,947.71 195,717.91$        $288,096.44 34,271.74$             322,368.18$        64.05$                  12.72$                  3.00$                        54.33$              337,467.18$     15,099.00$      15,099.00$          40,600.09$             101,056.17$           141,656.25$        28.15$            
2016 3 $4,800,569.18 192,022.77$        $288,096.44 35,299.90$             323,396.34$        64.26$                  13.10$                  3.00$                        54.16$              338,495.34$     15,099.00$      30,650.97$          41,818.09$             104,087.85$           145,905.94$        28.99$            
2017 4 $4,704,495.51 188,179.82$        $288,096.44 36,358.89$             324,455.33$        64.47$                  13.49$                  3.00$                        53.97$              339,554.33$     15,099.00$      46,669.50$          43,072.63$             107,210.49$           150,283.12$        29.86$            
2018 5 $4,604,578.89 184,183.16$        $288,096.44 37,449.66$             325,546.10$        64.68$                  13.90$                  3.00$                        53.79$              340,645.10$     15,099.00$      63,168.58$          44,364.81$             110,426.80$           154,791.61$        30.76$            
2019 6 $4,500,665.61 180,026.62$        $288,096.44 38,573.15$             326,669.59$        64.91$                  14.31$                  3.00$                        53.59$              341,768.59$     15,099.00$      80,162.64$          45,695.75$             113,739.61$           159,435.36$        31.68$            
2020 7 $4,392,595.79 175,703.83$        $288,096.44 39,730.34$             327,826.78$        65.14$                  14.74$                  3.00$                        53.39$              342,925.78$     15,099.00$      97,666.52$          47,066.63$             117,151.79$           164,218.42$        32.63$            
2021 8 $4,280,203.19 171,208.13$        $288,096.44 40,922.25$             329,018.69$        65.37$                  15.19$                  3.00$                        53.19$              344,117.69$     15,099.00$      115,695.52$        48,478.63$             120,666.35$           169,144.97$        33.61$            
2022 9 $4,163,314.87 166,532.59$        $288,096.44 42,149.92$             330,246.36$        65.62$                  15.64$                  3.00$                        52.98$              345,345.36$     15,099.00$      134,265.38$        49,932.98$             124,286.34$           174,219.32$        34.62$            
2023 10 $4,041,751.03 161,670.04$        $288,096.44 43,414.42$             331,510.86$        65.87$                  16.11$                  3.00$                        52.76$              346,609.86$     15,099.00$      153,392.34$        51,430.97$             128,014.93$           179,445.90$        35.65$            
2024 11 $3,915,324.63 156,612.99$        $288,096.44 44,716.85$             332,813.29$        66.13$                  16.59$                  3.00$                        52.53$              347,912.29$     15,099.00$      173,093.11$        52,973.90$             131,855.38$           184,829.28$        36.72$            
2025 12 $3,783,841.18 151,353.65$        $288,096.44 46,058.36$             334,154.80$        66.39$                  17.09$                  3.00$                        52.30$              349,253.80$     15,099.00$      193,384.91$        54,563.12$             135,811.04$           190,374.16$        37.83$            
2026 13 $3,647,098.38 145,883.94$        $288,096.44 47,440.11$             335,536.55$        66.67$                  17.60$                  3.00$                        52.06$              350,635.55$     15,099.00$      214,285.45$        56,200.01$             139,885.37$           196,085.38$        38.96$            
2027 14 $3,504,885.88 140,195.44$        $288,096.44 48,863.31$             336,959.75$        66.95$                  18.13$                  3.00$                        51.82$              352,058.75$     15,099.00$      235,813.02$        57,886.01$             144,081.93$           201,967.94$        40.13$            
2028 15 $3,356,984.88 134,279.40$        $288,096.44 50,329.21$             338,425.65$        67.24$                  18.68$                  3.00$                        51.57$              353,524.65$     15,099.00$      257,986.41$        59,622.59$             148,404.39$           208,026.98$        41.33$            
2029 16 $3,203,167.83 128,126.71$        $288,096.44 51,839.09$             339,935.53$        67.54$                  19.24$                  3.00$                        51.31$              355,034.53$     15,099.00$      280,825.00$        61,411.27$             152,856.52$           214,267.79$        42.57$            
2030 17 $3,043,198.11 121,727.92$        $288,096.44 53,394.26$             341,490.70$        67.85$                  19.81$                  3.00$                        51.04$              356,589.70$     15,099.00$      304,348.75$        63,253.61$             157,442.22$           220,695.83$        43.85$            
2031 18 $2,876,829.59 115,073.18$        $288,096.44 54,996.09$             343,092.53$        68.17$                  20.41$                  3.00$                        50.76$              358,191.53$     15,099.00$      328,578.21$        65,151.22$             162,165.48$           227,316.70$        45.17$            
2032 19 $2,703,806.33 108,152.25$        $288,096.44 56,645.97$             344,742.41$        68.50$                  21.02$                  3.00$                        50.48$              359,841.41$     15,099.00$      353,534.56$        67,105.76$             167,030.45$           234,136.20$        46.52$            
2033 20 $2,523,862.15 100,954.49$        $288,096.44 58,345.35$             346,441.79$        68.83$                  21.65$                  3.00$                        50.18$              361,540.79$     15,099.00$      379,239.60$        69,118.93$             172,041.36$           241,160.29$        47.92$            
2034 21 $2,336,720.19 93,468.81$          $288,096.44 60,095.71$             348,192.15$        69.18$                  22.30$                  3.00$                        49.88$              363,291.15$     15,099.00$      405,715.78$        71,192.50$             177,202.60$           248,395.10$        49.35$            
2035 22 $2,142,092.56 85,683.70$          $288,096.44 61,898.58$             349,995.02$        69.54$                  22.97$                  3.00$                        49.57$              365,094.02$     15,099.00$      432,986.26$        73,328.27$             182,518.68$           255,846.95$        50.83$            
2036 23 $1,939,679.83 77,587.19$          $288,096.44 63,755.54$             351,851.98$        69.91$                  23.66$                  3.00$                        49.25$              366,950.98$     15,099.00$      461,074.85$        75,528.12$             187,994.24$           263,522.36$        52.36$            
2037 24 $1,729,170.58 69,166.82$          $288,096.44 65,668.20$             353,764.64$        70.29$                  24.37$                  3.00$                        48.92$              368,863.64$     15,099.00$      490,006.09$        77,793.96$             193,634.07$           271,428.03$        53.93$            
2038 25 $1,510,240.96 60,409.64$          $288,096.44 67,638.25$             355,734.69$        70.68$                  25.10$                  3.00$                        48.58$              370,833.69$     15,099.00$      519,805.27$        80,127.78$             199,443.09$           279,570.87$        55.55$            
2039 26 $1,282,554.16 51,302.17$          $288,096.44 69,667.40$             357,763.84$        71.08$                  25.85$                  3.00$                        48.23$              372,862.84$     15,099.00$      550,498.43$        82,531.62$             205,426.38$           287,958.00$        57.21$            
2040 27 $1,045,759.89 41,830.40$          $288,096.44 71,757.42$             359,853.86$        71.50$                  26.63$                  3.00$                        47.87$              374,952.86$     15,099.00$      582,112.38$        85,007.56$             211,589.17$           296,596.74$        58.93$            
2041 28 $799,493.85 31,979.75$          $288,096.44 73,910.14$             362,006.58$        71.93$                  27.43$                  3.00$                        47.50$              377,105.58$     15,099.00$      614,674.76$        87,557.79$             217,936.85$           305,494.64$        60.70$            
2042 29 $543,377.16 21,735.09$          $288,096.44 76,127.45$             364,223.89$        72.37$                  28.25$                  3.00$                        47.12$              379,322.89$     15,099.00$      648,214.00$        90,184.52$             224,474.95$           314,659.48$        62.52$            
2043 30 277,015.81$          11,080.63$          $288,096.44 78,411.27$             366,507.71$        72.82$                  29.10$                  3.00$                        46.72$              381,606.71$     15,099.00$      682,759.42$        92,890.06$             231,209.20$           324,099.26$        64.39$            
2044 31 0.00$                       0.00$                     80,763.61$             80,763.61$          16.05$                  29.97$                  3.00$                        3.00$                165,933.20$     85,169.59$      788,411.79$        95,676.76$             238,145.48$           333,822.24$        66.33$            
2045 32 83,186.52$             83,186.52$          16.53$                  30.87$                  3.00$                        3.00$                170,458.22$     87,271.71$      899,335.85$        98,547.06$             245,289.84$           343,836.91$        68.32$            
2046 33 85,682.11$             85,682.11$          17.02$                  31.79$                  3.00$                        3.00$                175,119.00$     89,436.89$      1,015,752.82$    101,503.48$           252,648.54$           354,152.01$        70.37$            
2047 34 88,252.58$             88,252.58$          17.53$                  32.75$                  3.00$                        3.00$                179,919.60$     91,667.03$      1,137,892.43$    104,548.58$           260,227.99$           364,776.57$        72.48$            
2048 35 90,900.15$             90,900.15$          18.06$                  33.73$                  3.00$                        3.00$                184,864.22$     93,964.07$      1,265,993.27$    107,685.04$           268,034.83$           375,719.87$        74.65$            
2049 36 93,627.16$             93,627.16$          18.60$                  34.74$                  3.00$                        3.00$                189,957.18$     96,330.02$      1,400,303.09$    110,915.59$           276,075.88$           386,991.47$        76.89$            
2050 37 96,435.97$             96,435.97$          19.16$                  35.78$                  3.00$                        3.00$                195,202.92$     98,766.95$      1,541,079.13$    114,243.06$           284,358.15$           398,601.21$        79.20$            
2051 38 99,329.05$             99,329.05$          19.74$                  36.86$                  3.00$                        3.00$                200,606.04$     101,276.99$    1,688,588.49$    117,670.35$           292,888.90$           410,559.25$        81.57$            
2052 39 102,308.92$           102,308.92$        20.33$                  37.96$                  3.00$                        3.00$                206,171.25$     103,862.33$    1,843,108.47$    121,200.46$           301,675.57$           422,876.03$        84.02$            
2053 40 105,378.19$           105,378.19$        20.94$                  39.10$                  3.00$                        3.00$                211,903.42$     106,525.23$    2,004,926.95$    124,836.47$           310,725.83$           435,562.31$        86.54$            
2054 41 108,539.54$           108,539.54$        21.57$                  40.28$                  3.00$                        3.00$                217,807.55$     109,268.01$    2,174,342.78$    128,581.57$           320,047.61$           448,629.18$        89.14$            
2055 42 111,795.72$           111,795.72$        22.21$                  41.48$                  3.00$                        3.00$                223,888.81$     112,093.08$    2,351,666.14$    132,439.01$           329,649.04$           462,088.05$        91.81$            
2056 43 115,149.59$           115,149.59$        22.88$                  42.73$                  3.00$                        3.00$                230,152.50$     115,002.91$    2,537,219.03$    136,412.19$           339,538.51$           475,950.69$        94.57$            
2057 44 118,604.08$           118,604.08$        23.57$                  44.01$                  3.00$                        3.00$                236,604.11$     118,000.02$    2,731,335.63$    140,504.55$           349,724.66$           490,229.21$        97.40$            
2058 45 122,162.20$           122,162.20$        24.27$                  45.33$                  3.00$                        3.00$                243,249.26$     121,087.05$    2,934,362.75$    144,719.69$           360,216.40$           504,936.09$        100.33$         
2059 46 125,827.07$           125,827.07$        25.00$                  46.69$                  3.00$                        3.00$                250,093.77$     124,266.70$    3,146,660.33$    149,061.28$           371,022.89$           520,084.17$        103.33$         
2060 47 129,601.88$           129,601.88$        25.75$                  48.09$                  3.00$                        3.00$                257,143.61$     127,541.73$    3,368,601.87$    153,533.12$           382,153.58$           535,686.70$        106.43$         
2061 48 133,489.94$           133,489.94$        26.52$                  49.53$                  3.00$                        3.00$                264,404.95$     130,915.01$    3,600,574.94$    158,139.11$           393,618.19$           551,757.30$        109.63$         
2062 49 137,494.64$           137,494.64$        27.32$                  51.02$                  3.00$                        3.00$                271,884.13$     134,389.49$    3,842,981.67$    162,883.28$           405,426.73$           568,310.02$        112.92$         
2063 50 141,619.48$           141,619.48$        28.14$                  52.55$                  3.00$                        3.00$                279,587.68$     137,968.20$    4,096,239.33$    167,769.78$           417,589.54$           585,359.32$        116.30$         
2064 51 145,868.06$           145,868.06$        28.98$                  54.13$                  3.00$                        3.00$                287,522.34$     141,654.28$    4,360,780.79$    172,802.87$           430,117.22$           602,920.10$        119.79$         
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Table 12.33 Alternative 2A 50% Outside Funding 30 yr Term 

Note Year
Year 
No. Principal Interest Total Payment

General O&M 
Costs Total Cost

Yearly 
Cost/Acre
($/acre)

Assessment for 
Reserves Assessment Total Income

Net Cash Flow  
All Projects

(Income-Cost)

Reserves and 
Replacement 

Account

Power Savings 
(Assumed Rate 

Escalation Same 
as Inflation)

Ditch Cleaning and 
Diversion Repair 

and Rebuild 
Savings

Total 
Maintenance and 
Power Savings

Total 
Savings
per Acre

(Open Ditch 
Maintenanc

e Costs)

2012
2013 0
2014 1 $2,512,113.83 100,484.55$        $145,275.79 21,861.97$        167,137.76$        33.21$              3.00$                        36.21$              182,236.76$     15,099.00$      -$                       39,417.56$             98,112.78$             137,530.34$        27.33$         
2015 2 $2,467,322.59 98,692.90$          $145,275.79 22,517.83$        167,793.62$        33.34$              3.00$                        36.34$              182,892.62$     15,099.00$      15,099.00$          40,600.09$             101,056.17$           141,656.25$        28.15$         
2016 3 $2,420,739.70 96,829.59$          $145,275.79 23,193.36$        168,469.15$        33.47$              3.00$                        36.47$              183,568.15$     15,099.00$      30,650.97$          41,818.09$             104,087.85$           145,905.94$        28.99$         
2017 4 $2,372,293.50 94,891.74$          $145,275.79 23,889.16$        169,164.95$        33.61$              3.00$                        36.61$              184,263.95$     15,099.00$      46,669.50$          43,072.63$             107,210.49$           150,283.12$        29.86$         
2018 5 $2,321,909.44 92,876.38$          $145,275.79 24,605.84$        169,881.63$        33.75$              3.00$                        36.75$              184,980.63$     15,099.00$      63,168.58$          44,364.81$             110,426.80$           154,791.61$        30.76$         
2019 6 $2,269,510.03 90,780.40$          $145,275.79 25,344.01$        170,619.80$        33.90$              3.00$                        36.90$              185,718.80$     15,099.00$      80,162.64$          45,695.75$             113,739.61$           159,435.36$        31.68$         
2020 7 $2,215,014.64 88,600.59$          $145,275.79 26,104.33$        171,380.12$        34.05$              3.00$                        37.05$              186,479.12$     15,099.00$      97,666.52$          47,066.63$             117,151.79$           164,218.42$        32.63$         
2021 8 $2,158,339.43 86,333.58$          $145,275.79 26,887.46$        172,163.25$        34.21$              3.00$                        37.21$              187,262.25$     15,099.00$      115,695.52$        48,478.63$             120,666.35$           169,144.97$        33.61$         
2022 9 $2,099,397.22 83,975.89$          $145,275.79 27,694.08$        172,969.88$        34.37$              3.00$                        37.37$              188,068.88$     15,099.00$      134,265.38$        49,932.98$             124,286.34$           174,219.32$        34.62$         
2023 10 $2,038,097.32 81,523.89$          $145,275.79 28,524.91$        173,800.70$        34.53$              3.00$                        37.53$              188,899.70$     15,099.00$      153,392.34$        51,430.97$             128,014.93$           179,445.90$        35.65$         
2024 11 $1,974,345.42 78,973.82$          $145,275.79 29,380.65$        174,656.45$        34.70$              3.00$                        37.70$              189,755.45$     15,099.00$      173,093.11$        52,973.90$             131,855.38$           184,829.28$        36.72$         
2025 12 $1,908,043.44 76,321.74$          $145,275.79 30,262.07$        175,537.87$        34.88$              3.00$                        37.88$              190,636.87$     15,099.00$      193,384.91$        54,563.12$             135,811.04$           190,374.16$        37.83$         
2026 13 $1,839,089.39 73,563.58$          $145,275.79 31,169.94$        176,445.73$        35.06$              3.00$                        38.06$              191,544.73$     15,099.00$      214,285.45$        56,200.01$             139,885.37$           196,085.38$        38.96$         
2027 14 $1,767,377.17 70,695.09$          $145,275.79 32,105.03$        177,380.83$        35.24$              3.00$                        38.24$              192,479.83$     15,099.00$      235,813.02$        57,886.01$             144,081.93$           201,967.94$        40.13$         
2028 15 $1,692,796.47 67,711.86$          $145,275.79 33,068.19$        178,343.98$        35.43$              3.00$                        38.43$              193,442.98$     15,099.00$      257,986.41$        59,622.59$             148,404.39$           208,026.98$        41.33$         
2029 16 $1,615,232.54 64,609.30$          $145,275.79 34,060.23$        179,336.02$        35.63$              3.00$                        38.63$              194,435.02$     15,099.00$      280,825.00$        61,411.27$             152,856.52$           214,267.79$        42.57$         
2030 17 $1,534,566.05 61,382.64$          $145,275.79 35,082.04$        180,357.83$        35.84$              3.00$                        38.84$              195,456.83$     15,099.00$      304,348.75$        63,253.61$             157,442.22$           220,695.83$        43.85$         
2031 18 $1,450,672.90 58,026.92$          $145,275.79 36,134.50$        181,410.29$        36.04$              3.00$                        39.04$              196,509.29$     15,099.00$      328,578.21$        65,151.22$             162,165.48$           227,316.70$        45.17$         
2032 19 $1,363,424.02 54,536.96$          $145,275.79 37,218.53$        182,494.33$        36.26$              3.00$                        39.26$              197,593.33$     15,099.00$      353,534.56$        67,105.76$             167,030.45$           234,136.20$        46.52$         
2033 20 $1,272,685.19 50,907.41$          $145,275.79 38,335.09$        183,610.88$        36.48$              3.00$                        39.48$              198,709.88$     15,099.00$      379,239.60$        69,118.93$             172,041.36$           241,160.29$        47.92$         
2034 21 $1,178,316.80 47,132.67$          $145,275.79 39,485.14$        184,760.93$        36.71$              3.00$                        39.71$              199,859.93$     15,099.00$      405,715.78$        71,192.50$             177,202.60$           248,395.10$        49.35$         
2035 22 $1,080,173.69 43,206.95$          $145,275.79 40,669.70$        185,945.49$        36.95$              3.00$                        39.95$              201,044.49$     15,099.00$      432,986.26$        73,328.27$             182,518.68$           255,846.95$        50.83$         
2036 23 $978,104.84 39,124.19$          $145,275.79 41,889.79$        187,165.58$        37.19$              3.00$                        40.19$              202,264.58$     15,099.00$      461,074.85$        75,528.12$             187,994.24$           263,522.36$        52.36$         
2037 24 $871,953.24 34,878.13$          $145,275.79 43,146.48$        188,422.27$        37.44$              3.00$                        40.44$              203,521.27$     15,099.00$      490,006.09$        77,793.96$             193,634.07$           271,428.03$        53.93$         
2038 25 $761,555.58 30,462.22$          $145,275.79 44,440.88$        189,716.67$        37.69$              3.00$                        40.69$              204,815.67$     15,099.00$      519,805.27$        80,127.78$             199,443.09$           279,570.87$        55.55$         
2039 26 $646,742.01 25,869.68$          $145,275.79 45,774.10$        191,049.89$        37.96$              3.00$                        40.96$              206,148.89$     15,099.00$      550,498.43$        82,531.62$             205,426.38$           287,958.00$        57.21$         
2040 27 $527,335.90 21,093.44$          $145,275.79 47,147.33$        192,423.12$        38.23$              3.00$                        41.23$              207,522.12$     15,099.00$      582,112.38$        85,007.56$             211,589.17$           296,596.74$        58.93$         
2041 28 $403,153.55 16,126.14$          $145,275.79 48,561.75$        193,837.54$        38.51$              3.00$                        41.51$              208,936.54$     15,099.00$      614,674.76$        87,557.79$             217,936.85$           305,494.64$        60.70$         
2042 29 $274,003.90 10,960.16$          $145,275.79 50,018.60$        195,294.39$        38.80$              3.00$                        41.80$              210,393.39$     15,099.00$      648,214.00$        90,184.52$             224,474.95$           314,659.48$        62.52$         
2043 30 139,688.26$          5,587.53$            $145,275.79 51,519.16$        196,794.95$        39.10$              3.00$                        42.10$              211,893.95$     15,099.00$      682,759.42$        92,890.06$             231,209.20$           324,099.26$        64.39$         
2044 31 0.00$                       0.00$                     53,064.73$        53,064.73$          10.54$              3.00$                        13.54$              68,163.73$       15,099.00$      718,341.20$        95,676.76$             238,145.48$           333,822.24$        66.33$         
2045 32 54,656.67$        54,656.67$          10.86$              3.00$                        13.86$              69,755.67$       15,099.00$      754,990.44$        98,547.06$             245,289.84$           343,836.91$        68.32$         
2046 33 56,296.37$        56,296.37$          11.19$              3.00$                        14.19$              71,395.37$       15,099.00$      792,739.15$        101,503.48$           252,648.54$           354,152.01$        70.37$         
2047 34 57,985.26$        57,985.26$          11.52$              3.00$                        14.52$              73,084.26$       15,099.00$      831,620.33$        104,548.58$           260,227.99$           364,776.57$        72.48$         
2048 35 59,724.82$        59,724.82$          11.87$              3.00$                        14.87$              74,823.82$       15,099.00$      871,667.94$        107,685.04$           268,034.83$           375,719.87$        74.65$         
2049 36 61,516.57$        61,516.57$          12.22$              3.00$                        15.22$              76,615.57$       15,099.00$      912,916.97$        110,915.59$           276,075.88$           386,991.47$        76.89$         
2050 37 63,362.06$        63,362.06$          12.59$              3.00$                        15.59$              78,461.06$       15,099.00$      955,403.48$        114,243.06$           284,358.15$           398,601.21$        79.20$         
2051 38 65,262.93$        65,262.93$          12.97$              3.00$                        15.97$              80,361.93$       15,099.00$      999,164.59$        117,670.35$           292,888.90$           410,559.25$        81.57$         
2052 39 67,220.81$        67,220.81$          13.36$              3.00$                        16.36$              82,319.81$       15,099.00$      1,044,238.52$    121,200.46$           301,675.57$           422,876.03$        84.02$         
2053 40 69,237.44$        69,237.44$          13.76$              3.00$                        16.76$              84,336.44$       15,099.00$      1,090,664.68$    124,836.47$           310,725.83$           435,562.31$        86.54$         
2054 41 71,314.56$        71,314.56$          14.17$              3.00$                        17.17$              86,413.56$       15,099.00$      1,138,483.62$    128,581.57$           320,047.61$           448,629.18$        89.14$         
2055 42 73,454.00$        73,454.00$          14.59$              3.00$                        17.59$              88,553.00$       15,099.00$      1,187,737.13$    132,439.01$           329,649.04$           462,088.05$        91.81$         
2056 43 75,657.62$        75,657.62$          15.03$              3.00$                        18.03$              90,756.62$       15,099.00$      1,238,468.24$    136,412.19$           339,538.51$           475,950.69$        94.57$         
2057 44 77,927.35$        77,927.35$          15.48$              3.00$                        18.48$              93,026.35$       15,099.00$      1,290,721.29$    140,504.55$           349,724.66$           490,229.21$        97.40$         
2058 45 80,265.17$        80,265.17$          15.95$              3.00$                        18.95$              95,364.17$       15,099.00$      1,344,541.93$    144,719.69$           360,216.40$           504,936.09$        100.33$      
2059 46 82,673.12$        82,673.12$          16.43$              3.00$                        19.43$              97,772.12$       15,099.00$      1,399,977.19$    149,061.28$           371,022.89$           520,084.17$        103.33$      
2060 47 85,153.31$        85,153.31$          16.92$              3.00$                        19.92$              100,252.31$     15,099.00$      1,457,075.50$    153,533.12$           382,153.58$           535,686.70$        106.43$      
2061 48 87,707.91$        87,707.91$          17.43$              3.00$                        20.43$              102,806.91$     15,099.00$      1,515,886.77$    158,139.11$           393,618.19$           551,757.30$        109.63$      
2062 49 90,339.15$        90,339.15$          17.95$              3.00$                        20.95$              105,438.15$     15,099.00$      1,576,462.37$    162,883.28$           405,426.73$           568,310.02$        112.92$      
2063 50 93,049.33$        93,049.33$          18.49$              3.00$                        21.49$              108,148.33$     15,099.00$      1,638,855.24$    167,769.78$           417,589.54$           585,359.32$        116.30$      
2064 51 95,840.81$        95,840.81$          19.04$              3.00$                        22.04$              110,939.81$     15,099.00$      1,703,119.90$    172,802.87$           430,117.22$           602,920.10$        119.79$      

Projected Cash Flows - Keystone Pipeline Project 30 Alternative 2A          Year term WWDC and Third Party Grant
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13 Summary 
The Keystone and Farmers Canal Master Plan, Level I Study resulted in several 
conclusions and recommendations.  This study resulted in the following: 

• A Geographic Information System (GIS) consisting of the existing 
facilities and the recommended improvements. 

• The GIS includes a variety of base mapping, such as USGS 
Quadrangles, aerial photography from various years obtained by SCE, 
and other maps provided by the District and georeferenced by SCE. 

• A rehabilitation plan was prepared to recommend yearly projects for 
the Farmers Canal Company to begin updating their system. 

• Cost estimates and conceptual designs were prepared and an analysis 
completed of a pipeline to replace the Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith 
and Avent Canals. 

• The impacts of the proposed improvements to the Farmers and 
Keystone portions of the project were evaluated. 

• The seepage losses in the Farmers system were measured.  The 
results verified that portions of the system have significant seepage 
loss. 

Recommendations – Farmers Canal 
The Farmers Canal Company is in a good position to be able to organize and 
implement the proposed rehabilitation plan.  The first phase of the rehabilitation 
plan includes the Farmers/Bench Screen and the Pearce Diversion.  We 
recommend immediately contacting the Wyoming Game and Fish Department to 
review the potential for habitat improvement and the effects of preventing 
Yellowstone Cutthroat from entering the canal system.  If the conclusion is that 
screening would be beneficial to this species, additional funding to offset the 
costs of the screen may be available.  Projects are phased to include the other 
main lateral diversions from the canal.  In our opinion the operation of these 
diversions could be improved upon greatly.  Based on our analysis and 
assumptions, these projects appear to be beneficial to the system. 
Once these major control structures are complete, the cleaning of the McKinney 
Reservoir is planned.  Our recommendation is that the Farmers Canal consider 
this work very carefully.  Based on the Benefit/Cost analysis, this project is not 
beneficial to the overall system.  The costs outweigh the benefits of adding 
storage to the lower end of the system.  Adding new storage is problematic due 
to the water rights situation of the existing storage facilities on the river.  Much of 
the stress on the lower end of the system could be eliminated with operational 
changes and pipeline conversions of the open laterals. 
After all of the above projects are complete, we recommend a yearly plan to 
convert open laterals to pipelines.  Based on our assumptions of the ditch 
maintenance costs we could quantify and the ones we could not, this program 
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will, in the long run, be beneficial to the Canal Company.  This program will 
accomplish two things:  reduce maintenance costs and speed water delivery to 
the locations that need it.  We recommend starting with the McNiven Lateral due 
to the added benefit of alleviating the need for storage at the bottom of the 
system.  Our experience with and knowledge of the effects these programs have 
had on other irrigation districts confirms our conclusions about the benefits of this 
program. 
Our assumptions for the Benefit/Cost analysis assume inflation is 3%, a 
reasonable estimate.  However, there is some risk in the analysis that inflation 
could be higher.  One of intangible benefits of the project is that the maintenance 
costs for the pipelines are almost zero.  This provides insurance against inflation.  
It is difficult to predict but increases in the projected inflation rate can have a 
significant effect on the Benefit/Cost analysis of the project. 

Recommendations – Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent 
The Keystone portion of the project likely has more organizational challenges 
than the Farmers Canal to resolve prior to going to Level III.  We recommend the 
Keystone portion of the project resolve these organizational issues based on the 
knowledge obtained from the “Entity Issues” task of this study.  The irrigators 
need to either: 

• Organize to become an entity eligible to receive WWDC funding, or 

• Organize into an entity eligible to enter into an agreement with GVID for 
GVID to become the sponsor. 

Once these are resolved, the organizational structure determined, and the 
interested participants determined (our cost estimates are based on participation 
by lands south of the Greybull River which were not in the original scope), Level 
III funding could be considered.   
Dependent upon the outcome of the organization and participants, the project 
could go to Level III as proposed.  If only a portion of the participants are 
interested, the project scope could be separated or pared back.  The current 
configuration lends itself to being split into two projects – the Keystone 
Jimmerfield Pipeline and the Smith - Avent Pipeline.  If the project participation 
changes significantly, we recommend a small Level II study to update the costs 
and consider the final shape of the project.  It would be better to formalize the 
organizational structure prior to applying for Level II funding. 
The Keystone portion of the project is initially very expensive on a per acre basis.  
At the end of the loan term however the maintenance costs (associated with the  
do nothing alternative) have significantly increased while the loan service costs 
have remained constant.  As with the Farmers Canal lateral conversion projects, 
the net effect is that the sponsor ends up more or less “fixing” their costs at the 
loan service level.  Over the remaining life of the project the savings are 
significant by having the pipeline. 
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Control Structure – Point Feature, Network Junction 

The Control Structure feature class was created to map 
the largest structures in the system, all of which are 
located on the major canals (Upper Sunshine Supply, 
Lower Sunshine Supply, Roach Gulch Supply, and 
Farmers & Bench).  The control structure feature class 
was created with fields for up to four turnouts distributing 
water from one structure. These fields were added for 
future use by the district in case they decide to expand 
their GIS to include more structures than those owned by 
the district that may contain up to four turnouts. 

 
 

 

Structure Attributes 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
StrucID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 
ReachID Unique ID assigned by SCE to the upstream reach.  

Constdate Construction Date as written on the structure.  Dates were not entered for structures where dates were not visible 
on the structure.  

TurnoutTyp Type of turnout – open, pressure or unknown. 
Material Material the structure is constructed out of. 

StrucCap_CFS Estimated structural capacity based on record drawings.  If not known this field was left blank for population by 
the District. 

InletW_FT Width of the inlet of the structure.  If the inlet is a pipe, width=height. 
InletHT_FT Height of the inlet of the structure. 
OutletW_FT Width of the outlet of the structure.  If the inlet is a pipe, width=height. 
OutletHT_FT Height of the outlet of the structure. 
Condition Condition rating of the structure. 
StrucW_FT Overall width of the structure.   
StrucL_FT Overall length of the structure. 
StrucHT_FT Overall height of the structure. 
NumofTRNOut Number of turnouts from the structure.  0-4. 
Notes Notes about the structure. 

Turnout Attributes 
Cap1-4_CFS Capacity of the first turnout.  Left blank if no NumofTRNOut is zero. 
MEASTYPE1-4 Type of measurement used for the turnout, i.e. Cipoletti, Rectangular, none, etc. 
ReachID1-4 Downstream reach identification number. 
GATEW1-4_FT Outlet width.  Width equals height for round openings. 
GATEHT1-4_FT Outlet height. 
Width1-4_FT Width of the measurement structure in feet. 
LENGTH1-4_FT Length of the measurement structure in feet. 
Water_Share1-4 Water share served by the turnout. 

Drain Inlet Attributes 
DrainName1 Name of the drain entering the structure. 
PIPESZ1_IN Size of the drain pipe entering the structure. 
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Simple Turnout – Point Feature, Network Junction 
 

 

The Simple Turnout feature class was created to map 
those features that consisted only of a headgate from a 
river and did not have a Control Structure associated with 
it to control the river.  Rather than use the Control 
Structure feature class and leave the majority of the data 
blank, the Simple Turnout feature was created to record 
the limited data required to describe this feature.  Simple 
Turnouts also serve as junctions for the linear feature 
classes. 

 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
Struc_ID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

CANALID Unique ID assigned by SCE to the downstream reach. 

ConstDate Construction Date as written on the structure.  Dates were not entered for structures where dates were not visible 
on the structure. 

TurnoutTyp Type of turnout – open, pressure or unknown. 

Cap_CFS Estimated structural capacity based on flow through measurement device.  If not known this field was left blank for 
population by the District. 

MEASTYPE Type of measurement. 
Condition Condition rating of the structure. 
REACHID Name of the downstream reach. 
Condition Condition rating of the structure. 
GATEW_IN Width of the gate in inches. 
GATEHT_IN Height of the gate in inches. 
WIDTH_FT Overall Width of the measurement structure.   
Length_ft Overall Length of the measurement. 
Water_Shares The water shares served by the turnout. 
Notes Notes about the feature. 
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Drain Inlet – Point Feature, Ancillary 
 

 
The Drain Inlet point feature is used to map and describe 
places where storm drains or waste ditches may enter a 
canal.   
Drain Inlets do not serve as junctions.  These are 
ancillary features not connected to the irrigation network.  
They are generally so minor that inflows are not 
significant.  Due to the nature of storm drainage inlets 
and waste inlets, the flows are intermittent. 

 

 

 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
INLETID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

REACHID Unique ID assigned by SCE to the reach receiving water. 
INLETTYPE Type of inlet.  i.e. Drain, Stormwater.   
CONFIG Configuration of the inlet.  i.e. Ditch, Concrete Apron, Pipe, Unknown 
SIZE_FT Width of the channel or diameter of conduit in feet. 
NAME Common name is known. 
Condition Condition rating of the structure. 
Notes Notes about the feature. 
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Measurement Location – Point Feature, Ancillary 

 

 

Measurement Locations are similar to Control Structures 
but different enough that different data attributes were 
required to adequately describe it.  Measurement 
Locations do not act as junctions for the irrigation 
network.  The attributes for Measurement Locations are 
shown in the figure above.     

 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
STRUCID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

REACHID Unique ID assigned by SCE to the downstream reach. 
MATERIAL Construction material; concrete, steel, etc. 
MEASTYPE Type of measurement. 

CONSTDATE Construction Date as written on the structure.  Dates were not entered for structures where dates were not visible 
on the structure. 

LENGTH_FT Overall length of the structure.   
WIDTH_FT Overall width of the structure. 
HEIGHT_FT Overall height of the structure. 
CONDITION Condition rating of the structure. 
NOTES Notes about the feature. 
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Monitoring Well – Point Feature, Ancillary 

 

 

Monitoring wells are located around the Roach Gulch 
Supply Canal and the Roach Gulch Dam to monitor 
groundwater movement in and around the facilities.  
Monitoring Wells do not act as junctions for the irrigation 
network.  The attributes for Monitoring Wells are shown 
in the figure above.

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
WELL_ID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

RESERVOIR Name of the reservoir or canal served by the monitoring well. 
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Open Ditch – Linear Feature, Reach 

 

The Open Ditch is one of the linear feature types mapped 
for the district.  These features provide the connection 
between the point features used as junctions.  The main 
characteristics of each ditch were recorded in the field.     

  

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
REACHID Unique identifier for the reach. 

LATNAME Name of the Canal or lateral. 
UPSTRSTRUC Identification number of the upstream structure. 
DNSTRSTRUC Identification number of the downstream structure. 
TW_ft Top width of the channel in feet. If unknown, this field was left blank for population by the district. 
BW_ft Bottom width of the channel in feet.  If unknown, this field was left blank for population by the district. 
DEPTH_FT Depth of the channel in feet.  If unknown, this field was left blank for population by the district. 
LENGTH_FT Length of this portion of the open ditch.  If unknown, this field was left blank for population by the district. 
CAP_CFS Capacity of the reach.  If unknown, this field was left blank for population by the district. 
LNGMAT Type of lining. 
CONSTDATE Date of construction. 
CONDITION Condition of the ditch. 
NOTES General comments. 
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Pipeline – Linear Feature, Reach 

 

 

Another linear feature is the Pipeline. Most of the Pipeline 
features were the outlet conduits for the three reservoirs. 
The conduit openings are delineated by the height and 
width.  All features were circular pipe, so they have equal 
heights and widths.  In all cases, record drawings are 
available for the pipelines and contain exact 
specifications on the type of conduit.  

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
REACHID Unique identifier for the reach. 

LATNAME Name of the Canal or Reservoir served. 
UPSTRSTRUC Identification number of the upstream structure. 
DNSTRSTRUC Identification number of the downstream structure. 
HEIGHT_FT Height of Conduit in feet. 
WIDTH_FT Width of Conduit in feet. 
LENGTH_FT Length of this portion of the open ditch. 
CAP_CFS Capacity of the reach. 
PIPEMAT Conduit Material. 
CONSTDATE Date of construction. 
CONDITION Condition of the pipe. 
NOTES General comments. 
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Embankment/Spillway – Linear Feature 

 

 

Another linear feature is the Embankment/Spillway. This 
feature represents the crest of the dam and spillway for 
each of the three GVID reservoirs. 

 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
STRUC_ID Unique identifier for the feature. 

RESERVOIR Name of the Reservoir served. 
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Simple Node – Point Feature, Network Junction 

 

 

The Simple Node was used as a junction point for 
locations where the other junction features were not 
present or applicable.  For instance, simple nodes were 
used to map the ends of dam crests, spillways, points of 
diversion for turnouts, and points where canals entered 
natural drainages.  These are locations where a structure 
or other junction feature does not exist.  Very minimal 
data is required to describe a Simple Node.  Most of the 
important information is shown in the notes or when the 
linear attributes on either side of the node are reviewed.  
The Simple Node attributes are shown above.  For future 
mapping the Simple Node can be used to map locations 
where a transition (e.g. concrete lining to natural channel 
or open ditch to pipeline) occurs. 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
STRUCID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

CANALID Unique ID assigned by SCE to the downstream reach. 
NODETYPE Type of turnout – open, pressure or unknown. 
Notes General Comments 
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Undershot – Point Feature, Ancillary 

 
Undershots were mapped as ancillary points.  They have 
no connectivity to the irrigation system network but are 
maintained by the District.  Their locations were mapped 
and a minimal amount of data recorded.  Undershots are 
locations where a surface drainage crosses a lateral.  
The DRAINNAME attribute is used to record the drainage 
name i.e. Sheep Creek.  The other basic attributes are 
related to physical characteristics such as material and 
size.   

 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
STRUCID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

REACHID Identifier of the canal or lateral portion this undershot crosses. 
DRAINNAME Name of drain or drainage. 
CONDUITTYP Type of conduit crossing the canal or lateral. 
HEIGHT_FT Height of Conduit in feet. 
WIDTH_FT Width of Conduit in feet. 
LENGTH_FT Length of this portion of the Undershot. 
MATERIAL Constuction Material. 
Condition Condition rating of the structure. 
Notes General Comments. 
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Vent – Point Feature, Ancillary 

 

Vents are also ancillary data.  Although they are 
physically part of the system, they are minor features so 
were not included in the network.  The data collected for 
these facilities was minimal.  The most important 
information was considered to be the location.  There 
was only one vent in the mapping conducted by SCE, but 
the feature remains for future use if the district expands 
its GIS.   

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
STRUCTUREID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

REACHID Unique ID assigned by SCE to the adjacent reach. 
CONDITION Condition rating of the structure. 
Notes General Comments. 
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Bridge – Point Feature, Ancillary 
 

Attribute Description 
ObjectID ArcView assigned identification number. 
Shape Used by ArcGIS to access geometric information. 
BRIDGEID Unique ID assigned by SCE during mapping. 

REACHID Unique ID assigned by SCE to the adjacent reach. 
ROADNAME Road name of crossing, if designated. 
OWNER Owner of road. 
SPAN_FT Free span of the bridge. 
Condition Condition rating of the structure. 
Notes General Comments 

Bridges are ancillary features.  Minimal data was 
collected on these features.  Many of the bridges are not 
owned or maintained by the District, however, we thought 
locations would be useful information and thus the 
bridges were mapped.  When known, information about 
ownership was included in the database.  
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Appendix B –Keystone, Jimmerfield, Smith and Avent 
Canals Conceptual Designs
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Appendix C – Farmers Conceptual Designs 
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Appendix D – Hageman and Brighton, P.C. Entity 
Issues Memo



HAGEMAN & BRIGHTON, P.C.
Attorneys  at  Law

222 East 21st Street  
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

Telephone: (307) 635-4888          Facsimile: (307) 635-7581

Harriet M. Hageman
hhageman@hblawoffice.com

Kara Brighton
kbrighton@hblawoffice.com

Memorandum

TO: Jim Evans
Sage Engineering

FROM: Kara Brighton

SUBJECT: Keystone & Farmers Canal Master Plan
Level I Study

DATE: March 7, 2011

WWDC Level I Study

The 2010 Wyoming Legislature approved a Level I study within the Wyoming
Water Development Commission’s Rehabilitation Program to fund a master plan to
analyze various issues for the Farmers Canal Company (“Farmers”) and the Keystone
Canal Company (“Keystone”).  The 2010 WWDC  Legislative Report states, in part: 

“Farmers and Keystone Canal Companies are within the boundaries of the
Greybull Valley Irrigation District.  The operation of Greybull Valley
Irrigation District is different than most other irrigation districts.  They
release water from their reservoirs into the river where the canal companies
that called for water can divert it for their irrigation needs.  Greybull Valley
ID does not own any infrastructure beyond the reservoirs and associated
reservoir supply canals, but their boundary extends down river,
encompassing all the lands to which they supply water.  This creates a
problem for the canal companies, like Keystone and Farmers, because they
can’t form an irrigation district within the boundaries of an existing
irrigation district.  Greybull Valley Irrigation District, the Keystone Canal
group, and the Farmers Canal Company have all requested that we
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 investigate this problem and make recommendations that allow the canal 
companies to form public entities that are eligible for WWDC funding.” 
Chapter 3, Pages 53-54.

Limitations on WWDC Funding

There are three provisions of the Wyoming Constitution that prohibit the State of
Wyoming from providing funds directly to individuals:

Article 3, Section 36 - Prohibited Appropriations

No appropriation shall be made for charitable, industrial, educational or benevolent
purposes to any person, corporation or community not under the absolute control of the state,
nor to any denominational or sectarian institution or association.

Article 16, Section 6 - Loan of Credit; Donations Prohibited; Works of Internal
Improvement

Neither the state nor any county, city, township, town, school district, or any other
political subdivision, shall loan or give its credit or make donations to or in aid of any
individual, association or corporation, except for necessary support of the poor, nor subscribe
to or become the owner of the capital stock of any association or corporation, except that
funds of public employee retirement systems and the permanent funds of the state of
Wyoming may be invested in such stock under conditions the legislature prescribes.  The
state shall not engage in any work of internal improvement unless authorized by a two-thirds
(2/3) vote of the people.

Article 16, Section 10 - Construction and Improvement of Works for Conservation and
Utilization of Water

The provisions of section 6 of article 16 of this constitution prohibiting the state from
engaging in any work of internal improvements, unless authorized by a two-thirds vote of the
people, shall not apply to or affect the construction or improvement of any works designed,
constructed or operated for the purposes of conservation or utilization of water, but the
legislature shall have the power to provide for the construction or improvement in whole or
in part, of any works designed, constructed or operated for the purposes of conservation or
utilization of water, either directly or by extending aid to legal subdivision of the State of
Wyoming, duly organized irrigation, drainage, soil conservation, and public irrigation and
power districts, and any public corporation legally organized for the purposes of the
conservation, distribution or utilization of water or soil; and notwithstanding said inhibition
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as to works of internal improvement, whenever grants of land or other property shall be made
to the state, especially dedicated by the grant to particular works of internal improvement, the
state may carry on such particular works of internal improvement and shall devote thereto the
avails of such grants, and may likewise pledge or appropriate the revenues derived from such
works in aid of their completion.

As a result of these Constitutional limitations, agencies of the State, such as the
Wyoming Water Development Commission (“WWDC”), can only provide funds to eligible
entities, typically special districts organized pursuant to state law.  While Farmers Canal
Company is a Wyoming nonprofit corporation, neither the Farmers Canal Company or the
Keystone Canal Company are eligible entities at this time.  However, the Greybull Valley
Irrigation District is an eligible entity, as it is an irrigation district formed pursuant to Title
41 of Wyoming Statute.  In fact, Greybull Valley Irrigation District has received WWDC
funds in the past and is a party to an existing Mortgage with the WWDC.  

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide options as to designating the eligible
entity or entities to receive additional WWDC for construction of improvements for the
Keystone Canal Company and the Farmers Canal Company.  This memorandum does not
provide a recommendation as there are issues that require additional discussion to determine
support of various entities and potential requirements of the WWDC.

Options for WWDC Funding

The specific task assigned to Hageman & Brighton, P.C. is stated in the Scope of
Work in the Level I Study:

Task 9 Entity Issues

The Farmers Canal Company and Keystone Canal Company are both located
within the Greybull Valley Irrigation District (GVID).  As a result, there may
be legal issues associated with the formation of a public entity that would make
them eligible for Commission Level II or Level III funding.  The Consultant
shall investigate the options available to GVID, Keystone Canal Company and
Farmers Canal Company to solve this problem.  The Consultant will present
the identified options and the effect implementation of each option would have
on the operation of the existing district/companies.
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Option 1 Greybull Valley Irrigation District as Project Sponsor

As stated above, Greybull Valley Irrigation District (“GVID”) is an eligible entity as
it was formed as an irrigation district pursuant to Wyoming Statute and has, in fact, received
WWDC funding in the past.  Unlike other irrigation districts in the State of Wyoming, GVID
only delivers storage water and, therefore, only owns reservoirs and associated conveyance
systems.  Pursuant to WWDC procedure, GVID would be the owner of any improvements
funded by the WWDC.  

Farmers Canal Company

In the case of Farmers, it appears that the technical recommendation will be to
construct a pipeline.  It is currently contemplated that the Farmers pipeline would be a
materials only project and that no loan would be secured.  If that is the case, under this
Option, GVID would be the owner of the pipeline, but could contract with Farmers to
construct and operate the pipeline.  Farmers Canal Company has been recognized as a
Wyoming Nonprofit Corporation by the Wyoming Secretary of State since 1947 and thus is
in a good legal position to enter into contracts for construction and operation of a pipeline. 
We have not reviewed its Bylaws to determine if it has the necessary authority to enter into
legal agreements on behalf of its landowners, but assume such authority was granted to it
upon formation.  GVID would not incur any additional administrative costs because there is
no repayment obligation and therefore, no additional assessment to landowners served by the
Farmers pipeline.  If there are costs incurred to Farmers Canal Company for the construction
and operation of the new pipeline, Farmers could simply seek reimbursement from its
members under its existing corporation as it has done in the past.  Under this scenario, GVID
owns the pipeline, but does not incur any additional expenses as project sponsor.

Keystone Canal Company

The technical recommendation for Keystone Canal of commingling four ditches into
one pipeline at one point of diversion would require a grant and loan.  If that is the case,
GVID would be the owner of the new pipeline and responsible for repayment of the loan. 
GVID is uniquely situated to administer the repayment obligation incurred by the Keystone
Canal Company.  Most irrigation districts assess all members within their boundaries on a
uniform basis.  Such an administrative system is not well suited to accounting for separate
benefits to lands located within the boundaries of an irrigation district. However, the situation
for the landowners in the Keystone Canal Company is not unlike previous projects funded
by the WWDC and sponsored by GVID.  
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In its Annual Report of Commissioners to the District Court, GVID itemizes expenses
related to specific projects completed within its boundaries.  Members are not assessed on a
uniform basis.  Instead, each member is assessed on a per acre basis depending on the benefit
they received from a specific project.  For example, in the Report of Commissioners for
Budget Year 2011 (“2011 Commissioners Report”), GVID indicated that $163,041.00 was
required to be raised by assessment for operation and maintenance for the Upper Sunshine
Reservoir Project, which resulted in an assessment $3.25 per acre foot of storage capacity. 
Similarly, the 2011 Commissioners Report indicates that $141,455.00 was required to be
raised by assessment for the operation and maintenance of the Lower Sunshine Reservoir
Project, which resulted in an assessment of $2.25 per acre foot of storage capacity.  Each acre
of land located within GVID has its own assessment depending on the benefits received from
specific projects funded by GVID.

If the GVID were to sponsor the projects for improvements to the Keystone Canal
Company, it could simply add another color of card to its accounting system to assess those
acres benefitting from that specific project.
  

As described above with Farmers, GVID may also want to consider contracting with
Keystone for construction and/or operation of the diversion and pipeline.  This option may
be problematic for the Keystone Canal Company because they have not formally organized
under Wyoming law.  Since the Keystone Canal Company is not currently recognized by the
Wyoming Secretary of State, its ability to enter into legal agreements on behalf of its
associated landowners may be limited.  We believe it would be necessary for Keystone to
become a formal entity prior to contracting with GVID for any construction and/or operation
services.  If Keystone does not wish to formally organize, GVID would be responsible for the
construction, operation and maintenance of the new pipeline and diversion structure.

Option 2 Keystone and Farmers Canal Companies form Water Conservancy
District(s) in Order to Become Individual Project Sponsors

     
This section of the memorandum provides information related to the formation and

operation of Water Conservancy Districts.  Either or both of the canal companies could form
a Water Conservancy District, described in more detail below.  In doing so, they would each
become a sponsor for any additional WWDC funding for projects needed within its
conveyance system. As such, following formation, each canal company would own any
improvements funded by WWDC and would possess the necessary authority to assess the
lands located on the canal system in order to satisfy the repayment obligation to WWDC.
This option would allow the GVID to remain an irrigation district and largely unaffected by
any project(s) the individual canal companies determined to pursue.
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Water Conservancy District
W.S. §41-3-701 through 41-3-779

Purpose

After declaring that Water Conservancy Districts are “to provide for the conservation
of the water resources of the State of Wyoming”, the statute provides the following list of
seven specific purposes of such districts:

(1)   Be essentially for the public benefit and advantage of the people of the state of 
Wyoming; 

(2)    Indirectly benefit all industries of the state;

(3)   Indirectly benefit the state of Wyoming in the increase of its taxable property   
valuation;

(4)    Directly benefit municipalities by providing adequate supplies of water for      
domestic use;

(5)    Directly benefit lands to be irrigated or drained from works to be constructed;

(6)   Directly benefit lands now under irrigation by stabilizing the flow of water in  
streams and by increasing flow and return flow of water to such streams; 

(7)    Promote the comfort, safety and welfare of the people of the state of Wyoming.
W.S. §41-3-701(a).   The contemplated project certainly meets the criteria set forth in the
statute.

Formation

District Courts have the authority to establish Water Conservancy Districts, which
may be entirely within or partially within the judicial district.  W.S. § 41-3-720.  The petition
must be signed by at least 25% of the landowners that have not less than 25% of the irrigated
lands susceptible of irrigation that are to be included in the Water Conservancy District.  Each
tract of land must have assessed valuation of not less than $100.  In addition, the petition must
be signed by not fewer than five percent of the owners owning not less than five percent of 
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non-irrigated lands embraced in the incorporated limits of a city or town, all situated in the
proposed Water Conservancy District.  These tracts must also have an assessed valuation of
not less than one hundred dollars.  W.S. §41-3-721(a).

The petition must set forth the following information:

(1)   The proposed name of the district;

(2) That property within the proposed district that will be benefitted by the         
accomplishment of the district;

(3)   A general description of purpose of contemplated improvement as well as a
general description of territory to be included in the proposed district.  Said description need
not be given by metes and bounds or by legal subdivision, but it shall be sufficient to enable
a property owner to ascertain whether his property is within the territory proposed to be
organized as a district;

(4)   The assessed value of all irrigated land within the boundaries of the proposed  
district; 

(5)    A general designation of divisions of the district and the number of directors of
the district proposed for each subdivision.

W.S. §41-3-721(d).

Following filing of the petition, the Court shall set a hearing not less than 60 days nor
more than 90 days to consider the formation of such district.  Notice of the hearing must be
provided to the county commissioners of any county where the lands are located and must
also be published in the newspaper.  In addition, the Clerk of Court will provide a copy of the
petition to the State Engineer’s Office who must file an answer indicating his approval or
disapproval of such formation.  W.S. §41-3-723.   Provisions exist in the statute to allow for
protests prior to the hearing.  W.S. §41-3-724(a).

Upon said hearing, if it appears that the petition for organization is signed and
presented in conformity with the Act, that the allegations of the petition are true, that no
protesting petition has been filed (or if filed has been dismissed), and the state engineer has
not objected to the petition, the District shall declare the district organized and give it a
corporate name.  Thereupon, the District shall be a political subdivision of the state of
Wyoming and a body corporate with all the powers of a public corporation.  W.S. §41-3-
724(g).  Such order is deemed final and no appeal shall lie therefrom.  W.S. §41-3-724(k).
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Provisions exist in the Act that allow for creation of subdistricts within the Water
Conservancy District.  As such, it may be possible for Keystone and Farmers to form one
water conservancy district (thereby sharing organizational expenses), with two separate
subdistricts for purposes of the WWDC projects.

Board of Directors

Within thirty days of approving the petition, the Court will appoint a board of
directors consisting of not less than five (5), but no more than nine (9) people who are
residents of the county in which the real estate in the district is located.  Each director shall
be appointed to a five year term, but only two of the original directors can serve that term
initially.  After two years, elections  will be held for board members.  W.S. §41-3-740.  The
board has broad duties, power and authority.  W.S. §41-3-742.

The Board shall have power on behalf of the District to:

(1)     Have perpetual succession;

(2)     Take by appropriation, grant, purchase, and to hold and enjoy water, water
works, water rights and sources of water supply; and to sell, lease, encumber, dispose of those
same water works, water rights and sources of water supply;

(3)     Have and exercise the power of eminent domain;

(4)     Construct and maintain works and establish and maintain facilities across any
stream of water or water course;

(5)     Contract with the U.S. government or any agency of the state of Wyoming for
construction, preservation, operation and maintenance of water supply works, drains,
pipelines, tunnels, reservoirs, diversion canals and works, dams, and all necessary works
incidental thereto;

(6)     Make an allotment of water to all lands within the district;

(7)     Fix rates at which water not allotted to lands shall be sold, leased or otherwise
disposed of; provided, however, that rates shall be equitable although not necessarily equal
or uniform, for like classes of service throughout the district; 
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(8)     Enter into contracts, employ and retain personnel services and employ laborers;
to elect, appoint and employ such officers, attorneys, agents and employees therefor as shall
be found by the board to be necessary and convenient;

(9)     Adopt plans and specifications for the works for which the district was
organized;

(10)     Appropriate and otherwise acquire water and water rights; to develop, store
and transport water; provide, sell, lease and deliver water for irrigation, power, recreation; to
fix the terms and rates therefor; 

(11)     Invest any surplus money in the district treasury, including such money as may
be in any sinking fund established for the purpose of providing for the payment of the
principal or interest of any contract, or other indebtedness of the district;

(12)     Refund bonded indebtedness incurred by the district;

(13)     Borrow money and incur indebtedness and to issue bonds or other evidence
of such indebtedness;

(14)    Adopt bylaws not in conflict with the constitution and laws of the state for
carrying on the business, objects and affairs of the board and of the district.

W.S. §41-3-742.

Taxes and Assessments

The Board shall have the power to levy and collect taxes and special assessments for
maintaining the purposes of the district.  The District must choose between class A, B, C, and
D methods of levying and collecting.  Briefly, the Class A method is designed to levy and
collect taxes upon all property within the district.  The Class B method relates to levying and
collecting assessments for special benefits accruing to property within municipalities.  The
Class C method is to levy and collect assessments for special benefits accruing to lands within
irrigation districts.   The Class D method is to levy and collect assessments for special
benefits within the district. For lands for which use of water is allotted.  Any property owned
by the state, city or town, school districts, drainage districts, irrigation districts, park districts,
water district or any other government agency is exempt.  W.S. §41-3-770 through 774.   
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Non-Payment of Assessments

If a member of the Water Conservancy District does not pay its assessment, then the
real property shall be sold at the regular tax sale for the payment of such assessments, interest
and penalties, in the same manner provided by Wyoming statute for selling property for
nonpayment of general taxes.  W.S. §41-3-779.

Conclusion

Additional research and discussion have resulted in the conclusion that there are only
two options to the funding issues presented by this situation: (1) GVID is the sponsor (and
retains ownership of all WWDC financed projects); or (2) Keystone Canal Company and
Farmers Canal Company, either together or separately, form a Water Conservancy District
so that they can sponsor the project(s) themelves.  

This memorandum describes in detail several scenarios within these two options.  In
summary, under the first option, it is possible for GVID to contract with the canal companies
for construction, operation and maintenance of any WWDC funded projects.  However,
Keystone Canal Company will likely need to become a formal entity prior to contracting with
GVID.  Under the second option, if one or both canal companies decide they want to sponsor
the project, they will need to decide whether it would be best to form one Water Conservancy
District with two subdistricts or whether they each want to form their own Water
Conservancy District.
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Appendix E – Farmers Cost Estimates
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Cost estimates are in two formats.  Projects that are not proposed to be  
materials only are shown with costs for engineering, permitting, mitigation, etc.  
Materials only projects are labeled as such.  The complete materials list is shown 
first for each lateral.  The phase breakdowns are shown by year.   
 

65,000.00$    
10,000.00$    
10,000.00$    

-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $50,000.00 $50,000.00
Unclassified Excavation CY 2000 $10.00 $20,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 250 $1,000.00 $250,000.00
Wedge Wire Screen EA 1 $140,000.00 $140,000.00
24 in Canal Gate EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 0760-1273 EA 1 $35,000.00 $35,000.00
Radial Sluice Gate - 6 ft x 8 ft EA 1 $15,000.00 $15,000.00
Steel Walkway Grate SF 650 $2.00 $1,300.00
Handrail FT 70 $5.00 $350.00
Riprap CY 350 $100.00 $35,000.00
Dewatering LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $558,650.00
$55,865.00

$614,515.00
$92,177.25

$706,692.25
$791,692.25

Farmers-Bench Canal Screen - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Engineering Costs (10%)

Contingency (15%)

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
Project Cost Total

Subtotal #3

 

20,000.00$    
-$             
-$             
-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Unclassified Excavation LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 50 $800.00 $40,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 2268-1587 EA 2 $35,000.00 $70,000.00
Waterman C-10 Canal Gate - 36 inch EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 40 $54.00 $2,160.00
Handrails LF 60 $5.00 $300.00
Dewatering LS 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $132,460.00
$13,246.00

$145,706.00
$21,855.90

$167,561.90
$187,561.90

Pearce Diversion Structure - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Engineering Costs (10%)

Contingency (15%)

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
Project Cost Total

Subtotal #3
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20,000.00$    
-$             
-$             
-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Unclassified Excavation LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 50 $800.00 $40,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 2268-1587 EA 2 $35,000.00 $70,000.00
Slide Gate - 36 inch EA 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Handrails LF 60 $5.00 $300.00
Dewatering LS 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $129,300.00
$12,930.00

$142,230.00
$21,334.50

$163,564.50
$183,564.50

Bank Diversion Structure - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Engineering Costs (10%)

Contingency (15%)

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total
Project Cost Total

Subtotal #3

 
 

20,000.00$    
-$             
-$             
-$             

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

Mobilization LS 1 $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Unclassified Excavation LS 1 $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Class 4000 Structural Concrete CY 50 $800.00 $40,000.00
Rubicon Flumegate FGB 2268-1587 EA 2 $35,000.00 $70,000.00
Slide Gate - 36 inch EA 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Handrails LF 60 $5.00 $300.00
Dewatering LS 1 $3,000.00 $3,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $129,300.00
$12,930.00

$142,230.00
$21,334.50

$163,564.50
$183,564.50

Contingency (15%)

Project Cost Total

McNiven Diversion Structure - Level III
Preparation of Final Designs and Specifications

Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees

Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

Construction Cost Total

Engineering Costs (10%)
Subtotal #3
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Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 3400 $103.00 $350,200.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 7500 $54.00 $405,000.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 8800 $40.00 $352,000.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 18300 $21.00 $384,300.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 700 $12.00 $8,400.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 2600 $8.00 $20,800.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 1750 $5.00 $8,750.00
Turnout Structure EA 15 $6,000.00 $90,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 3 $2,000.00 $6,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $1,625,450.00

McNiven Lateral Pipeline - Level III 
Material s Only - All Phases

 

Project Components
Item Unit Estimated Estimated Estimated Total Price
PIP - 42 inch LF 0 $103.00 $0.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 14900 $21.00 $312,900.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 0 $8.00 $0.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $324,900.00

2017 McNiven Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Cost

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 0 $103.00 $0.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 690 $21.00 $14,490.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 700 $12.00 $8,400.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 2600 $8.00 $20,800.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 1750 $5.00 $8,750.00
Turnout Structure EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $76,440.00

2018 McNiven Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Cost

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 0 $103.00 $0.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 5800 $40.00 $232,000.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 2800 $21.00 $58,800.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 0 $8.00 $0.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 2 $2,000.00 $4,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $318,800.00

2019 McNiven Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Cost
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Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 3400 $103.00 $350,200.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 7500 $54.00 $405,000.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 3000 $40.00 $120,000.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 0 $21.00 $0.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 0 $8.00 $0.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 5 $6,000.00 $30,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $907,200.00

2020 McNiven Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

PIP - 30 inch LF 1450 $40.00 $58,000.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 1700 $21.00 $35,700.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 5200 $17.00 $88,400.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 1900 $12.00 $22,800.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 1620 $5.00 $8,100.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 2550 $5.00 $12,750.00
Turnout Structure EA 14 $6,000.00 $84,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 2 $2,000.00 $4,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $313,750.00

Town Lateral Pipeline - Level III
Materials Only - All Phases

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 0 $21.00 $0.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 3500 $17.00 $59,500.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 1900 $12.00 $22,800.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 1620 $5.00 $8,100.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 2550 $5.00 $12,750.00
Turnout Structure EA 10 $6,000.00 $60,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $165,150.00

2021 Town Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 30 inch LF 1450 $40.00 $58,000.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 1700 $21.00 $35,700.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 1700 $17.00 $28,900.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
PIP - 10 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $148,600.00

2022 Town Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only
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Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 3950 $54.00 $213,300.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 5800 $40.00 $232,000.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 4800 $17.00 $81,600.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 940 $8.00 $7,520.00
PIP - 8 inch LF 1250 $5.00 $6,250.00
Turnout Structure EA 11 $6,000.00 $66,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $606,670.00

Gould Lateral Pipeline - Level III
Materials Only - All Phases

 
 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 3900 $17.00 $66,300.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 940 $8.00 $7,520.00
PIP - 8 inch LF 1250 $5.00 $6,250.00
Turnout Structure EA 5 $6,000.00 $30,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $110,070.00

2022 Gould Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 2350 $54.00 $126,900.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 5050 $40.00 $202,000.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 900 $17.00 $15,300.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 0 $8.00 $0.00
PIP - 8 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $368,200.00

2023 Gould Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 1600 $54.00 $86,400.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 750 $40.00 $30,000.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 0 $17.00 $0.00
PIP - 15 inch LF 0 $8.00 $0.00
PIP - 8 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $128,400.00

2024 Gould Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only
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Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 10800 $54.00 $583,200.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 2700 $40.00 $108,000.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 3800 $21.00 $79,800.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 3260 $17.00 $55,420.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 1300 $12.00 $15,600.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 130 $5.00 $650.00
Turnout Structure EA 13 $6,000.00 $78,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 4 $2,000.00 $8,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $928,670.00

JFW Lateral Pipeline - Level III
Materials Only - All Phases

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 3800 $21.00 $79,800.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 3260 $17.00 $55,420.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 1300 $12.00 $15,600.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 130 $5.00 $650.00
Turnout Structure EA 7 $6,000.00 $42,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 2 $2,000.00 $4,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $197,470.00

2024 JFW Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 4100 $54.00 $221,400.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 2700 $40.00 $108,000.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 0 $21.00 $0.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 0 $17.00 $0.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 5 $6,000.00 $30,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $361,400.00

2025 JFW Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 6700 $54.00 $361,800.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 24 inch LF 0 $21.00 $0.00
PIP - 21 inch LF 0 $17.00 $0.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 1 $6,000.00 $6,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $369,800.00

2026 JFW Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials
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Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 13200 $103.00 $1,359,600.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 1450 $54.00 $78,300.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 1320 $40.00 $52,800.00
Turnout Structure EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 8 $2,000.00 $16,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $1,530,700.00

Perkins Lateral Pipeline - Level III
Materials Only - All Phases

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 0 $103.00 $0.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 1450 $54.00 $78,300.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 1320 $40.00 $52,800.00
Turnout Structure EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 2 $2,000.00 $4,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $147,100.00

2026 Perkins Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 4500 $103.00 $463,500.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 1 $6,000.00 $6,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $469,500.00

2027 Perkins Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 8700 $103.00 $896,100.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 1 $6,000.00 $6,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 6 $2,000.00 $12,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $914,100.00

2028 Perkins Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 550 $103.00 $56,650.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 14400 $54.00 $777,600.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 4100 $40.00 $164,000.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 1720 $5.00 $8,600.00
Turnout Structure EA 12 $6,000.00 $72,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $1,080,850.00

Bank/Bahr Lateral Pipeline - Level III
Materials Only - All Phases
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Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 0 $103.00 $0.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 4000 $40.00 $160,000.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $184,000.00

2028 Bank/Bahr Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 0 $103.00 $0.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 6700 $54.00 $361,800.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 1720 $5.00 $8,600.00
Turnout Structure EA 3 $6,000.00 $18,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $390,400.00

2029 Bank/Bahr Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 0 $103.00 $0.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 7700 $54.00 $415,800.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 0 $40.00 $0.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 3 $6,000.00 $18,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $433,800.00

2030 Bank/Bahr Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 42 inch LF 550 $103.00 $56,650.00
PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 100 $40.00 $4,000.00
PIP - 12 inch LF 0 $5.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $72,650.00

2031 Bank/Bahr Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 16100 $54.00 $869,400.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 8000 $40.00 $320,000.00
Turnout Structure EA 10 $6,000.00 $60,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 4 $2,000.00 $8,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $1,257,400.00

Pearce Lateral Pipeline - Level III
Materials Only - All Phases

 



Final Report:  Keystone and Farmers Canal Master Plan, Level I 

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 0 $54.00 $0.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 7000 $40.00 $280,000.00
Turnout Structure EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $294,000.00

2031 Pearce Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 6100 $54.00 $329,400.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 450 $40.00 $18,000.00
Turnout Structure EA 3 $6,000.00 $18,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 2 $2,000.00 $4,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $369,400.00

2032 Pearce Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 4650 $54.00 $251,100.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 300 $40.00 $12,000.00
Turnout Structure EA 3 $6,000.00 $18,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $283,100.00

2033 Pearce Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 36 inch LF 5350 $54.00 $288,900.00
PIP - 30 inch LF 250 $40.00 $10,000.00
Turnout Structure EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $310,900.00

2034 Pearce Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price

Estimated Total 
Price

PIP - 21 inch LF 8000 $17.00 $136,000.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 3300 $12.00 $39,600.00
Turnout Structure EA 4 $6,000.00 $24,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 5 $2,000.00 $10,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $209,600.00

Tucker Lateral Pipeline - Level III
Materials Only - All Phases

 



Final Report:  Keystone and Farmers Canal Master Plan, Level I 

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 21 inch LF 0 $17.00 $0.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 3300 $12.00 $39,600.00
Turnout Structure EA 2 $6,000.00 $12,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 0 $2,000.00 $0.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $51,600.00

2034 Tucker Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 21 inch LF 3700 $17.00 $62,900.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 1 $6,000.00 $6,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 2 $2,000.00 $4,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $72,900.00

2035 Tucker Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only

 

Project Components

Item Unit
Estimated 
Quantity

Estimated 
Unit Price Estimated Total Price

PIP - 21 inch LF 4300 $17.00 $73,100.00
PIP - 18 inch LF 0 $12.00 $0.00
Turnout Structure EA 1 $6,000.00 $6,000.00
Pickup Structure EA 3 $2,000.00 $6,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal $85,100.00

2036 Tucker Lateral Pipeline - Level III Materials Only
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